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Snow Accumulating

Read By More

3 to 5 Inches;

than 90,000

Continued Mild

People Every Day

SouthVietnam
To Proclaim
ShortTruce

PROTEST HANGING . . . Students who started a 24hour fast Tuesday are shown with their placards on street
opposite the Iraq embassy in London today as they protest
the hanging of Jews in Iraq. One of the placards is in Arabic.
The girl holds a newspaper -with a picture of two of the
hanged men; (AP Photofax)

Mass Spy Trial
Said Under Way
In Baghdad
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A sew mass spy trial was reported under way In Baghdad
today as Iraq accused Israeli
troops of massing to attack the
20,000 Iraqi troops stationed in
Jordan.
Egypt's Middle East News
Agenpy reported the new trial in
Baghdad began Tuesday , night
behind closed doors. It said tbe
defendants were accused of
working for the'U.S. Central Intelligence Agency

on Beirut International Airport
might start another full-scale
war,- . 7
: State Department spokesman
Robert J. McCloskey told a
news conference in Washington:
"The position every American
administration has taken regarding the cycle of provocations and reprisals has been a
consistent one* It should be
avoided.''
Iraq banged the 14 alleged
spies Monday despite clemency
appeals from the United States,
Britain, pope Paul VI and ILN.
It did not mention the number SeCretary-Generial U Thant.
of defendants, but London
sources had reported earlier
that 35 persons, 13 of, them
Jews, would be tried by Iraq's
revolutionary court on charges
of spying and sabotage.
In Baghdad, Information Minister Abdullah Salloum Samerrai told a news conference Israeli forces were preparing to
attack Iraq's forces io Jordan in
reprisal for the public banging WASHINGTON (AP) _ PresiMonday of nine Jews and ' five dent Nixon summoned the Naother Iraqis convicted of spying tional Security Council to the
for Israel.
White JHouse today to talk over
The Israelis were enraged by timing of an administration
the executions, and their gov- push for Senate ratification of
ernment denied the victims had the nuclear nonproliferation
been spying for Israel. The exe- treaty. .
cutions also provoked varying Following the meeting, the
degrees of condemnation in sev- President's third with the NSC
since he took office, Nixon was
eral foreign capitals.
"This is a purely Internal af- invited to a Capitol Hill lunchfair with no room for interven- eon with Senate leaders and to
tion by any other country," Sa- pay a personal visit to tbe Senmerrai said of the trials. Iraq ate floor.
already has announced its Although discussion of the
forces are in a state of military treaty to ban the spread of nureadiness for any- Israeli repris- clear arms seemed sure to
come up during Nixon's visit to
al.
Capitol Hill, no immediate deciThc U.S. State Department sion was expected on wlien Senannounced it has urged Israel ate action Vill be sought
not to retaliate. Diplomats ln
Nixon indicated at a news
Washington believe a reprisal conference Monday he would
raid coming so soon after Is- not make up his mind until
rael's Dec. 28 commando attack sometime next week.

SAIGON (AP) _ The South
Vietnamese government indicated today tbat it would declare a
truce for the lunar new year
Feb. 17, but a far . shorter one
than the seven-day cease-fire
announced by the Viet Cong ear¦ w "
lier today.
The Viet Cong's National Liberation Front broadcast an announcement that the communist
military command "will stop all
military activities" from 7 a.m.
Saigon time Feb. 15 until 7 a.m.
Feb. 22. The period is known*as
Tet, the festival of the lunar
new year and the biggest holiday in the Vietnamese calendar.
The Viet Cong broadcast said
any -military operations by the
United States, South Vietnam
and their allies/ including air,
naval and artillery bombardment, would be considered a
violation of the cease-fire and
"must be punished." *
Four hours after the broadcast, a spokesman for the South
Vietnamese government said:
"The Vietnamese government is
willing to have a truce because
Tet is a solemn occasion and for
the happiness of the Vietnamese
people." But he added that the
truce "will not last very long if
there is any."
U.S. forces will undoubtedly
observe any cease-fire declared
by Saigon, as they have all such
truces in the past.
A let truce last year had just
begun when the Viet Cong attacked more than 100 cities and
towns including Saigon in their
biggest offensive of the war. Although the government is expected to call some sort Of
cease-fire, it undoubtedly will
try to avoid the wholesale relaxation which left its forces at 50
per cent strength or less when
the enemy struck a year ago.
The anniversary of last year's
offensive comes this Friday,
and there has been speculation
that the Viet Cong may attempt
some action within the next few
days to mark the occasion. But
Ho major enemy activity was
repotted today.
The U.S. Command announced that-three more American helicopters have been shot
doWn and destroyed, but only
three crewmen were wounded.

LeVanders 2-Year Budget
Totals Nearly $2 Billion
ST. PAUL (AP) — Gov. Harold LeVander presented a
two-year budget totaling nearly $2 billion today to the Minnesota
Legislature, calling for higher taxes on cigarettes and liquor
but no change in the income tax or sales tax .
LeVander asked for a three-cents-a-pack boost in cigarette
taxes, from 8 to 11 cents, and a jump of 15 cents per fifth on
liquor.
The liquor tax would go from about 58 cents to about 73
cents on a fifth of a gallon. The tax on wine would rise a
lesser amount with no increase in beer taxes.
The budget is a record, a jump of about 30 percent over
the $1.5 billion set hy the 1967 legislature.
Almost all of the increase—$439 million—would be financed
by higher anticipated revenues for existing taxes. This is based
on the anticipation of economic growth in the national and
state economy, with a rising economy bringing in more revenue
from sales and income taxes.
The budget also proposes a wholesale upward revision of
MONEY PIE . . . These graphs show
delivered the message in noon adress to all state licenses and fees which have not been changed for the
the spending proposals given to the Minnesota
joint session of House and Senate. (AP Photo- past 10 years. This will net $3.5 million.
Legislature today by Gov. Harold LeVander, fax )
One example is the $l transfer fee for automobile sales,
and how the money will be raised. LeVander
which the governor wants doubled.
The budget proposes heavy
new expenditures for education,
Some Change
crime lighting, industrial safety,
highway safety, economic develThe man who used to put
opment and human rights.
a rubber band around his
proposed
by
Gov.
(AP)
financing
—
Here
is
the
ST.
PAUL
bankroll now uses a paper
Bnt it carries no new finanHarold LeVander in his 1969-71 budget:
clip to hold his credit cards
cial
aids to cities or other local
SURPLUS AND EXPECTED REVENUES
together . . . A cynical poliLeVander mengovernments.
......: — .... $1,060,470,000
Income tax school fund
tician describes an uncomitand will spell out
briefly,
tioned
,083,000
.....A..................... 368
General revenue fund
ted voter as one whose wife
lan to let local gov............ 486,352,000 later, a puse tax sources other
Property tax relief fund
forgot to tell him which levernments
er to pull . . . They tell of
than the property tax.
Total ........................................... W,914,905,00O
the tight-fisted character —
In his noon address to a joint
(AP)
WASHINGTON
—
New
it took him a year to find
'
,0OQ(
.....
.$l,952,261
...................
of the House and Sen...
.
session
Governor's
budget
out he'd lost his Diners Club York Gov. kelson A. Rockefel-.....' ... V.......
,000
governor said he
...............$
the
37*356
Difference
...
ate,
ler,
passed
over
for
a
place
in
'
card • .' . . Only uncomfortNEW REVENUES
trimmed $80 million from recthe
Nixon
Cabinet
has
been
,
able chairs become an........$24,000 ,000 ord money requests submitted
tiques; the comfortable ones asked by his former presidential Cigarette tax increase..............;.. .......... „-.-.^ 14,800,000
rival
to
head
Liquor
tax
increase
fact-finding
by state agencies.
mis.
a
are worn out in one genera3,500,000 LeVander did not repeat his
sion
to
Latin
America.
Licenses
and
fees
:-•
—-:
'
tion. W :
The White House confirmed
"no major new taxes" theme of
Tuesday night that Rockefeller
Total new revenue .........................,.;..;.$42,300,000 two years ago but he came
(For more laughs see
had been contacted on the suban 18-page
Earl Wilson on Page 4-A.)
..$ 4,946,000 close. Concluding
Balance, end of biennium
ject in recent days.
speech, the governor said:
But news secretary Ronald L.
"It gives us the tools to comZiegler said no firm decision
bat crime, enhance our enhas been made yet on whether
vironment, provide health servto even send such a mission.
ices, increase job opportunities
and safety, promote human
Rockefeller, whose family has
rights, help our senior citizens,
extensive interests in Latin
guarantee quality education and
America and worked on some of
relieve overburdened schools.
the area's problems in the administration of Franklin D.
"And most importantly, we
Roosevelt, said he was "seriouscan do all this leaving the
property tax exclusively to the
tion at an appropriate time, ly considering" the offer.
"We have budgetary difficullocal government and without
and, I would hope, an early
ties and other problems in the
expanding the sales tax and
time," he said Monday.
without raising the already high
Nixon's visit to tie Senate state," Rockefeller said. "We,
income tax."
where he served from 1950 to must appraise the request and
1952 as a member , then presid- weigh my responsibility in the
The budget is predicated on a
ed for eight years as vice presi- state."
slowdown in the present rate of
Diplomatic
sources
said
Nixon
dent, followed a visit Tuesday to
tempt to discredit tbe death of inflation and also is pegged to
By PETER REHAK
the House where he launched had decided U.S. policy toward
student
Jan Palach, who immo- an end of the 10 per cent fedAssociated Press Writer
his national political career 22 Latin America needed a "thorhimself
to protest the So- eral surtax on June 30.
lated
ough re-examination" in the
years ago.
viet
occupation
and the result- If the federal surtax is con(AP)
Signs
are
VIENNA
Nixon also met with Secretary light of a trend toward military multiplying that orthodox pro- ing curbs on freedom of the tinued, LeVander said, he will
dictatorships.
of State William P. Rogers, subpress.
nave to make additional recThree have taken over in the Soviet communists are gaining
ject not announced , following a
occupied
the
upper
hand
in
ommendations. A continuation of
conference
with
chairman past four months—in Peru , Bra- Czechoslovakia and Alexander In pamphlets an,d> speeches the higher federal tax would rethe conservatives claim that the
Glenn T. Seaborg of the Atomic zil and Panama.
Dubcek's liberal reformists are liberal reformists forced Palach duce state revenues.
Energy Commission. Seaborg
The mission also could have a not likely to stop them.
to commit suicide for the sake The governor'-s budget totals
told newsmen afterwards he useful byproduct in serving to
had agreed to continue in his take some heat off the new ad- Backed by an estimated of propaganda. Some even $1,952,261,000. Anticipated revenues from existing taxes will
post indefinitely. His term ex- ministration. Despite difficulty 100,000 Soviet occupation troops, claim he was murdered.
pires June 30, 1970.
in filling many top posts the conservatives' new strength Their charges were picked up fall $37.3 million short of this
The AEC chief also announced throughout the government, is evident in an active propa- by the orthodox communis! amount.
the administration is urgently there has been some criticism ganda campaign and bold public press in Hungary. Newspapers The new revenue-raisers instudying the feasibility of creat- of Nixon that his failure to bring statements that have increased in other countries with pro-Mos- clude $24 million from cigarcow ruling parties are expected ettes, $.4.8 million from liquor
ing a new deep-water harbor on in top Latin specialists indicated in frequency in recent days.
the northwest coast of Australia. a lack of interest in the area. Their latest move is an at- to follow suit.
and wine and $3.5 million from
Conservative statements are licenses and fees.
getting more space in the This will leave a cushion of
Czechoslovak press and more $4.9 million in the state treasradio time than in the months ury when the biennium ends
immediately following the Aug. June 30, 1971.
20-21 invasion bv Soviet troops.
The conservatives' message is LeVander proposes continuing
clear. They blame political dis- the 35 per cent homestead tax
sent on the reformists and warn cut and the per-capita aids to
that opposition to the party line cities and school districts enacted two years ago as part of
must stop.
the
sales tax law. These will in"Tlie basis of the problems
which cause nervousness and crease, however, because of an
helplessness among many com- expected growth in revenuo
rades is that since last January from thc 3 per cent sales tax.
the Central Committee has set a The budget calls for a record
certain line, certain duties and $826 million for education , inconcepts. Other demands were cluding a boost in aids to local
announced , outside tills line and school districts. State aids would
against the concepts of the par- rise to $5fl7 million or about 48
ty, which are often formulated per cent of basic school costs.
like ultimatums," said Deputy This would be up from -47% per
Premier Lubomir Strougal, a cent.
LeVander noted that 60 per
leading conservative.
His speech to a Militia rally cent of all money raised by tho
was broadcast by Radio Prague state is channeled back to local
during prime time Monday governments, He ripped into tho
night. It was echoed the same federal government for failure
day by Slovak party chief Gus- to share its tax coffers with tho
tav Husak, who leans to the So- states.
"Every day I sit in tho govviet line.
ernor 's chair," ho said , "I beThe hand of pro-Moscow com- come more firmly convinced
munists also is evident ln the that tho states cannot escape n
expulsion of a number of west- fiscal crisis unless they get
ern newsmen. Until recently, some form of federal-state tax
IN GOOD HUMOR . . . There was no
Nixon ; Mrs. James Allen, wife of the Demo- the authorities tolerated news- sharing."
men on tourist or businessmen's LeVander recommended $27.3
lack of laughter as the Senate Ladies Red
cratic senator from Alabama; Mrs. Hubert visas, the issuance of journal- million for junior
colleges,
Humphrey, wife of the former vice presi- ists' visas having halted follow- million for state colleges $77
Cross Group welcomed Mrs . Richard Nixon
and
back at a working session Tuesday at the
dent, and Mrs. Spiro Agnew , wife of thc vice ing the Invasion. This tolerance $170 million for the University
president. (AP Photofax)
Capitol. From left , in foreground , ore Mrs.
has now apparently ended .
of Minnesota.

NixonySecurity Council
Discuss Nuclear Treaty
The President, however, favors ratification of tthe treaty although during the campaign he
urged delay to dramatize U.S.
displeasure over the Soviet-led
invasion of Czechoslovakia.
"I expect ratification of the
treaty and will urge its ratifica-

WEATHER

FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY —
Snow becoming locally heavy by
early tonight with additional accumulations up to three to five
inches. Continued mild tonight ;
a little colder Thursday. Loy*
tonight 5-25 above; high Thursday 12-25.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today :
Maximum , 32; minimum , 19;
noon 25; precipitation , .01.

Court May Recommend
No Action on Bucher

CORONADO, Calif. (AP) —
The Medal of Honor or two
years in prison nnd dismissed—
so far they're the best and the
worst that could happen to the
shipper of the Pueblo, a Navy
source says.
But the court of inquiry investigating the Pueblo's capture
mig ht recommend no action at
all, for or against Cmdr. Lloyd
M Bucher , ono Navy lawyer
said,
Instead , he said , the court
miglit recommend investigation
of outfitting, armament explosives to destroy secret materials and what to do when an intelligence ship is attacked .
In an interview , Lt. l*s Osborne of thc Jlth Naval District
Law Center outlined what actions the court of inquiry could
recommend to Adm, John J.
Hyland , commander of the Pacific Fleet.
On one hand , Osborne said ,
the court "can recommend any
kind of laudatory action it

deems appropriate , including a
letter of commendation, early
promotion . . . the sky 's the
limit."
On the other hand , he said , it
could:
1. Make no recommendation,
letting the entire matter rest
after the inquiry.
2. Recommend n> action
whatsoever.
3. Recommend nonpunitive
actions such as investigations of
outfitting or armament availability.
4. Suggest a nonpunitive letter
to Bucher or any crewman that
"your action was found to be remiss, but the nature of that failure in judgment did not violate
regulations. This amounts to a
written bawllng-out."
5. Recommend a punitive letter, or letter of reprimand, or
admonition , saying "your conduct was found to violate regulations."' Such a letter, Osborne
said, could bo considered when
the recipient comes up for pr<

motion. But Osborne said officers and crewmen have been
promoted wilh such a letter in
their files, if the rest of their records are clean,
6. Call for a court martial .
The 'worst sentence Bucher
could get from a court-martial ,
if he is found guilty of violating
the only regulation he has been
warned about so far , would be
two years in prison and dismissal from tho service, Osborne
snld . Other regulations carry
Other penalties.
The court has warned Bucher
he is suspected of violating a
Navy regulation saying "the
commanding officer shall not
permit his command to bo
searched by any person representing a foreign state nor permit any of tho personnel under
his command to be removed
from the command by such a
person, so long as ho has trie
power to resist ,"
"But 1 don't think that Indl
cates a thing," said Osborne

Income, Sales
Tax Rates Will
Remain Same

Rocky Asked
To Serve in
Latin America

Financing Plan

IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Fear Pro-Soviet
Communists on
Way to Control

Municipal Court

The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital

Two-Sta te Deaths

WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 29, 1969

Winona Deaths

WINONA
Allan J. Soboleski, 25, 164
Franklin St., pleaded guilty to
a charge of driving after suspension and was fined $50 by
Judge John McGill. The court
also ordered the defendant to
attend the next session of the
Driver Improvement Clinic. Soboleski was arrested at 7:35
p.m. Monday at East Sth and
Laird streets.
FORFEITURES :
Tom C a l l a g h a n, Wayzata;
Minn., $10, fire hydrant violation, 1:25 p.m. Jan. 20, West
King and Winona streets.
Phillip R. Kaczorowski, 264 E.
Wabasha St., $15, stop light violation, 3:25 p.m. Monday, East
3rd and Lafayette streets.
James E. Eckdale, Marshall,
Minn., $10, fire hydrant violation, 8:15 p.m, Monday, West
Howard and Winona streets.
Thomas C. Lang, 20, St.
Mary 's College, $10, hitching a
ride on a moving vehicle , 8:21
p.m. Tuesday, Service Drive.
Thomas J. Kline, Fountain
City, Wis., $15, stop sign violation , 9:15 a.m. Tuesday, East
4th and Laird streets.
Jay Strange, Winona Rt. 3,
$10, parking in a snow removal zone, 11:30 p.m. Friday,
266 W. 4th St.
Mrs. William D. Carter, 212
Mechanic St., $10, parking in a
snow removal" zone, 4:30 a.m.
Tuesday, 856 W. 5th St .
BUFFALO COUNTY
ALMA, Wis. ( Special) — Before Buffalo County Judge Gary
Schlosstein Monday, Doris A.
Knutson , Eleva, pleaded guilty
to making an illegal U turn in
Mondovi Jan. 14 and was fined
$27 and costs.
The license of Robert McQuiston, Alma, was suspended
for 37 days and he was assessed
costs for passing in a no passing zone Jan. 3. Transferred
from juvenile to adult court, he
appeared with his parents. He
was arrested by Gerald Kappmeyer of the State Patrol.

Mrs. Dorothy Bailey
Edward Math is
Mrs. Dorothy Simpson Bailey ,
(Spe"Wis.
CITY,
FOUNTAIN
Witting hourtt Medical and turglcBi
former Winonan, died Tuespatients: 2 to 4 and » to¦ 1:30 pjn. (No cials-Edward Mathis , 76 , Sauer 72,
day
at 8 p.m. in a hospital at
chlldrtn under 12.)
Tuesday
•
died
Memorial Home,
MaHrnlly patlenti: 3 to »:30 »ns> ) to
at 10:30 p.m. at the home where Pomona , Calif. She hud been
«:J0 pjn. (Adulti ontv.l
he had been a resident since a resident of Palm Springs and
TUESDAY
Pomona about 15 years.
August 1967.
ADMISSIONS
here to Mr. and
Re worked on farms in the She was born
Leo M. Koil, 869 W. Sth St. area and was a section hand Mrs. Verrazano Simpson Feb.
Joseph Kulas, 569 E . Front St. for the Chicago Burlington & 7, 1896, and was active in comUanne Martin, 267% E. King Quincy Railroad until his re- munity groups during her residence here. She was a member
St. - 7
tirement.
of St. Paul Episcopal Church.
Mrs. Conrad Schewe, 477 ColHe was born May 8, 1892, in Survivors are: Three children,
legeview.
Valley near Fountain Mrs. Robert W. (Joan) JohnEagle
Mary Hogenson, 191 E. King
City, to Christian and Christinl- son, Winona; L. William Bailey,
St. v . v. . .
mar- St Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Eugene
Heidi Hogenson, 191 E. King ana Mathis Mathis. He was Wis.,
ried Nov. 29, 1927, at Alma,
F. (Lucretia) Wahlgemuth ,
St.
Timothy Matthees, 523 E. 5th to Ethel G. Alleman. She died Palm Springs, Calif. ; eight
in 1949.
grandchildren , and a sister,
St. - '
Beverly Franzwa, Minnesota Surviving are: A son, Newton, Mrs. J. Russel Smith , Winona.
; ' " '¦
Yucaipa, Calif.; three grand- Funeral and burial arrangeCity- '
, . v .
Mrs. Palmer Hundorf, Rush- children ; two brothers, George, ments are being completed.
Whitehall, Wis., and Albert,
ford, Minn.
Waller Kurth Sr.
Donald Beck , Fountain City, Menomonie, Wis.; three sisters,
Walter
Kurth Sr., 72, StillNorthfield
,
Dora
Young,
Mrs.
Wis. .
(Hilda) water, Minn., formerly of WiMinn.;
Mrs.
William
DISCHARGES
Beranstauch, Fairbury, Neb,, nona , died Tuesday morning
v Tracy Buermann , Fountain and Mrs, George (Emma) Eng- following a brief illness .
City, Wis.
He was born here Aug. 7,
el, Fountain City. Two brothers
Mrs. Sylvester Cichosz, 1012 and two sisters have died.
1896, to Henry and Louise
left in
Baumgartner Kurth and at
E. Wabasha St.
the
Mrs. ' Earl ^Christopherson . Funeral services tfill be Sat- 1922^6 was employed
urday at 1 p.m. at St. John 's Minnesota StateWPfisori until
Lewiston, Minn'.
Mrs.¦ Denise Myska, 414 Sioux United Church of Christ, the retiring several years ago.
Rev. Gene Krueger, Hope United
Surviving are: A son, Walter
St. . Church of Christ, Cochrane, of- Jr., Stillwater; two grandchilKirn Wiskow, St. Charles, ficiating.
Burial will be in the dren and a brother, Ross, WiMinn.
Fountain
City
Public Cemetery. nona. His wife, parents , a
Mrs. G . W. Mueller, 425 SunFriends
may
call at Colby brother and a sister have died.
set Dr.
Funeral Home, Fountain City,
BIRTHS
James N. Barth
Friday afternoon and evening
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hen- and Saturday until 10:30 a.m.,
James N. Barth , 37, Shorederson, Dresbach, Minn., a son, then at the church.
view, Minn., formerly of Winona , died Tuesday at his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert MerchleHe was a computer program"witz, 526 E. 4th St, a daughter .
Jortn P. Marty Sr.
mer at Univac, St. Paul , Minn.
'Wis.
(Special)
ALMA,
—
John
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Hegland,
He was born March 30, 1931,
P. Marty Sr., 77, died this mornPeterson, Minn., a son.
ing at Buffalo Memorial Hospi- in Elizabeth , N.J., to Norman
and Catherine Steadman Barth.
tal, Mondovi.
moved to Winona in 1935.
,They
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
He was born Dec. 8, 1891, and ' He was a graduate of Cotter
NORFOLK, Va. — U. and farmed in the Alma area manjr High Schoo7 and St. Mary's
Mrs. David Schreiber, a son years¦¦and then moved to Mode- College and served in the U.S. RHODA Ruth Tnngesvik, WiAir Force from 1950 to 1954.
Monday. Paternal grandparents na.
nona, pleaded guilty to possesSurviving are: His parents, sion of fermented malt beverage
are Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Schreib- Stohr Funeral Home, Alma,
is in charge of arrangements. Winona, and a brother, Thomas outside a licensed premises
er, Fountain City, Wis.
LANESBORO, Minn. (Spe- Funeral services will be Sat- W. Barth , Minnesota City.
Funeral services will fee Fri- while not accompanied by parcial) — Mr. and Mrs. David urday at 2 p.m. at the Stohr
day
at 9:30 a.m. at 'Burke's ent, guardian or spouse. She
Campbell, a daughter at Spring Funeral Home, Alma, the Rev. Funeral
Home and at 10 a.m. was sentenced to a $65 fine and
Valley Hospital S a t u | r d a y . E. . E. Draeger, Cochrane, offici- at the Cathedral
of the Sacred costs.
Grandparents are Mr. find ating.
Heart, the Rt . Rev. Msgr. Har- The court dismissed the acMrs. George Langstaff, Lanesold J. Dittman officiating. tion against Dale Larson, Monboro, and Mr. and Mrs. Car- Two-State Funerals
Burial will be in St. Mary's dovi, on motion of District Atmen Campbell, Minneapolis, fortorney Roger Hartman. He was
Cemetery.
Mrs. Rosemary Becker
merly of Lanesboro. Mrs. Alfred
charged with disorderly conduct
Friends
may
call
at
the
funeST. CHARLES, Minn. - FuOlson, Lanesboro, is the great
in the Blue Light Bar at Mondovi
from
7
to
Thursday
ral
home
neral services for Mrs. Rosegrandmother.
Dec. 14.
p.m;
The
Rosary
will
be
led
9
mary Becker, St. Charles, were
Loren R . Aase, Chippewa
held today at Fawcett Funeral by Msgr. Dittman at 8.
Falls, pleaded not guilty to
the
Rev.
A.
U.
Weather
Winona,
Home,
making an unlawful U turn in
Winona Funerals
Deye, St. Martin's Lutheran
Mondovi and the case was disEXTENDED FORECAST
Church, officiating. Burial was
missed Jan. 21. Attorney RanDelmer
R.
Senne
Minnesota
in Woodlawn Cemetery.
dall Morey appeared for the city
Funeral
services
for
Delmer
'
Pallbearers were: Edw&rd
Temperatures T h u r. ' s. d a y
Senne, 1441 Gilmore of Mondovi.
through Monday will average 12- Lynch, Arthur and Donald Sieg- Richard
Ave., who died Monday of in- On motion of the district at16 degrees below normal. Cold ler, Francis VanCor , Herirj in juries suffered in a traffic acci- torney, the case against Robert
Thursday and a little warmer GDle and Robert McCormick. dent early Sunday near St. Hanson, Alma, was dismissed.
about Saturday but colder again
Charles, Minn., will be Thurs- He was charged Nov. 30 with
late in the weekend. Normal
day at 2 p.m. at St. Paul's Lu- failure to furnish title at the
bighs axe 11-19 north and 18-2S
theran Church, F a i r m o n t, time of the sale of his vehicle.
south. Normal lows are ll beMinn., the Rev. Vernon Harley FORFEITURES:
low to 1below north and 2^ beofficiating. Burial will be in Kenneth J. Replnski, Dodge,
low to 7 above south. PrecipitaFairview Memorial Pari.
no valid driver's license, Jan.
tion will average about oneFriends may call at Olson 19, Town Buffalo, $37.
fourth inch in snow Thursday
Funeral Home, Fairmont, to- Richard John Dublin, Winona,
and again about Saturday.
night and until 1 p.m. Thursday. failure to yield to a funeral proWisconsin
Senne had been a field repre- cession, Town of Belvidere, $32.
sentative for the Winona Branch Richard L. Brion, Mondovi,
Temperatures T h u r s d a y
of the American Automobile running a stop sign, Mondovi,
through Monday will average 8Association since September.
14 degrees below normal..NorJan. 7, $27.
He was born May 3, 1941, in Oscar C. Johnson, Mondovi,
mal high 18-26 north, 25-30 SEATTLE (AP) — A New
south. Normal low 1 below to 7 York company paid $1,100 for a Fairmont to Richard and Mil- failure to yield from stop sign,
in Alas- dred Schott Senne. The family Mondovi , Jan. 2, $27.
above north and 6 to 14 above sea otter pelt Tuesday
'
south. Colder the latter part ka's second auction of the fur of moved to Janesvllle, Minn., in Janette Helm Elumke, Hast1958. He graduated from the ings, Minn., driving too fast for
of the week and little change the rare animal in 58 years.
Janesville
High School, served conditions, Mondovi, Jan. 4, $47.
in temperature over the week- Reiss & Fabrizio paid the top
end.
price as more than 500 of the in the U.S. Army and married Philip J. Sessions, Mondovi,
Sharyl Luedtke Oct. 20, 1963, at
Precipitation will total over prized pelts went on the block. Fairmont. They lived in Winona driving too fast for conditions,
one-half inch In water equiva- The skins brought an average of for a short time and then in Mondovi , Jan. 12, $47.
lent occurring mainly as snow $256 each from bidders repre- Fountain City, Wis., until re- Robert J. Rosenthal, Mondovi,
about Thursday and again this senting top fashion houses in the turning to Winona in September driving too fast for conditions,
United States, Canada and Eu- 1968:
Mondovi, Dec. 15, $47.
weekend.
rope.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
Surviving are : His wife ; two Donald L. Clark, Gilman, drivBy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS The first auction since 1911 children , Scott, 5, and Tara , 4; ing 10 m.p.h. over the speed
limit, Mondovi, Jan. 3, $27.
,
High Low Pr. was held last year During the his parents, Mr . and Mrs. RichDonald J. Rosenthal, Monintervening
wildlife
agenyears,
ard
Senne,
Janesville;
a
grandAlbany, sleet
18 03
dovi, making a U turn in midcies
carefully
guarded
the
animother,
Mrs.
Lena
Senne,
FairAlbuquerque, cloudy 52 32 ..
block, Mondovi, Jan. U, $27.
Atlanta , rain
35 33 .14 mals so they could multiply aft- mont ; four brothers , Dennis, Clinton Hacker , Mondovi, diser
disastrous
over-exploitation
Addison,
III.
;
Wayne
Janes,
Bismarck, snow .... -8 -20 T
orderly conduct striking Jerry
Boise, clear
29 05 .05 by Russian and American fur ville, Wis.; William , Minneapo- Schlegel in the, face with his
lis,
companies.
and
James,
Janesville,
Boston , cloudy
25 17
fist at the White Pig Tavern ,
Buffalo , rain
37 33 .11 Alaska's sea otters now num- Minn., and a sister, Mrs Gayle Mondovi, $35.
Chicago, cloudy ... 39 35 .17 ber more than 30,000 and state (Karen) Worrell, La Crescent,
TREMPEALEAU COUNTY
Cincinnati , rain .... 42 37 .44 officials say they are confident Minn.
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
Cleveland, cloudy . 42 37 .44 controlled harvest of the aniOtfo P. Piefsch
— Richard Madsen, 25, Claremals will not decimate them.
Denver, cloudy .. .. 35 23
Funeral
services for Otto P. mont, Minn., forfeited a $100
Des Moines, cloudy . 27 16
Most of the furs marketed Pietsch, 815 W. Sth St., were bail bond before Trempealeau
Detroit, fog
42 35 .50 Tuesday were taken from ani- held today
at Central Lutheran County Judge A. T. Twesme
Fairbanks, cloudy . 1 0 -23
mals around Tanaga and Kana- Church , the Rev. G. H. Hug- Tuesday morning,
Fort Worth , rain .. .. 77 48 ,10 ga Islands in the Aleutians, Na- genvik officiating.
Burial was in
He was charged with disorderHelena , cloudy — -11 -25 .05 tive hunters shot them under su- Woodlawn
Cemetery.
ly
conduct following an incident
Honolulu , clear .. . .80 68
pervision of the Alaska Depart- • Pallbearers were H a r o l d
which occurred near the WhiteIndianapolis, rain .46 44 1.07 ment of Fish & Game.
Richter, Harold Schultz , Elgin hall Lanes Monday evening.
Jacksonville, cloudy 61 54 .01
Sonneman , A. G. Lackore, HenJuneau , clear
Madsen was apprehended at the
14 -7
ry Fegre and Ray Beck.
Kansas City, rain .. 33 19 .02
Hotel Vtalgert at 12:02 a.m .
Los Angeles, clear . 51 51 1.04
Tuesday by Deputy Sheriff
Memphis, cloudy .. . 58 55
Clarence Haugen and City PoMiami, clear
73 69
liceman Robert Berg.
Milwaukee, cloudy .. 35 32 .04
Other cases ln county court,
Mpls.-St. P., cloudy 28 22 .02
all forfeitures :
New Orleans, cloudy 78 65
Donald R. Wolfe, IndepenNew York , snow ... 28 23 .01 LANESBORO , Minn. - The
charged by Sheriff
dence,
MADISON, Wis. (fl _ Gov. Amundson with resisting and obOkla. City, rain .. .. 53 30, .08 son of a former Lanesboro woman
has
died
of
burns
over
75
Omaha , snow
26 07
Warren P. Knowles met with structing an officer, $300.
Philadelphia , rain .. 28 23 .02 percent of his body received top agency and institution offi- Jerry Leque, Ettrick, disorderDec. 30 when he was shot down cials Tuesday, seeking to effect
Phoenix, cloudy ... 56 39
ly conduct, Town of Burnslde,
Pittsburgh, rain ... 39 34 .36 in Vietnam.
a proposed $22 million cut from Jan. 10, $50, Amundson.
Ptlnd , Me., cloudy . M 6
He is Steven Tronerud, 26, their budgets.
Herman Rebarchek, IndepenPtlnd, Ore., snow .. 24 19 .04 who was with the U.S. Air
The proposal , referred to the
IndepenRapid City, snow ... 7 2
Force. Son of Mr. and Mrs. E. Joint Finance Committee by the dence Rt. 1, speeding,
St. Louis, rain
54 35 .24 R. Tronerud of Fosston , Minn., legislature Tuesday, w o u l d dence, Jan. 21, $47, Officer J. W.
Konecny.
Salt Lk." City, cloudy 35 25 .21 he died Jan. 6 in a hospital in hopefully add
$1.5 million to the Larry D. Rumppe, Black
San Diego, clear ... 57 40 .07 Japan. His mother was thc for- veterans
bousing loan fund, River Falls, driving without a
San Fran., clear » . 45 40 .17 mer Marine Brekke of Lanesmeet
school
old needs and valid driver's license, Pigeon,
Scattle. snow
22 15 .03 boro. His maternal grandparmake an interim tax increase Jan. 22, $37, Patrolman Steve
Tampa, cloudy
76 61
ents arc Mr . and Mrs. Elmer unnecessary.
Hanson.
Washington, rain ... 33 32 .04 Brekke of Stewartville.
Robert
Clodius
,
a
University
Glen R. Benedict, Blair Rt.
Winnipeg, cloudy .. 2 -34 ..
¦
o! Wisconsin vice president, said 1, inattentive driving, Preston,
(M-Misslng) (T-Trace)
the proposed cutback "is so Jan. 18, $42, Hanson.
FIRE CALLS
drastic
and consequential that Donald Bellman, 450 Mankato
TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
Tuesday
it needs to be opposed. "
Ave., Winona, operating over
Clodius said the proposed $7.6 center line, Ettrick, Jan. 13, $32,
Timmy Albright, Lamoille, 6:52 p.m. — 1155 E. SanMinn., 5.
born St, Miller Industries, false million slash would result in Patrolman Darryl McBrlde.
William Bohn, 118 E. Howard alarm, passerby had seen pilot laying off several thousand Paul R. Lindbo, Hixton, speedSt„ .1,
light burning in heating unit part-time and some full-time ing, Preston , Jan, 19. $67, PaChristopher Gale Creelcy, 108B in basement and reported as employes, including about 288 trolman Willard Knutson.
Gale St.. 1.
f ire.
county extension agents.
Kenneth J. Korpal, Arcadia

$1,100 Paid
For Pelt of
Sea Offer

Son of Former
Lanesboro Woman Knowles Hopes
Vietnam Casualty To Learn Effect
Of Budget Cuts

..

Pope Points
To Racism
InHangings

VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope
Paul VI said today that tbe
hanging of nine Jews in Iraq
raised suspicions that racism
played a part in the executions.
The Pope deplored the executions in speaking to more than
5,000 persons at a public audience.
It was the first public comment by the Pope cn the hanging Monday of 14 Iraqis, nine of
them Jews, as spies for Israel.
The Vatican n e -w s p a p e r
L'Osservatore Romano, deplored the executions in an editorial Tuesday and reported
that the Pope had appealed to
the Iraqi government for clemency.
Pope Paul told the audience
that the executions had caused
"dismay and abomination in the
world." He added that the fact
that nine of those executed were
"of Jewish extraction has generated the suspicions that motives of racism were involved."
The Pope said he had no intention of interfering in Iraq 's
internal affairs. But he added
that he was especially disturbed
by the executions because he
had asked the Baghdad government beforehand to show mercy..

¦.

Help on Way for Measure Praising
Oshkosh Prexy
Deer, Pheasants Fails to Pass

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Help is on the way for Minnesota deer and pheasants suffering from food shortages because
of the heavy snow this winter.
The latest snowfall Tuesday
left four to six inches over most
of the state, including 4.4 inches
in the Twin Cities. Hibbing has
the greatest snow depth in the
nation, 44 inches.
As tbe snow .tapered off late
Tuesday, a cold wave moved
into the state from the west.
The U.S. Bureau of Sport
Fisheries and Wildlife announced in Minneapolis Tuesday
that 6,000 bushels of shelled corn
and 2,100 bushels of bats were
released to the State Conservation Department at 21 sites in 15
southern and western counties
to feed starving pheasants.
About the same time in St.
Paul, the State House of Representatives passed unanimously
a bill to provide $100,000 in
emergency funds for feeding
deer in northern Minnesota.
Deep snow has hindered the
animals in foraging for food,
and the emergency appropriation will enable hiring-of-lOO
men for a 40-day program of
cutting browse and opening
trails. The work will be done in
20 to 30 counties.
The measure now goes to the
Senate, -where action is expected
this week.
Meanwhile, Gov. Harold LeVander told a news conference
in St. Paul Tuesday that 500
miles of roads were still blocked
by snowdrifts in Pipestone Coun-

ty in southwestern Minnesota.
IB
Some points have had only one MADISON, Wis. ,— An atmail delivery in the past week, tempt to rush through a resolution praising Oshhosh State Unihe said.
versity President Soger .Guiles
said
the
govOther problems,
ernor, are that milk trucks can- for his actions following an Oct.
not get to farms to pick up milk 21 demonstration failed in the
and some homes are running Assembly Tuesday/ but the
low on fuel oil. Snowmobile measure may be introduced
units have been Working on an
through normal channels.
emergency basis, he added.
LeVander also said his office The attempt by Assemblyman
has been in touch with the Elmer Nitschke, It-Beaver Dam ,
State Civil Defense Office and to suspend the rules to introthe federal Office of Emergen- duce the resolution was defeatcy Planning regarding the pos- ed, 52-44.
sibility of spring floods. Confer- Ninety-four black students
ences also have been held with were expelled after the demonJoseph Strub Jr., who heads the stration which damaged adminTwin Cities Weather Bureau. istration offices. A total of 100
were arrested.
The Chicago & North Western persons
¦
Railway announced late Tues- Several Democrats said they
day that its main line between wanted more time to study the
the Twin Cities and Omaha, move.
Neb.—which had been blocked "With the cases of some of
by snowdrifts since last Wednes- these students still in court, any
day night—-was opened about action by the Assembly might
prejudice the case," said As10 p.m. Monday.
A railroad spokesman said 30 semblyman Raymond J. Tobi"freight cars were freed Monday asz, D-Milwaukee. "An action
afternoon at Bingham Lake, by us might be the same thing
Minn., and snowplows later as saying they're guilty."
cleared the track to Worthington. The 100-car freight train KELLOGG PATIENTS
had been stalled' at Bingham KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)—
Lake and the four-man crew Mrs. Arthur Sehurhammer was
stayed at private homes.
taken to St. Elizabeth Hospital,
Tlie five-day forecast Thurs- Wabasha, Sunday night and
day through Monday said temp- Mrs. Caleb Tentis became a paeratures in Minnesota would av- tient Thursday, both for medierage 12 to 16 degrees below cal treatment. Mrs. Michael
normal. Snow was expected Clementson was a patient there
Thursday and Saturday, totaling from last Monday through
about one-fourth inch ( melted). Thursday.

The Pope's criticism of the
Iraqi government was included
in a statement against all the
conflicts raging in the world. He ^
—
asked those at the audience to
join in prayer for resolution of
"the big and so difficult threats
tp the cause of peace among
peoples."

leiHteiff
ALWAYS ™sT aUAL,7Y-»

He mentioned V i e t n a m,
Czechoslovakia, Africa and the
Middle East.
Alluding to Israel , he spoke of
"the land of Jesus where the
holy places so dear to us are
disturbed by episodes of violence and blood."
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Navy Asked to
Keep Wa tch for
Escaped Porpoise
POINT MUGU, Calif. (AP) —
"All cruisers—be on the lookout
for Peg, a porpoise." said the
Navy by radio.
Peg and three other porpoises under study at the bioscience facility of Point Mugtt's
Pacific missile range escaped
last week when a storm forced
open a gate in their sea compound. The other three were recaptured.
The Navy has been studying
the sonar system and tremendous diving power of the porpoises.
How would a sailor recognize
Peg?
"She's from the Atlantic and
is a lighter grey than those native to the Pacific." said a
spokesman. "Besides, she's always smiling."

Actor Winninger
Succumbs at 84

PALM SPRINGS , Calif. HI —
Chubby, white-haired Charles
Winninger. a veteran of more
than 50 years in vaudeville, motion pictures, radio and television, is dead at the age of 84.
Winninger, who began his acting career in 1893, touring with
his parents and four brothers
and sisters, died Monday at his
home. He had been inactive
since breaking a hip four years
ago.
He started out as a boy soprano and drummer. Then lie
joined the New "York production of "Yankee Girl" as a comedian. Later he portrayed the
original Captain Andy in Zlegfeld's production of "Show
Boat."
His screen credits include
"Soup to Nuts," "Show Boat ,"
"Babes in Arms." and "Destry
Rides Again." In 1932 he created the role of Captain Henry
in the radio program ''The
Showboat Hour."
Winninger h a s appeared
many times at the old Winona
Opera House, now the Winona
Theater.
BATTERY STOLEN
Police detective division Is
Investigating the theft of a battery from an auto parked in
the Courthouse parking lot between 7 and 10 p.m. Tuesday.
The theft was reported by tbe
owner of the vehicle, Ann
Green , 562 W. Wabasha St. The
battery waa valued at $25.
Rt. 3, speeding, Independence,
Jan. 18, $47, Konecny.
George J. Pehler, Arcadia,
speeding. Independence, Jaai.
19, $32, Konecny.
Bernard GJestvang, Osseo
Rt. 4, unsafe backing, Osseo,
Jan. 15, $27, Officer Iner token.
Orion Olsbn, Independence
Rt. 2, inattentive driving, Burnside, Jan. 26, $42, Patrolman
Maurice Scow.
i
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Big Mac Penn-Presf sets
are reduced thru Saturday
Save 95c a set!
PANTS REG. 4.29, «JoOO SHIRTS REG. 3.98, '*)»44
• PENN-PREST' to they never need Ironing. Jutt machine waih and tumble dry!
• SOIL RELEASE meant moil stains como out in ]utt one washing.
A long wearing blond of 50% polyeifer/30% cotton In a heavy 8 V* or. weight twill, ptui
precise Big Mac* tailoring makes this cn exceptional matched work set value. You get
e*frq long service, extra good looks. And, became they're foil cot, you get superb comfort
while you work. They even flghl off wrinkles while you're working I The shirts have long tails
that stay tucked In, plus two button-through flap pockets. Tho pants have quick dry pocket*
and waistband, plus a rugged, dependable brass xlpper.
>MNN-/*gjasr;

p&tl ^Ift-

SHOP PENNEY'S MON. & FRI. NIGHTS UNTIL 9 P.M.

Woman Struck
On Broadway
'Satisfactory'

Mrs. Matide J. Goss, 76, 1215
W. Sth St., was listed as "satisfactory" this noon at Community Memorial Hospital where
she was taken after being struck
by an automobile while crossing
West Broadway at Cummings
Street at 10:10 a .m. today.
Hospital authorities said Mrs.
Goss was being held for observation and until the results of
X-rays became known.

SO WHAT ELSE tS NEW?

Ifs Going to Snow

Happily in error in his prediction of a cold wave and light
snow for the Winona area Tuesday night, the weatherman today came back with a virtual
carbon copy of yesterday's
forecast.
He added the prospect of a
heavy snowfall continuing into
Thursday.

had been mentioned failed to
materialize.
Today's forecast , however*
calls for cloudy skies to continue through Thursday with the
chance of four or five inches of
snow accumulation by Thursday.
It should get colder tonight,
probably between 2 below and
10 gbove, and the snow will
diminish Thursday.
Temperatures Friday are expected to be well below normal
but little or no precipitation is
in prospect.

find temperatures averaging 12
to 16 degrees below the normal
high and low of 26 and 7.
A warming trend will be felt
Saturday and then colder weather wifl move in Sunday.
Precipitation could amount to
as much as a quarter of an
inch in melted snow falling
Thursday and again on Saturday.
Snow began to fall late this
morning and the noon temperature here was 25.
After tonight's drop to near or
below zero the mercury is expected to reach a high of near
THE NEXT five days may 28 Thursday.

AFTER reaching a high oi
32 Tuesday afternoon, the mercury bad been expected to
plunge to as low as 5 below zero
during the night.
Instead, it held to an unseasonably mild overnight low of
ACCORDING to police, Mrs. 19 and the chance of snow that
Goss was crossing south on
Broadway on the west side of
Cummings Street when she was
FOR WINONA
struck by an eastbound vehicle
driven by Donald H. Rusert,
Minnesota
City. Police said the
district
Winona
,
NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS DISCUSSED . . . the left are John Tlougan ,
CEF chairman ; the Rev. A . U. Deye, pastor street was a glare of ice at the
The Rev. Virgil Blum, S.J. head of the
scene of the accident and that
of St. Martin's Lutheran Church, who intro- witnesses had told them that
political science department ' at Marquette
University, second from the left, discussed
duced the speaker, and Paula Speltz , a Cot- the vehicle was moving very
ter High School senior who heads the Winona slowly.
the role of the nonpublic school in American
Young Citizens for Educational Freedom and
education at a public meeting sponsored by
Mrs/Goss was taken to the Quick action by members oi
opened the program. (Daily News photo)
hospital by Praxel ambulance.
Citizens for Educational Freedom (CEF) here
Senior -High School Winona may be one of 12 MinPolice investigated two acci- the Winona
Tuesday night. With Father Blum, from
nesota cities to be ranked acdents Tuesday which resulted staff was credited Tuesday with
from
possible
cording to "quality of life," acstudent
saving
' £,
in $700 property damage. There
serious inju ry when she was a cording to Dr. Edward Henry,
were no, injuries.
At 11:48 p.m., a southbound victim, of an Apparent prank. mayor of St. Cloud.
vehicle driven by Michael J. When Becky Lindquist, daugh- Dr. Henry, who also is a proA.
Trzebiatowski, 19, 710 E. King ter oi Mr. and Mrs. William
St; , re- fessor of political science at
St., struck a car owned by Ed- Lindquist, 657 Market
St. John's University, Collegegar J. Lynch, 278 E . 4th St., turned to school after an ab- ville, made the announcement
several
days
Tuesday
sence
of
and parked on Kansas street
a vial Tuesday at a "micro-cities"
about IOO feet not fci of 4th and ofpened her locker,
containing an acid fell from an conference at the college. WinoStreet.
shelf , fell to the floor and na was represented by Mayor
upper
Answers to criticism of the ditions for freedom and diver- a church-related school, Father Damage was estimated at
acid was splashed on her cloth- Norman E. Indall, Jerry Papenfuss, chairman of the City
church-related school were giv- sity in teaching and the search Blum said, "These parents do $150 to the right front of Trze- ing and hands. ;
en and a case for its preserva- for truth. Thev are the ram- not want an education for their biatowski's 1962 model sedan School authorities immediateand $100 to the left rear of ly w&shed the atiected areas,
tion and improvement develop- parts against state monopoly in children that excludes meaning- Lynch's vehicle,
a 1966 model . sent her to a physician for exed by the Bev. Virgil C. Blum, the field of education.''
ful discussion of the most imSJ, head of the political sci- The church-related school, he portant issues of life. They want EARLIER, at 3:52 p.m., veh- amination and treatment and
ence department at Marquette said, provides a much-needed, a broad education that comes icles driven by Mrs. Russell C. she returned to school in about
University, Milwaukee, at a healthy competitc :for the pub- to grips, on the basis of moral Williams, 857 E. 4th St., and an hour, apparently having sufpublic meeting at Winona Jun- lic schools and "provide the and religious principles, with Richard J. Cannon, 358 E. Sarn- fered only minor superficial
ior High School auditorium religious-minded parent with the most profound questions ia St., collided at East 4th and burns. Parts of clothing were
Tuesday night.
Lafayette streets . Mrs. Williams damaged by the acid.
the opportunity to give his chil- that confront man.
About 1,000 attending the dren a Christian or Jewish afwas
going east on 4th Street and Dr. Carroll Hopf, Senior High
"They reject an education for
principal, said the case is unopen meeting sponsored by Cit- filiated education.
their children that escapes into Cannon south on Lafayette.
izens for Educational Freedom They are the taxpayers' best the narrow confines of pragmat- Police estimated damage at der investigation by school
(GEE) and-Young Citizens for friend," Fattter Blum noted, ic knowledge, thus rendering $225 to each vehicle, the left authorities. He said that it had
Educational Freedom (YCEF ) ''since they^save him approxi- them incapable of grasping front of Mrs. Williams 1963 mo- been determined that apparent- WHITEHALL, Wis. — It was
decided at the annual meeting
heard Father Blum assert that mately $14 billion in building man's problems in terms of del sedan and the right side of ly a number of students pre- of
Our Saviour's Lutheran
viously
had
entered
into
an
un"church-related schools fill a costs and are saving him more their moral and ethical dimen- Cannon's 1968 model taxi cab ;
Church
Sunday to explore the
authorized
agreement
to
switch
secular need in our democrat- than $4 billion a year in oper- sions. In other words, they want
of
the possibility of parish cooperalockers afl^. because
ic society. One of the strongest ating costs."
an education for their children PUNISHMENT
switching — which is not per- tion by sharing a pastorate with
arguments in support of Chris- The charge that nonpublic that prepares them for life in OSLO (AP ) A 21-year-old mitted by school policy — a Independence, Pleasantville and
tian and Jewish schools is the schools are segregationist is a all aspects."
Norwegian student was given 30 number of students probably Bruce Valley Lutheran congrefact that they preserve the con- distortion, he said, adding, "In
days in jail and ordered to pay knew the combination of the gations.
ditions of freedom of mind and some cities—particularly where
CONSIDERING the legal as- $600 in damages within two
A $58,000 budget was adopted
religion .in education.
Negroes have been kept in core pects of the question, Father weeks for smashing windows at locker which ordinarily would with the improvement fund and
have
been
known
only
by
the
areas by widespread discrimi"WITHOUT them," he con- nation in housing — de facto Blum cited U.S. Supreme Court the American Embassy in Oslo person to which the locker was the LIFE fund expected to bring
in an additional $12,000.
assigned.
tinued, "we would have state segregation exists because par- decisions that found, among last July 4.
A $500 gift will be donated
monopoly in education. But the ishes tend to become heavily other things, that the nonpublic
schools "do an acceptable job of
to the extended care unit of
child is not the mere creature white or Negro.
providing secular education to
the Tri-County Memorial Hospiof the state. The right and duty
their students. .. .". and that furtal. It was reported that the
to educate the child belongs to
"IN OTHER cities, however,
$1,500 pledge to the hospital
the parents and the parents not only are many of the nishing textbooks to children in
will be completed this month.
have the right to select a Chris- church-related schools educat- Christian and Jewish schools
Newly-elected officers are:
tian or Jewish school for their ing a proportionate share of mi- does not violate the concept of
separation
of
church
and
state.
Soard
of trustees, Henry
children. The democratic; state nority groups, but their very
Thompson, Everett Herness and
— because it is a democratic presence has induced white par- "It is most self-evident that
state — has an obligation to ents to remain in the inner city. academic freedom is essential The concept of tax-exempt total is $32,574,425. Winona Daryl Oates, and board of deaseek education of children in a In Manhattan, for example, 46.7 in American democracy," Fa- property is going to undergo County's figure is much higher cons, Edward Ausderau and
manner consistent with the percent of the Catholic grade ther Blum held. "To impose, di- close scrutiny in this session of because it has colleges and pub- Mrs. Sidney Borresori.
Erhng Hanson was returned
rights and duties of parents, school enrollment is non-white." rectly or indirectly, a strait the legislature, according to
while Wabasha to the board of deacons for an
and of the children themselves.'' Turning to the parent who jacket upon teaching of children Rep. Charles Miller, Wabasha, lic hospitals
County has none, Rep. Miller additional three-year term as
The meeting, was opened by wishes to have his child attend imperils the future of our free, District 2-B.
was Mrs. Lester Brennom to the
democratic society. Teachers Since these properties are de- said.
Paula Speltz, a Cotter High
parish board of education. The
and
children
must
be
free
to
fined
in
the
state
constitution,
it
School senior who is head oi
inquire about both God and is likely that an amendment STATEWIDE totals of exempt general officers were re-elected
the Winona YCEF organization Whitehall Accident
man, to study religious and may be proposed and placed be- properties were listed by Rep. as follows : Nels Erickson, presand who introduced the Rev. A.
ident; Miss Mayme HaUingWHITEHALL.
Wis.
(Special)
moral
values, to gain new ma- fore the voters, he believes. Such Miller as follows:
U. Deye, pastor of St. Martin's
Lutheran Church. He in turn , — One accident was reported turity and understanding of life. an amendment might change the Public schools, $506,252,508; stad, secretary, and Charles O.
introduced the speaker. A 45- in Trempealeau County Monday Otherwise our civilization will list of exemptions or give the private and church school prop- Johnson , treasurer.
legislature power to define types erty, $59,503,002; academies, H. D. Briggs and John Taylor
minute open discussion follow- night according to Sheriff Stan- stagnate and die.
colleges and universities, $177,- were elected delegates to the
ley
Amundson.
Mrs.
of exempt property ,
Truman
ed Father Blum's address.
380,281; public property used for district convention in April.
Jacobson, Whitehall, was east- "IT IS THIS right - the
FATHER BLUM c i t e d bound on Highway 121 about 1>4 right to be different , to reject MOTIVATING this desire to public purposes, $576,309,333; Mrs. Roland Frey and Mrs.
charges that have been leveled miles west of Whitehall at 10:03 the 'established' moral, reli- move in on some currently tax- churches and church property, Sidney Otterson were elected
at the church-related school : p.m. She had just traveled over gious, or political doctrines and free areas is the legislature's $278,430,627; public hospitals, delegates to the annual meeting
That they are devisive, undem- a slight grade when her 1966 follow our own convictions — stated need for more revenues $149,476,962; charitable institu- of Luther Park Bible Camp.
tions, $51,876,289; public burying Elected to the nominating
ocratic, un-American, inferior vehicle started to slide. Accord- that keep us strong as a na- for state operations.
Another
way
—
and
a
more
grounds, $15,582,448.
committee for one year were
tion.
When
the
and segregationist.
state
creates
ing to State Patrolman Fred
"If these charges are true," Staff , Mrs. Jacobson applied conditions that coerce parents direct approach —. would be to The total value of all exempt Sidney Borreson , Arnold Olson
and MrsrEnrest Steen. The auFather Blum declared , "let's her brakes and the car slid and into sending their children to pass laws that are considered properties is $1,814,811,470.
not phase out nonpublic schools rolled over onto its top in the schools of , only one moral or to be "in the spirit of the con- Rep. Miller cited a report to diting committee consists of
a House subcommittee which Mrs. Lloyd Fischer, Mrs. John
— let's suppress them forth- north ditch. She was not injur- religious orientation, it stifles stitution," Rep. Miller said.
Rep. Miller observed that the charged there "are substantial Mathson and Tracy Rice. ¦
with. That would be in the best ed. The right side and
and
suppresses
differences
of
left top
interest of both religious and of the vehicle were damaged
opinion , belief and philosophical total adjusted market value of and numerous abuses under Pastors of Our Saviour 's are
. conviction.
secular society."
It is, in fact , estab- exempt properties in WABASHA every classification of exempt the Revs. Clifford J. Ritland
and John W. ^Gannett.
He said, however, that he dislishing orthodoxy to which all is $6,548,487. Winona County's property."
agreed with such charges, obchildren must conform. "
serving that "some of these
Asserting that Christian and
charges a g a i n s t nonpublic
Jewish schools are making a
schools hardly merit a response.
very substantial contribution to
"But the future of nonpublic WABASHA, Minn. (Special) secular society and the relischools now in financial crisis is — New bids on Wabasha 's
gioup and moral elucation of
critically important to balance. ing home will be opened nursFeb. millions of children , Father
If we are to make efforts nec- 18 at 7 p.m. at tho city hall.
Blum said , "It is in the best
essary to save them , we had
Council met with Y. A. Kor- interest of the American peobetter be convinced that they sunsky, architect
, T u e s d a y ple to find means of preserving
serve a useful purpose."
night , approved new plans and improving our nonpublic
CHURCH-relatc-I schools, Fa- which involve 40 minor revi- schools. If this is to be done,
ther Blum held, "serve Amer- sions, and set the date. Mayor a concerted effort by all citiican society. They teach more Ray Young said the revised zens who believe in freedom
than 0.5 million children secu- plans won't change the overall and diversity of education is
lar subjects. They strengthen plan of the nursing home. First Imperative. Anything short of
moral and ethical attitudes and bids exceeded funds for con- this will fail and we will have
behavior. They provide the con- struction.
state monopoly in education."

Girl Opens
Locker , Acid
Spills on Her

Head to Speak
Ai County
GOP Meeting

Minnesota Attorney General
Douglas M , Head Will be keynote speaker for the 1969 Winona County Republican convention at 8 p.m. Monday at
Holiday Inn.
Robert C. Shoup, Winona
County Republican chairman,
announced that the county convention will bo
held for ; the
p u r p o s a ' of
electing candidates for the
following county o f f i ce r s :
County chair,
man and chairw o m a n , city
and rural vice
chairman a n d
vice chairwomtreasurer
en,
Head
¦
Planning Commission, and Car- and secretary.
^
The convention also will
roll J. Fry, city manager.
Micro-cities are those in the adopt resolutions.
Appointed by Shoup to chair
10,000 to -50,000 population the . .various convention com^ G.
range. They are subie&T'Ww mittees were: Mrs. Archie
William
credentials;
study financed by the Ford Lackore,
Papenfuss ,
Foundation and also will be stu- Mann and Jerry
William P. Theurdied by the U.S. Department of nominations;
and Mrs. Loren Torgerson.
Housing and Urban Develop- er
and S. A. "Jim"
resolutions,
ment. Dr. Henry believes that Sawyer, rules.
the problems of such munici- Head, a practicing attorney
palities, as well as the value in Minneapolis since 1957, was
of their contributions to the elected to his present position
overall society, have been over- in 1966. He is 37, a 1962 gradulooked or ignored up to now. ate of Yale University and a
Rating cities according to tie 1956 graduate of the University
quality of life they offer was of Minnesota Law School where
conceded by Dr. Henry to be he ranked third in his class.
"a touchy thing." Cities being He has also attended graduate
studied , in addition to Winona, school in law and economics at
are St. Cloud, Bemidji, Fergus the University of California.
Falls, Moorhead, Hibbing, Will- In 1960 Head was elected to
mar, Albert Lea, New Ulm, the Minnesota House of RepreMankato, Red Wing and Austin. sentatives from the 30th DisA study recently released by trict and le-elected in 1962. Ha
a private research firm rank- was ejected one of two outed Minnesota second only to outstanding first-term legislaCalifornia in a study of the tors in 1S61.
quality of life in all 50 states.

Quality of Life
Rating Considered

7,000 Hear Defense
Of Church Schools

Joint Parish
Consideredby
Our Saviour's

Legislator Says
Tax^xempts Studied

Wa basha Asking
New Home Bids

2 Durand Council
/Members Draw
Filing Opposition

Sand Prairie
Homes Entered

WABASHA, Minn. (Special)The Wabasha County sheriff's
office is investigating two house
break-ins on Sand Prairie which
are belie**ed to have occurred
before last week's snowfall.
Charles Springer , Rochester,
who has a home on the prairie,
discovered them Sunday. Windows were broken in the John
Hanson and Gerald Quads
homes.
¦
¦
Two pool cues, an antique
.
rifle and sample liquor bottles
Only One Incumbent were taken from the Hanson
place, which has been entered
Not a Candidate
twice before. The missing articles from the Hanson home,
Again at Galesville
entered Dec. 9, were recovered
GALESVILLE, Wis. - All and a Rochester youth is -out
Galesville officers whose terms on bail. The first entry was in
expire this spring filed for re- January 1968.
election by the deadline Tues- Missing from the Quade home
day except one, municipal jus- were 14 stereo tapes valued at
tice Jacob Mlsna, who has $94; two satin leopard sheets
moved out of the city.
and pillow cases; a tool box
Only one incumbent is op- with tools; cross-bow ; leather
posed: John WiUiamson, alder- liquor decanter , and five to
man from the 1st Ward, bas eighj bottles of liquor that had
been opened. An attempt to reopposition from Fred Nelson.
Seeking re-election A^ril 1 move the stereo tape player
without opposition will be Ralph from the cabinet was unsuccessB. Myhre, mayor; Miss Evelyn ful.
L. Larson, clerk; Mrs. Alma L. Cold air coming through the
Quinn , treasurer ; Clarence R. broken windows in the Quade
OJson, assessor ; Raymond E. house had frozen the water
Quail, constable; Erling Olson, pipes and caused them to break.
2nd Ward alderman, and Rich- It was partly because of this
ard McKeeth, 3rd Ward alder- damage that officers concluded
the break-in occurred prior to
man,
No one filed for municipal the snowfall and subzero weather of last week.
justice.
DURAND, Wis. (Special) —
Two incumbent aldermen at
Durand wUl have opposition at
the election April 1.
Robert Blair, 1st Ward alderman, will be opposed by Leonard Knutson, and Elwin Fedie,
2nd Ward alderman, will be
opposed by Arnold . Pederson ;
Donald Sommers, 3rd Ward
alderman, is unopposed. Filings
closed Tuesday afternoon.

Snow Emergency Declared;
Cars Off Routes by 9 PM.
A snow emergency, effective at 3 p.m. today, was
declared early thin afternoon by Street Commissioner Arthur Brom and
Clly Manager Carroll J.
Vry.
AH vehicle*! must lie removed from city «now
rnifTKrncy routes l»y fl
p.m,. according to the dociniaUon. Cars left on t!t<*«e
Klrcets after the deadline
will be tngtfcd nnd towed
at owners' expense.

Establishment of snow emergency routes will speed the removal of snow from nil city
utrecls , not ju st from tho designated routes, City Manager

Carroll J, Fry said today.
The manager's commentswere made in response to expressions of concern that nonemergency streets would get
later service because of the
priority system.

"WE HAVE no intention of
downgrading service ," Fry
said. "Many of tho snow emergency routes already are
Among the first to be plowed
since they constitute artcrlals ,
fire runs and bus routes.
"Since tho new system allows
us to clear all vehicles from
Iho emergency routes, these
streets will be cleared more
quickly than before. And they

will be cleared from curb to
curb in all cases.
"Remaining slrceets will
continue to be plowed as well
and as early as before , and
probably earlier."
On non-emergency streets,
plows stin will hav e to go
around parked cars aa always,
he added . These streets, however, can be cleared completely under other procedures Involving temporary posting for
cleaning purposes.
PERMANENT signs will he
posted on emergency routes as
soon as they are available , Fry
said. Tho ordinance, which was
passed Monday night by tho
City Council, ia now effective.

EMERGENCY ROUTE SYSTEM . . . Streets making up
the city snow emergency route system nre shown on this
map, prepared by Ralph Lclningcr, draftsman in tho city
engineer's office. When a snow emergency is declared ,
these streets will be cleaned completely. Owners of vehicles

will have a minimum of six hours notice to removo parked
cars from these streets to allow for curb-to-curb clearance.
Violators automaticnlly nro subject to fines and costs of
towing vehicles nwny,

By Ed Dodd
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Fireman Told He
Can Wear Neat ,
Cut Moustache
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Shelley Defends
Bathroom Gags

By EARL WILSON
*!
a bunch of hicks.
Broadway
NEW YORK —
"New Yorkers aro very provincial, very insular ," claims
Shelley Berman, whose bathroom joke routine at the Americana
Royal Box irritated some Big Town reviewers, and started a
new angle in the controversy over what's dirty and what's
decent in today's entertainment.
"This material was created in San Francisco. It played
the Bible Belt It brought no adverse comment in Chicago, Dallas, Oklahoma City or Indiana. I did it in London on TV. NoPRESTON, Minn . — Preston
body objected. Because some
columnists in N.Y. knock it, to Mexico for a film . (Who gets firemen have re-elected offiI'm not cutting it.
a lot of shots to go there except cers.
) . . . Tom Unterberg's Clyde Boy sen is beginning his
Shirley?
my
decided
to
record
"RCA
seventh year as chief , and Lotoilet routine. Are they with- party for investment bakers at ren Woellert and Neil Bremseth
brought
out
the
top
El
Morocco
's
show
Kerr
Jean
out taste?
will continue as treasurer and
'Mary, Mary,' had such jokes. money guys in town . . . The secretary, respectively. Lavern
If you're surrounded by the Manhattan Hotel was bought by Knoepke was reappointed truck
esalted proscenium of the thea- an English group.
The great love of Archduke maintenance man .
ter, does that make it O.K.?"
Clarence Leutink retired aftFranz
J osef of Austria and his
were
He said some of the critics
er
22% years ' of service. There
Princess
Martha
is
to
end
in
"stiffnecks" and if they couldn't divorce, and rumors are that are two vacancies. Boysen will
use the right word for powder
marry an Austrian girl name the assistant chief at the
room, they couldn't face them- he'll
.
.
.
M
y funniest recollection <& next meeting.
selves. This little controversy the Inaugural:
A woman asked
The department answered 35
is helping him do top business me the time. "Five o'clock," I calls in 1968: Firemen inst alled
more
TV
demand
got
he's
and
said . . . She said, "A.M. or a picnic shelter in the park,
than ever.
P.M.? "
"I think of Pres- built a horseshoe pitching
"I'm not with the hip crowd ident Nixon as a carpenter ," court, and kept the skating
that thinks Lawrence Welk is says Herb Rosenberg. "He's pond flooded.
wrong, and I also think that lib- just a little old Cabinet-maker
Open house is planned upon
erace is a great entertainer ," who had a little trouble with completion of the remodeled
Shelley added. "I'm just trying the Interior."
fire hall.
to make a buck and make peo- The Richard Burtons return
ple laugh."
next month to their two homes
in
Puerto Vallarta , Mexico,
THERE'S A rnmor that Gov.
Lii Taylor will rest up
Rocky's cousin, ex-councilman where
"from
her
Richard Aldrich, might run for Groupies"aching back . . . The
girls
who
chase
—
mayor if Lindsay doesn't. "But
the
boys
in
the
rock
groups
—
¦
r
un/*
going
to
Lindsay's
Mayor
way
are
now
getting
so
out
in
'
I mentioned to Mrs. Lindsay at
adulation that the whole
a party hoping to get an an- their
nouncement out of her. "Oh, is mess warrants a federal investigation. The underground pubhe?'.' she answered.
lications openly tell bow these
Joyce Mathews flew to Switz- gal teen-agers pursue guys as
erland with the announced pur- Stage Door Johnnies once woopose of divorcing Ivor Schmidt, ed the beautiful B'way showNo. 6 among her wedding part- girls. The Fall of America isn't
NEW YORK (AP) — Despite
ners counting Billy Rose and coming — it's already here.
—or because—of a boiling conMilton Berle twice each, but TODAYtS BEST L A U G H : troversy,
the
Metropolitan
flew back without doing i t . . . Jack E. Leonard, slimmed Museum of Art is packing them
Kirk Douglas' son Michael, here down a bit, told a hefty ring- in for its "Harlem on My Mind"
to do "The Experiment" on sider, "Good evening, sir, I see exhibition.
CBS TV Playhouse, uses the you're using my old stomach!" Nearly 10,000 saw it Sunday
"M.K. Douglas" because his
and on some days many visitors
real name, Mike Douglas," is REMEMBERED Q U O T E : have been turned away.
"The
less
a
man
says,
the
used by some fellow with a
The exhibition opened to pickmore he doesn't have to apoloprior claim in Philadelphia.
ets and protest over its catagize for."
Fearless forecast; Mia Farlogue introduction , an essay
row in a year or two may well EARL'S PEARLS: A sign In written by a 17-year-old Negro
a
London
church
warns:
"Not
become tbe No. 1 box office
high school girl as a term paattraction which will surely everybody who enters here has per. It has been criticized as
been
converted,
so
watch
your
•hock those top stars who
questioned her talent.. .Mys- hat and coat.'* — Oren Arn- racist in its comments on minority groups.
tery woman Shirley MacLabe old's "Steeple Stories."
was very nervous about "Sweet Dick Cavett introduced Play- Discussing Harlem's lnterCharity'* but from the preview boy's Hugh Hefner as "the pub- group relations, the author,
that we saw, she needn't have lisher of the only magazine that Miss Candice Van Ellison, said
been. She's superb . . . She people start reading from the in part:
docked back to LA saying she middle." . . . That'* earl, broth"Behind every hurdle that the
had to get a lot of shots to go
Afro-American has yet to jump
stands the Jew who has already
cleared it. Jewish shopkeepers
are the only remaining 'survivors' in the expanding black
ghettoes... The lack of competition in this area allows the al-

Preston firemen
Rename Boy sen

.. .

LOS ANGELES (AP) - City
fireman Richard A. Novak may
wear a moustache, but lt roust
be "neat and trim, leave tbe en»
tire upper lip exposed and not
extend below tlie corners of the
mouth."
Judge Lloyd S. Davis rnado
the ruling in Superior Court
Monday after a 80-minute de-

Apparently the jack rabbit is
among the vanished species in
this area of Minn esota , which is
the extreme of its old eastern
range. In years past, the big
rabbit was quite common in the
more open areas. One would see

BOILING CONTROVERSY
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COTTON THREAQ
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300 yd spools o£ extra strong
mercerized cotton thread ln
Hack or white. Stock up now!
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.

KNITTINGYARN
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Quality worsted in ready-tou« pull skein. Mothproofed.
Choose from a host of colors.
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Jumbo plastic.rm
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room for 18 spools, edssori.
more. White, tortoise, avocado*

f o r use and beauty
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ready exploited black to be further exploited by Jews . . .". .
In a disclaimer inserted in the
catalogue, museum director
Thomas P. F. Hoving apologized for any "racial undertones," and Miss Van Ellison
r acist
said
that
"any
overtones...inferred from the
passages quoted out of context
are regrettable."
The exhibit contains photographs, slides, video tapes,
taped interviews and recordings
in 13 galleries chronicling nearly 70 years of the culture in
what is sometimes referred to
as Manhattan's first suburb,
Harlem.
Classes of Harlem school children mingle with matrons in fur
coats and young couples in bellbottom pants, reading Negro
newspapers of the 1920s and listening to recordings of how the
Negro spiritual and West Indian
cultures influenced Harlem's.
You can see kids snitching
rides on the rear of a trolley car

or just standing in a doorway,
grinning.

Yoo can listen to the shrill sirens and screams of riots in
Harlem's streets, or see them
filled with people welcoming
their heroes--Joe Louis, Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. and
Adam Clayton Powell.
The exhibit also has been criticized by Negroes as an inaccurate picture of Harlem,
and by artists who want it
closed because , they say, it is
superficial, distorted and irrelevant..
Robert T. Mangum, the
state's human rights commissioner , asked that it be closed
"until it reflects a more accurate record of the aspirations,
achievements and goals of the
black people of New York."
Biit museum officials note
that about six to seven times
the number of Negroes who normally attend museum exhibitions are seeing the Harlem
show. It runs through April 6.

MAY BE ONLY WAY

Government Programs
Not Always Desirable

NEW YORK (AP) — The programs that any government administration must follow aren't
always those that appear most
desirable. Sometimes they are
locked into a course and have
no alternatives. Often they must
choose the lesser ol evils.
Seldom can they take the direct route to solutions.

This ls the aspect of any problem that separates the practical
world of politicians from the
Idealists and theorists and extremists, who share a common
fault in seeing the possibilities
but not the consequences.
Sometimes the idealists are
Joined by the party out of power
in seeing the direct route to solutions. It is in this conflict that
much of the criticism of an administration's economic leadership arises.
The most obvious example is
in the Job-inflation conflict. It is
generally agreed that inflation
could be conquered by clamping
down hard on spending and by
making borrowing even more
difficult. But at what a price?
The most damaging aspect
might be in the loss of job s. Unemployment now is at a rate of
less than 3.5 per cent of the labor force. In order to flatten inflation that unemployment rate
might have to go to 5 per cent.
The Nixon administration has
gradually made clear that this
is an unacceptable alternative.
Instead , a midway course is
likely to be sought: jobl ess rate

I DANCE
Sat.—The Dlui Banners
Rochssttr 's
PLA-MOR BALLROOM

For reservations call 282-5244
Remember! Wa can handle
your Wedding Party so there
ll no cost to you. Please Inquire.
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of perhaps 4 per cent and a office procedures and selling
practices is required to modernslower reduction of inflation.
ize and strengthen the industry.
Consider antitrust activity. But one of the risks in taking
Should bigness be equated with an extreme attitude is that conbadness? To some observersthe fidence in the markets could be
answer is inherent in the ques- undermined, possibly with distion—bigness is bad. Any ad- astrous results. A more cautious
ministration, however, must regulatory attitude involves less
question if this concept is out- risk all around.
dated.
A study to be released this Confidence in the United
week by the National Industrial States also could be lost by inConference Board , an independ- creasing the price of gold, as
ent research group, suggests proposed by numerous authorithat the bigger companies are ties, This, automatically, would
more efficient , more productive, give more gold backing to the
than their smaller competitors. dollar, whose strength lies parThe questions arise: Should tially in the fact that it is reindustrial efficiency be sacri- deemable in gold.
ficed for a theory? Should the To do so, however, would
most competitive companies be damage U.S. relations with napenalized? Should antitrust ac- tions who have supported the
tivity make goods less competi- dollar—who have demonstrated
tive abroad? Should more infla- confidence in U.S. currency by
tion be risked?
not redeeming it for gold—and
Regulation of the t : *:urities reward those, such as France,
markets presents an especially which stockpiled the metal.
touchy area. Prominent mem- To every question there is
bers of the securities industry more than one answer. To every
readily admit that cause exists ?reposal there is an alternative.
for a severe regulatory stance o every action there is a critifrom Washington .
cism. This is where romance
In some respects ,it is felt, lit- collides with reality, where a
tle less than a revolutionary at- new administration faces the
titude toward commissions and facts.

EVENINGS: 7:15-9:30
51.00-51.25 - NO PASSES
NOT FOR SMALL CHILDREN

SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT
4 DAYS ONIY

in the bottoms, they checked a
fisherman who had two nice
northerns. Three fox were seen
on Sand Prairie. A report that
deer were yarding up in the Nelson area was being investigated
by Jim Everson, Buffalo County
warden.

TONITE -SATURPAY
TODAY'S MOST DISTINGUISHED STAR IN HIS
MOST EXCITING CHARACTERKATlbN!

Here and There
Minnesota wardens have
been instructed by Paul
Martz, head Of the Conservation Department law enforcement unit , to enforce
the snowmobile license law.
Any snowmobile operated on
public lands or waters must
be licensed. The license, obtained from the Conservation Department , cost $8 for
three years. No license is required on private lands.

Little wildlife was moving,
Bart reported. Nine bald eagles
were reported in the Alma area.
A few fishermen were on the
ice, about a dozen cars at Buffalo City. Some panfish were Phil Ham , Houston County
being caught. At Weaver, deep warden , reports that pheasants
are coming to highways looking
for grit. The Houston Sports- ¦
men's Club has launched an extensive feeding program. The
members are mixing grit (sand)
with grain and putting the mixture in sheltered spots inhabited
by the birds. The pheasants ,
Ham said, are in poor condition.

Harlem on Ifyy y MJnd'
Exhibit Packs Emin

(^Woj^hm^tK

m ttJ W. Ith ft.

Voice of the Outdoors
them in plowed fields. Jack rabJack Rabbit Disappears
In the past few days we have bit hunting with a small bore
been telephoning different ward- rifle was a rather popular sport .
ens and suportsmen's club offiLowland Conditions
cers, inquiring about the pheasBart
Foster of the Wildlife
ants and fox situation. We also
asked them if they had seen any Refuge, accompanied by
Jerry Leinecke, the new Wijack rabbits this winter.
nona district game manager
who was transferred from
John Micheel, president of
St. Louis in the middle of
Sportsmen's
Lewiston
the
our winter to live in the
Club, an ardent fox hunter
four-foot deep snow of the
and a Soil v Conservation
Trempealeau Refuge, made
Service employe, reports
a tour of the upper end of
seeing only one jack rabbit.
the refuge Monday , south ef
Another jack report came
Wabasha.
from a Caledonia foxhunter.

bate between Deputy City Atty.
Jack L. Wells and Novak's law.
y er, Barry Satjman , ¦*!» sporta
a large moustache like the one
Noyalf wanto to we&r.
"The size of a fireman 's
moustache does not affect his
efficiency," said Satzman.
Not so, said Wells: Fire Chief
Raymond N. Hill ordered moustaches to be "neat and trim "
not only to insure a measure of
uniformity in department ; personnel but also to make pertain
that there be no impediment in
case a fireman needs an oxygen
mask in the line of duty.

Reports of deer coming into the apple orchards in the
La Crescent - Dakota area
and nipping the trees, are
coming to Ham, He is investigating.
Fishermen are getting too
close to the edge of the ice below Dresbach and Genoa dams
where they are catching small
walleye and saugar. The ice is
only about three inches thick at
its downriver edge. Wardens
suggest that fishermen push a
boat ahead, which is not too
hard since the wind has blown a
lot of areas almost free of drifting snow. Backwaters and
sloughs are hazardous .
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Freight Cars Make
Unscheduled Trip
To Vets Hospita l

MILWAUKEE (AP)-A string
of freight cars broke loose,
jumped the tracks, careehed
through the veterans hospital
grounds and piled up near its
power plant Tuesday.
It was "miraculous" there
were no injuries as the 20 cars
rolled across a busy street and
then overturned , said Frank
Deutsch, assistant superintendent of the Milwaukee Road.
Employes said the cars broke
loose from a siding after vandals apparently tampered with
their brakes.
The cars activated the automatic signals at the road in
time to alert drivers and pedestrians, Deutsch said.

BB3T \

BECHTEL NAMED
WASHINGTON (AP) - Wil
Ham R. Bechtel, administrative
assistant for Sen. Gaylord Nelson, D-Wis., was appointed stafl
director of the Senate Poverty
Subcommittee Tuesday. Bechtel,' 44 , was appointed to the
$24,000 a year post by Nelson ,
who was named chairman of the
subcommittee Monday .
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Grant Given
SL Mary's for
Nuclear Class

OYF WINNER NAMED . . . David Meyer, left, Wilson, was named Outstanding
Young Farmer of the area by the Winona
Jaycees Tuesday night. The award was presented by David Clark, right, Rollingstone,

Trempealeau Co.
Radio Monitor
System Expanded

TREMPEALEAU, Wis. ( Special) — Claire V Nemitz, civil
defense director for Trempealeau and Buffalo counties, told
a Parent ¦Teacher Association
audience at the high school
here Monday night that monitoring systems between all hospitals, nursing homes and
schools are , being connected
with the sheriff's offices to
spread the alarm in case of
tornadoes or other disasters.
He demonstrated a monitor
at the meeting by talking with
the sheriff's office) at Whitehall.
K E L L Y Anderson, U.S.
Weather Bureau at La Crosse,
said it won't be possible to
predict spring flooding on the
Mississippi this spring until
about March 17.
He said most danger from
flooding in this area comes
from the Chippewa River,
which flows^ into the Mississippi
from northwest Wisconsin at
Reads Landing, Minn.
Anderson said there are 4V£
inches of moisture in the ground
at this time, from heavy rains
last fall. He noted the heavy
snow cover, and said flooding
will depend somewhat on the
speed with which it melts in the
spring, and on spring rains.
He warned householders
against sandbagging basement
windows. Let the water into
the basement, he said, otherwise the pressure from the water will lift the house off its
foundation .
MAIN TOPIC of inc meeting
was tornadoes. Of Wisconsin's
73 counties, Trempealeau ranks
seventh in number of tornadoes. He said opening the windows in a house before a tornado comes will help prevent
it from exploding. Persons
should take refuge in the southwest or west corner of the
basement, or on the side of the
house from which the storm approaches,

1968 winner of the award. Looking on is John
Kfyzer, Jaycee agricultural committee chairman. The presentation was part of the Farmer Appreciation Night of the Jaycees. (Daily
News photo )

Young Wilson
Farmer Honored
David Meyer, Wilson, was
named 1969 Outstanding Young
Farmer Award winner by the
Winona Jaycees Tuesday night.
He will attend the state OYF
award banquet in Faribault in
March.
Meyer, 31, is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Meyer, Wilson,
and farms in partnership with
his father arid brother, Eugene.
He owns 185 acres at Wilson
and rents additional land, for
a total of 290 tillable acres,
plus pasture woodland and
wildlife areas.
HE STARTED "farming " as
a 4-H'er in 1946, and his first
project was a dairy calf . He
was a member of the Wilson
Fireflies nine years and was
awarded the 4-H Key Award
for leadership.
He became a part of the
vocational agriculture program
of the Winona Public School in
1951 when he enrolled in vocational agriculture and farm

YM Open Sundays
For Families of
Business Members
Sunday afternoon gymnasium
and swim periods for families of
the Business Men 's Club members now are being conducted at
the YMCA. The building will be
open Sundays from 2 to 5 p.m.
through March 12 for these
uses.
Children are admitted only
when accompanied try parents
at these times. Activities include basketball volleyball,
badminton , trampoline and others. The pool is available for
open swimming.
Additional family swimming
periods are provided Tuesdays
and Saturdays from 6 to 8 p.m.
Almost 12 million adults in
the U.S. have less than a 6th
grade education.

St. Mary's again has been
selected as one of 34 colleges
by the Atomic Energy Commission and the National Science Foundation as a training
institute in nuclear science in
1969.
It is the only college in the
Upper Midwest to be selected.
The eight-week institute in
radiation biology for high
school teachers will begin June
16. Total amount of the two
grants is $39,000, permitting 24
participants. Each of those selected to attend will have a
bachelor's degree with 18 semester hours of biology, at
least three years of high school
teaching experience, taught at
least one high school biology
course during the present
school year and has not previously received stipends in an
academic year or summer institute of 1967 or 1968.
According to Brother George
Pahl, FSC, Ph.D., chairman of
the sciences division at St.
Mary 's, the institute will include field trips to the Mayo
Clinic, Rochester, and the Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Ul;
In addition to Brother George,
instructors will include Sister
M. Eunice Silkey, SSND, Ph.D.
assistant professor of biology,
Mount Mary College, Milwaukee; Donald Kraft, Ph.D., assistant professor of biology, and
Louis Guillou, MA., assistant
professor of mathematics, both
at St. Mary 's, and Oscar Horner, MS, associate professor of
biology, College of Saint Teresa ,
Winona.
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mechanics. He also became a
member of the Future Farmers
of America Chapter and carried dairy, swine, crops and
farm mechanics projects . He
received a state farmer degree
in 1955. Other awards included
state farmer award in mechanics and star farmer of the
Winona chapter.
He started farming full time
immediately after high school
¦when a physical deferment kept
him from the armed forces.
He went into partnership with
his father and later with a
younger brother, Eugene. They GALESVILLE, Wis. - A fouroperate several farms with dif- color reproduction of a painting
by Frank Dahlgren, Galesville
ferent types of produce.
artist, will be the cover illusHAIL DAMAGE fcept his tration on the new Great River
crop yields lower than usual Road Travel Guide to be dislast year, but in 1968 his corn tributed at the Great River
crop was about 200 bushels an Road and Mississippi River
acre, a field check indicated. Parkway Commission public reYoung Meyer has 87 head of lations office in Cassville, Wis.,
beef cattle and raises 75 to 100 Feb. 10.
hogs each year.
The painting is an illustration
He always has tried to help of the Mississippi and a tuga neighbor, said John Janus- boat, the river road and bluffs,
chka, a member of the selec- and the city of Alma in the distion committee in presenting tance.
the award. Meyer has planted Dahlgren's paintfcg was one of
the corn for the Winona Voca- 284 submitted by artists from
tional Agriculture ', test r-pfots 10 states and two Canadian
several years.
provinces in the Great River
His community activities in- art contest.
clude: Four years on the com- The new travel guide will
munity ASCS committee, mem- feature areas of interest from
bership in Wilson Creamery, the mouth of the Mississippi to
Tri-County Electric, and Tri- its source at; Lake Itasca,
County Oil cooperatives; Aid Minn., and on north into CanAssociation of Lutherans local, ada.
which he headed for four years,
and numerous groups affiliated
with Trinity Lutheran Church, BLAIR SIREN SOUNDS
BLAIR, Wis. (Special ) — BeWilson.
He and his partners were ginning Monday, the Blair fire
named Soil Conservation Farm- siren is sounded at noon every
ers for 1967 for the Burns-Ho- day except" Sunday. The pracmer-Pleasant District. He is tice will be continued during
unmarried.
the remainder of the winter.
With severe winter weather,
ON THE selection committee the siren could become inoperain addition to Januschka were tive at times, so firemen deWilliam Sillman, soil conserva- cided to test it daily.
tionist serving Winona County,
¦
and Harry Burcalow, Winona
County agent. The award was Only since World War II have
presented at Jaycee Farmer automobiles been permitted on
Appreciation night.
the Bermuda Islands.
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Plainview Honors 3 Men

PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)
— Three men were honored at
the annual Plainview community banquet at thc school cafeteria Monday night before an
audience of approximately 200.
• R. Nick Schriver, 47, partner in the Johnson & Schriver
Funeral Home and Home Furnishings , received the distinguished citizen award.
• The distinguished service
award went to Donald Mollcr,
33, an officer of Mack Publishing Co. here.
e John Gcngler, 29, was
named the outstanding young
farmer.
.1. ROBERT Stasscn, St. Paul ,
guest speaker, discussed the
importance of persons becoming involved in the quest for
peace, civic affairs and politics.
Speaking briefly were John
Peterson, Jaycees president;
Robert (Bud ) Hoist , Commercial Club president , and Charles Christison , the development
corporation chairman , who
sponsored the banquet.
Cheryl Ferguson , who is Miss
Plainview , extended the welcome and sang tlirec numbers.
Advclhem tnt

Helps You Overcome

FALSETEETH
Looseness and Worry

No longer be unnoyect or £« »»¦»*
fated:
easo becauM of loono,anwobbly
improved
teoth. PABTEETH.
alballiifl powdor, tof a j M *Jttwr
io thoy feel more comfortably Avow
At are enwnt al
tenth. Dentiirea tliat
to health.B e e> your denttat regularly.
counters.
alldmg
Oct FABTEETII »t

Robert Johnson was master of
ceremonies. The Rev , Richard
Moorehouse of tlie Church of
Christ gave the invocation.
SCHRIVER moved to Plainview in 1955. He's a member of
the school board. The selection
committee said he helped procure a doctor for Plainview and
worked vigorously on the successful swimming pool and golf
course projects, the Catholic
school building fund , centennial celebration , on Crazy Days
promotions and in church affairs . His memberships include
the Commercial Club, Plainview Area Development Corporation, Knights of Columbus and
American Legion. He has
supplied ambulance service to

getting street and house numSchriver and his wife, Sally, bering and mall delivery in thc
village. He is second vice preshave two children,
ident of the Plainview SwimMOLLER began learning the ming Pool Corporation and is
printing business at Mack Pub- labor commissioner in charge
lishing Co, when a junior in of equipment. He is secretary
high school. He spent two years of the Plainview-Elgin Golf Corwith the U.S. armed forces in poration.
Germany and worked for the He is a member of the ComWabash a County Herald; Plain- mercial Club and served one
view News, and as production term as Wabasha County Remanager at the William Print- publican party chairman.
ing Co., Rochester, before re- After the sudden death of his
turning here in M65 and purfather 11 years ago, JOHN
chasing an interest in the pub- GENGLER
at an early age and
lishing company.
little
experience was
very
witli
A charter member of thc Jay- forced to take over
cees he's a past president and the family farm. operation of
state director. The committee Now he operates 380 acres of
said he was instrumental in
land , 300 of which are tillable.
He owns 150 feeder cattle and
20 beef cows. He is a member
of the Plainview Farm Bureau
and the Southeast Farm Management Association. He helped
build the new house in which
he, his wife , Rita , and four children are living.
Active in the organizations of
his church , he also is director
of Plainviow 's newest organization , the Snowmobile CIul> .
. SPEAKER STASSEN said too
often individuals refuse to become involved in the affairs of
their community, state and nation. "Aro wc going to drift
along nnd lie blown by the
wind," ho asked "or aro wc
going to choose the way wc
want to become involved,'1
HONORED AT PLAINVIEW . . . From left , R. Nick
Becoming Involved is a reSchriver, distinguished citizen; Donald Moller, who gave sponsibility, he declared. It's a
distinguished service, and John Gengler , outstanding young matter of using self-government
farmer, (Mrs. Lloyd Melendy photo)
to vote, or accept what comes.
the village 12 years.
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Cleanup Urged
For Lake Superior
INVESTIGATORS for • f«d*r*l department have prepared a report urging tbat
wastesffcom a taconite production facility
currently being dumped into I*ak« Superior from Minnesota be disposed of elsewhere if the lake is to be improved .
Five agencies in the Interior Department have been investigating allegations that taconite tailings from the Reserve Mining Co., at Silver Bay are harming the lake. Wisconsin and Minnesota
groups also joined in the studies.
The report recommends the U.S. Army
COrps of Engineers allow the mining/firm
to use the lake as a dumping ground for
wastes for no longer than three more
years. That amount of time should be
enough to permit the company to provide
other deposit sites.
Reserve Mining Co. officials, granted a
permit by the State of Minnesota and the
federal government in 1948, strenuously object to the use of the word pollution in
regard to the crushed stone the firm is
dropping into the lake.
Company officials say the material is
inert and similar to what washes into the
lake naturally from many streams and
rivers. They also object to what they consider a premature release of information in.
the .report which is currently being evaluated in Washington before the Interior Department makes any recommendations.
THB FIRM HAS invested *650 million
in mining facilities at Babbitt, Minn., and
the plant at Silver Bay where ore is separated and made into taconite pellets shipped by boat to blast furnaces.
Only one-third of the ore becomes taconite. The rest is ground up into gravellike tailings. An estimated 175 million tons
havo been dumped into the lake since the
firm began operations. A scientist estimated the firm puts as much into the lake
in 12 days as do all the rivers and streams
on the U.S. side of the lake in a year.
Company allegations that most of the
tailings drop into a deep trough are disputed by tests which indicate as much as
39 percent or 22,000 tons of tailings a day
may be circulating widely through the
lake. Long term studies are needed to
Jhow...haw- this affects fish eggs and the
fish population.
The report also alleges that iron, leadv
and copper . -— potentially harmful to fish
life — are found in the tailings in excess of
federal and state water quality standards.
Tailings will speed growth of algae in the
lake similar to that in Lake Erie.
THE REPORT suggests that the company construct diked pits on shore to take
the tailings which would add three percent
to the overall cost of operation. The company calls such a suggestion "ridiculous"'
when it ought to be calculating what the
costs would actually he.
Those who have visited the Silver Bay
area have seen a large bay filled in with
tailings. Whether or not the tailings are
inert is not really important where they
have replaced the water that once was
there. TT»e recently completed survey indicates that finer silt from the tailings may be traveling a considerable distance along the lake floor.
Proper elimination of wastes should be
calculated as a cost of production by the
mining company. Citizens of states and
counties using Lake Superior in the vicinity of the mining firm should not have to
see a precious natural resource deteriorate
when means are available to dispose of th-e
waste otherwise.
PROMPT ACTION should b» taken to
eliminate present hazards and to prevent
similar dumping from being allowed in th e
future,

Man Must Learn To
Live With Nature
FORTY SPECIES OR subspecioi of
native wildlife have disappeared since European man arrived on the North American continent. One hundred thirty more
kinds of birds, mammals, and fish are on
the list of rare or endangered species, according to the U.S. Department of the I nterior's recent survey.
Some types of animals vanished fro m
the earth through natural causes in past
ages, as ancient seas or marshes receded,
eliminating their habitat . Today, man. himself is chiefly responsible for eliminatron >of
species through modifying the world's
lands and waters. Pollution and litter increasingly menace the welfare of humans,
animals, and plant life today .
Our people have shown co ncern for resource conservation through establishing
parks, refuges, and forest preserves . 'Die
Upper Mississippi River Wildlife Refuje
which has headquarters here, as an example, preserves a 300-mile sector of Ame rica's great Midwestern waterway with
some of the original woodlands and wUdlife remaining as the pioneers saw them.
Refuge officials state that 270 bird species,
50-60 kinds of mammals, and a thousand
plants, trees and shrubs may still be fou nd
here.
Tlie 1909 National Wildlife Week theme
emphasizes that man himself is a part of
nature and must learn to live with it, not
destroy it Only continued p ublic interest
in curbing pollution, littering-, and erosi on
will preserve these natural resources for
present and future generations.

TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS

"Bucher, I'm Afraid You Might Be On A Bit Of A Hook."

More Cabinet
Meetings Needed

Peace Talks may
Reach New Crisis

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — Now that inauguration!
festivities are over, the unspectacular, though,
important, operations of the government havebeen resumed. The new President, with his 12member Cabinet confirmed by the Senate, cam
concentrate on the problems left behind by tho
preceding administration.
The handling of the many complex issues
that confront the executive branch of the government today is hard to describe to the American people. Much of it wouldn't interest themes the subjects are technical in nature.
ONE OF THE handicaps to American government is that there is a constant pressure
from the outside for certain kinds of information , even though a policy might not be fully
developed or a negotiation might be hampered
by making details public too soon.
The American people are entitled to know
what is going on in their government. It has
long been argued, however, that this should
not justify disclosure in the midst of the study
of a crucial plan or, in the case of international negotiations, before the response of another government has been obtained. Diplomacy
requires that most matters remain confidential,
at least until decisions have been made. But
"leaks" occur, and many a worthwhile objective is frustrated because of premature publicity,
President Nixon has a Cabinet of able men.
Other presidents have had Cabinet officers of
the same calibre. But the most important thin-g
is how the chief executive delegates tasks to
his Cabinet, and -whether he depends upon thera
for advice on the subjects which require his
own decision.
There was a time when Cahinet meetings
were held twice a week. But today a whole
echelon of advisers has been interposed between the White House and the heads of the
various departments. This process has been expanded in recent years ai government has been
enlarged. Also, many special agencies or commissions have had to be created to give attention to problems to which the major departments could not devote the necessary time.
THERE HAVE BEEN relatively few Cabinet meetings in the last eight years. The tendency has been for the President to consirlt
the staff of advisers who are at his elbow an
the executive offices. The members of this
group are not subject to confirmation- by the
Senate.
The Cabinet secretaries usually are inclined
to spend most of their time on the programs of
their respective departments. But a President
would be benefited by more frequent Cabinet
meetings because this would afford him an opportunity to get viewpoints which might indeed
reflect the trends of public opinion, too.
It woulu be even better if the Cabinet officers could spend more of their time on overall policies, including those outside their respective departments. This could be done if a
general manager were appointed for each department — a career official who could continue to serve whether or not he had come into
office while another party was in power.
When the President gets a3l the inform ation from his specialists , as well as their suggestions as to what policy should be followed,
it would be helpful to him if he placed highly
important questions before the Cabinet as a
whole for discussion.

IN YEARS GONE BY

Ten Years Ago . . . 1959

After over 30 years with Swift and Co.,
Prank Wally has retired. He first worked for
Interstate Packing Co. and joined Swift's in
1928, the day Swift opened its Winona plant.
Charles F. Kempster will receive a Master
"of Arts degree in speech at the graduation at
St . Louis University. He is a speech instructor
at College of Saint Teresa.

Twentyr-Five Years Ago . . . 1944

Capt. Margaret Miller , former college nurse
and a faculty member of Winona State College ,
is on the staff of the largest military hospital
in the British Empire. The institution , covering
227 acres, was recently turned over to the U.S.
Army Meoical Corps.
Lt. Harry W. Bottomley, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry C. Bottomley, received his commission and will be in charge of a group of
Army Air Force maintenance specialists.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1919

Cpl. Orrin T. Thorsen of Co. E, Third P ioneers , formerly employed in the Deposit Bank
of Winona , writes from Romange, France, that
there is no telling when he will get started ffor
home, but hopes to be back in time to cat a
good Thanksgiving dinner this year to make
up for the poor one in France last year.
Earl Smith , who was in training in Mlnmeapolis , has been discharged from the serv ice
and has returned to Winona.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 189 4

M. F. Walz , thc water commissioner , lias a
neat little instrument in the way of a lightning
calculator which is designed to reduce the work
of footing up long columns of figures to a minimum.
Miss Mary Morgan returned to the Aca demy of Lourdes at Rochester to continue her
studies after spending a couple weeks at home.

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1869

Gen. J. W. Sprague left for St. Paul to attend tbe legislature in the interests of the "bill
for the Home for Soldiers' Orphans.
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WILLIAM S. WHITE

By WILLIAM S. WHITE
WASHINGTON — There are gathering signs that the Vietnam
peace negotiations now resumed in Paris under the new
Nixon Administration may reach the point of crisis, one way
or the other, far earlier than all previous estimates had
deemed possible.
Prediction in this field is as greatly hazardous as tha
rhetoric of the communist adversaries is infinitely murky.
Yet, tha fog is nevertheless being pierced here and there by
developments which point to
a profound reality. This is
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Peru No, I Problem
In Latin Amer ica
By DREW PEARSON
and JACK ANDERSON

WASHINGTON — President
Nixon faces so many problems on the international
front that he probably doesn't
realize he is sitting on a time
bomb in Latin America.
When it explodes, it could
result in setting up the first
communist government on
the mainland of South America.
The time bomb is in Peru,
which for years has enjoyed
friendly relations with the
United States. Recently, however, a military regime has
seized the International Pe-;
troleum Company^, chiefly
owned by Standard Oil of
New Jersey. This has touched
off repercussions which have
brought American - Peruvian
relations to their lowest ebb
in history.
IRONICALLY the military
dictatorship now ruling Peru
was originally aimed and
supported by the United
States, beginning in the Truman and Eisenhower administrations. In recent years Secretary of State Dean Rusk
and Assistant Secretary Covey Oliver have cracked
down on the sale of U.S.
arms to Peru and ether Latin
countries.
However , the Peruvian military, in many cases using
U.S. arms, have thrown out
the duly elected government
of President Fernando Belaunde Terry and are now
running things high, wide and
handsome.
Ironically, they chucked
out Belaunde just after he
had negotiated an agreement
with the big American oil
combine whereby IPC agreed
to surrender its operations in
the Northern Peruvian oil
field. The military didn't like
the fact tbat the surrender
was to take place over a
period of years. They wanted
immediate action. So on Oct.
3 they threw out Belaunde ,
replacing him with a dictatorship of Peruvian colonels
headed by Juan Velasco Alvardo.
What makes Peru a time
bomb is the fact that seizure
of American property abroad
automatically requires the
United States to cut off both
foreign aid and its sugar quota.
This is specified in tlie

THE WIZARD OF ID

Hickenlooper a m e n dment,
written into the sugar quota
law by ex-Sen. Bourke Hickenlooper R-Iowa , at the time
^
the United States was perceling up the very profitable
sugar quotas which it took
away from Fidel Castro in
Cuba.

P.eru is one of the beneficiaries of this quota, and the
Peruvian sugar industry is
now vital to the economy of
the country- Canceling the
quota would throw thousands
of Peruvian farmers out of
work and create more animosity against the United
States. Under the law the
State Department, however,
has no choice but to cancel
the sugar quota in case ' of . the
seizure of U.S. property.
IN CASE the sugar cfciiota
is chopped off , the Peruvian
military are* threatening to retaliate by seizing the Cerro
de Pasco copper mines, These
are among the richest copper
properties in the world. Their
seizure would immediately
freeze Peruvians bank credit in the western world.
The military government's
alternative would be to turn
to the communist world. Already there are rumblings of
this among the hot-he aded
captains and majors in the
Peruvian army who have
been pretty well immersed
in the doctrines of Mao TseTung and G-amal Abdul Nasser of Egypt.
Ironically, at was the Peruvian military which seized
control of the government
during the Kennedy Administration in the 1960s to block
the election of leftwing Maya
de La Torre and his Pro-Indian Aprista party. The young
military officers who forced
Do La Torre out of political
power have now gone further to the left than thc Apristas .
All this was inherited by
the N i x o m Administration.
However , fa-ced with problems
in the Near East and Vietnam, the Nixon regime has
done nothing about the Peruvian time bomb. It has not
yet appointed a new assistant secretary of state to
handle Latin American affairs.
Meanwhile , the fuse on the
Peruvian bomb sputters rapidly.

FRONT-runner for the post
of federal highway administrator replacing Lowell Bridwell is Frank Turner, presently head of the Bureau of
Public Roads.
Frank Turner is a career
highway engineer who clawed
his way ^ up the bureaucratic
hierarchy by being the darling of the highway lobbyparticularly the road builders a«d state highway officials whom he has so carefully courted. He is one of the
few untouchable bureaucrats
—like J. Edgar Hoover—because he has his own constituency not only in the powerful highway lobby but also
£
in Congress. Turner 's views
are close to the highway
builder's—namely, more and
more highways. What happens to beautification, mass
transit , urban land planning,
suburban sprawl and highway
design safety ranks low on
Turner's priority scale.
Turner is vigorously opposed to the two-step hearing
ing process in planning a newhighway and can be expected!
to ad-vocate scrapping it.
He is a close friend of newSecretary of Transportation,
John Volpe, having been his
assistant when Volpe briefly
headed the Bureau of Public
Roads in 195S under Eisenhower.
If Turner gets the job , Dr.
William Haddon will promptly
quit as head of the National
Highway Safety Bureau. Haddon and Turner are now coequals on the bureaucratic
hierarchy. They have been
fighting over safety matters
and do not like each other.
If Haddon leaves , the auto
safety program will be dismantled even more than it is
now. The highway lobby will
then be firmly in the saddle.
¦

Difference of Opinion
LOUISVILLE W l - W h e n J .
J. Elder visited the Grand
Canyon, he was asked to sign
the visitors' register which included space for comments .
Two tourists who signed
ahead of Elder came away
with totally different impressions of the canyon. One had
written: "The acme of occidental sublimity." The other
called the canyon the "biggest ditch I ever saw."

By Parker and Hart

Stato It Moved
BILLINGS , Mont, W) - If
you happen to bo back East
and are looking for directions
to Billings , Mont. — forget it.
Mrs. Louise Bradford of Billings said Bho was awaiting a
dividend check on some stock
she owns in a company which
has its headquarters in New
York.
Tho check wns late in arriving.
Mrs. Bradford finally received it — addressed Billings,
Montana, Canada.
To top it off , Canadian tax
was withheld from hero dividend.
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OTTERS 'TOTHE EDITORJ

Communists Winning
Battle For Minds
To the Editor:
The communists are winning their battle for mea's
minds. They make a special
effort to capture the minds
of our youth, and to destroy
the will of all who resist
their takeover.
Many Americans are familiar with the 'peace' symbol.
Some are even willing to
wear it, but, what most of
them do not know, is that it
is the 'broken cross' of -the
anti-Christ.
As the Rev. Michael Wurmbrand, formerly of Roumania,
said, "The symbol of the communists' peace is a very well
known symbol. It is called the
'witches foot' in the Middle
Ages, and it was a common
symbol of the devil, with the
cross reversed and broken. "
The communists won another victory when Time magazine, on its cover of June 7,
1968, carried a picture of a
bearded youth as the 1968
graduate. For all the world to
see, he wore the broken

cross!
The communists have infiltrated the garment industry
and you find the broken cross
embroidered on jackets and
other garments for the casual American to wear. The
broken cross is also manufactured as a metal trinket, to
be worn on a chain. Many of
the - younger set wear it
thoughtlessly' or as a peace
symbol knowingly. Seldom do
they realize that they are supporting the emblem of the
anti-Christ, the broken cross.
Today many men's stores
and ladies' ready - to - wear
stores advertise this symbol
of the atheists and sell it openly, perhaps even ignorantly to
thoughtless people who do
not know what they are buying or planning to wear. Every symbol of the broken
cross that is publicly displayed is noted gleefully by the
godless communists, who can
see how thoughtless and vulnerable the Americans really
are.
Mrs. V. Herbert
Rt. 2
La Crescent, Minn.
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DEAR ABBY:

Love Sickness
Gan Be Cured

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY; I am. a minister who has gotten a lot of
good ideas for my sermons from your column, but I must
disagree with you. A woman wrote that she had "fallen
in love" with her pastor, and couldn't keep from- thinking
some thoughts she shouldn't entertain while sitting in church.
You advised her to transfer to a sister congregation without
telling her pastor the reason.
Abby, we clergymen are aware that some of our parishloners ao iau in lore witn us , ana we ara
trained to cope with that situation. It happened to me, and with the help of a psychiatrist I was able to set the lady straight.
I would have suggested that toe woman
confess to her pastor how she feels about
him. Then I would recommend that she see
a psychiatrist, and together they can work
her problem through. If she follows your
advice and transfers to another congregation she will still have the same feeling.
NO NAME, PLS.
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Abby
D-EAR NO NAME: Unfortunately not
every clergyman Is trained to cope with the above situation. Neither would every woman who "falls in love
with her pastor " agree to confess her feelings to him,
then consult a psychiatrist and, "work her problem
through."
I still think the lady would do well to follow my
V' • '
. advice.
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DEAR ABBY: I have been critized for giving a relative
a vacuum cleaner for a wedding present. Will you please
tell me what is wrong with such a gift? Granted it is not
as glamorous as silver or crystal, but in my opinion it is a
lot more useful for a aewly wedded couple who are just
starting out In housekeeping.
I would like your opinion IN PRINT,
please, but withJ
hold my name.
PRACTICAL
DEAR PRACTICA1.: Good for you! It's good to know
there are practical folks like yourself who refuse to get
sucked into giving gifts that are more ornamental than
useful.
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for saying that some working
mothers have better behaved children than some stay-athome mothers—that it's the quality—not the quantity of
time spent with children that counts.
I am not a working mother, but the daughter of one. I'm.
not bragging, but I think my brothers and sisters and I
(there are four of us) are very well brought up. We are
all proud of our mother and wouldn't do anything to upset
or disappoint her. We each have our duties and do them
without having to be reminded.
We see more of our "working" mother than some of our
friends see of their mothers who are so wrapped up in their
clubs and organizations that they don't have time for
their own children.
One I know is so busy helping "underprivileged" children, that her own have run completely wild. I am 17,
and the youngest of fowr, and I think we are all better off
Sincerely yours,
for having had a work ing mother.
PAM
DEAIt ABBY: I'm with you. I never heard of lady pallbearers either, but I know of a case close to it.
My mother-in-law -didn't actually CARRY her husband
to his grave. She DROVE him there. Don't use my name.
SHE'S still living.
--SYRACUSE
DEAR. ABBY: Yon gave BEWILDERED some excellent
advice. She was married to a man who didn't want his
family to know he was married. 1 hope she listens to you ,
and finds out WHY he is so determined to keep their marriage such a big secret.
I wish that I had had the brains to ask somebody what
to do about a husband who didn't want his family to know
that HE was married. When he left me, 18 months later, I
.found out he had wives Jiving in Montana, Wyoming, California, and another one right here in the samd town !
NO LONGER BEWILDERED
Yours truly,
DE/VIt ABBY : Re. the handling of embarrassing, personal
questions: I had an experience along those lines which might
interest your readers :
Ono evening at our club, a woman came up to me and
said , "My, your hair looks pretty." Then jjhe grinned and
added, ". . . and tlio people at our table have a bet on about
whether you 're wearing a wig or not. Are you? "
I grinned right ba ck and replied, "What a coincidence!
The people at OUR table also have a bet on about whether
you're wearing FALSIES or not, but nobody had the nerve
to ask you."
TOUCHE*
Nce<llcss to say, that took care of her.
DEAR ABBY: This Is for "DEPRESSED," tlio 25-yearold wife and mother who wants "shots" to increase the sizeIn tho first place, whero did she get the idea that all
males consider big bosoms important? It just isn't so. What,,
IS important to a man is that a woman should be neat
clean, honest, and considerate. I have spoken to other men
about this ,' and they agree that a big bust is zero Jt
doesn't add ono tiling to a woman's real sexiness. In other
words , a real man wouldn't walk around thc corner to stare
cows. Thank you.
nt 0one of those top-heavy
E
'
AN IRATE PLUMBER
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal reply write to Abby , Box B9700, Los Angeles, Calif.,
B00C9 and enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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'Dial-a-Bus Plan
To Be Worked Out
By Tech School

Two Planes Hijacked;
'& Toll Reaches 10

MlAMIiAPJwTwo U.S. airliaers,jnade Iback-to-back landings to Havana under hijackers '
commands Tuesday as January's toll oi pirated commercial
aircraft soared to ift—half of
last-yejff 'f record number of
airllneri hijacked to the Cuban
capital; V
An Eastern Airlines jet, hijacked .Tuesday night with Vios
passengersand a crew of eight
aboard, completed the round
trip to Havana early today. The
crew and 16 of the passengers
returned to Miami aboard tbe
jet, landing at 3:26 a.m. *

Antfcwttlei tn Miami said two
prop-jet Electras would be sent
to Cuba after daybreak to pick
up the other passengers aboard
the Eastern jet
The SO passengers and crew
membfi* aboard a National
Airlines jet hijacked over the
Gulf of Mexico Tuesday morning returned to Miami later in
the day, leaving is Havana two
men who said they were fugitives bom a California prison.
It was the third time this year
that back-to-back hijackings of
commercial airliners have occurred, making January the
busiest month for sky pirates
since the wave of hijackings began more than a decade ago.
Twenty commercial airliners
from the United States, Mexico
and South American countries

Minnesota
Budget at
A Glance

were forced to Cuba during all
of 1968.
' The Federal Aviation Administration in Miami said Capt.
Rot rt J. Sullivan, pilot of Eastern's Flight 121 from Philadelphia, radioed at 10:17 p.m. EST
that he was changing course. At
that time, th&big jet was about
40 miles north of Fort Myers
and west of Miami.
National's jet was seized soon
aft er it left New Orleans on a
scheduled flight from Los Angeles to Miami. Stewardess Victoria Sikorski said the two hijackers rose from seats in the
forward compartment and struck
a gun in her back.

Gaining entrance to the cockpit, one of the men held a gun
on pilot James Brown. As the
crew watched, the other hijacker brandished a green and white
cigarette carton from which
four reddish-brown sticks of dynamite were protruding.
The hijacker expertly linked
wires to a short fuse and, under the eyes of Brown and the
other crew members, peeled off
a match and made a motion as
if to touch off the fuse.
Passengers aboard the National plane returned to Miami
aboard a special plane that
picked them up in Varadero ,
Cuba.
They told newsmen in Miami
that one of their fellow travelers
caused more trouble on the

MARCH OF DIMES
PARTY RAIDED,
GAMES STOPPED

flight to Havana than the two hijackers.
Ronald J. Toth, 3i, a National
reservation agent from Miami
who boarded the plane in Los
Angeles, said the man was intoxicated when he got on at New
Orleans.
"He was jabbering away. He
wanted to stay in Havana. I
kept talking to him and trying
to keep him quiet," Toth said.

ROUTES . . . Map shows
routes of two airliners which
were hijacked to Cuba Tuesday. The first was commandered as it flew from
New Orleans to Miami. The
second was taken while en
route from Atlanta , to Miami. (AP Photofax )

"He had an electric shaver

and stole cigarettes from a sailor in uniform." the agent said.
The National hijacking delayed a reunion for Luis Sierra
Valdes, among those taken to
Cuba.
He is a Cuban native who has
been in this country for 10 years
and was headed for a reunion
with 13 members of his family,
who now are also refugees from
the Castro regime.
They finally got together at
Miami's Freedom H o u s e, the
State Department center for
such refugees. -

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) —
A "dial-a-bus" system that will
combine the cost of taxis
with the lower costs of buses
is the goal of a Department of
Transportation grant awarded
Monday to the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Under the terms of the 1Smonth, $812,200 contract, MET
researchers will develop a
transportation network "more
responsive and adaptable to
public needs than present systems."
The department said the system will have travelers calling
a central computer when they
want transportation. The computer will be in radio contact
with a fleet of small buses carrying 10-12 passengers and trav,
eling on unfixed routes.

filmore County Bids
PRESTON, Minn. - The Fillmore County Board of Commissioners will open bids Feb. 11
at 2 p.m. on two cars for the
sheriff's department. A bid for
the two cars previously was
opened but was rejected because there was no competitive bidding.

BUMP JUMPER
PETOSKEY, Mich. (AP) —
This community is sponsoring
the second national bump jumper contest as part of its winter
sports carnival in February. In
case you didn't know, a bump
jumper is a small stool mounted
on a ski about two feet long. The
object is to ride it to the bottom
of a ski slope.

Committee Endorses Bill
Aimed at Weapons Use
•, MADISON, Wis. UV- A bill to
stiffen the penalty for a felony
committed with a dangerous
weapon was endorsed Tuesday
by the Assembly's State Affairs
Committee.
The committee action follows
its study of tbe need for gun
control legislation made after
the death of Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy.

He said be thinks police need
power to make temporary detentions and superficial searches but that he cannot support
the present bill.
Rice noted that a Supreme
Court decision has allowed police searches in suspicious cases and recommended ,the committee adopt the wording of the
decision instead of tlie New
York statute on which the Wisconsin proposal is based.
The present bill would allow
officers to stop and search persons suspected of a felony or
misdeameanor without making
an arrest or having a search
warrant.

GUN CONTROL was rejected
but the committee will favor increasing the penalty for first offense use- of a weapon to commit a felony. It would be two to
ten years in prison. The bill increases tie term to 25 years to
life in fourth and subsequent
convictions.
The sentences would be mandatory.
The committee postponed action on a bill to give police stopand-frisk rights.
A spokesman from the Wisconsin Civil Liberties Union
called the bill "a reaction mirroring the swing in this country
to 'law and order.' "
"It seems to us an unnecessary and confusing act," said
William G. Rice of Madison.

ASSEMBLYMAN Edward Nager, D-Madison, said the bill
violates the fourth amendment
guarantee against unreasonable
searches and seizures and is a
"significant deviation from constitutional principles."
Martin Croak of Madison, legel counsel for the Wisconsin
Chiefs of Police Association, and
Gerard Paradowski, representing the Milwaukee County
Board's legislative committee,
spoke in favor of the bill.

Larry Wyman, sheriff of Richland County, and Mike Spencer, deputy director of th»
emergency police service ior
Wisconsin, also supported the
bill.
An alternate stop-andrfrisk
bill, proposed by the State of
Wisconsin Judicial Council, also
will be considered.
It provides that an officer
must identify himself and conduct tbe questioning in the vicinity where tbe suspect waa
stopped.
Introduced in the Assembly
was a bill requiring that the
State Investment Board provide
funds for the student loan program.
The measure was offered in
the wake of the board's recent
decision to stop such loans because of the state 's fiscal plight.
About $20 million in state funds
is tied up in the program.
The six percent interest on
the funds was not sufficient in
today's money market, the
board said.
THE ASSEMBLY also wag
handed a bill to freeze an estimated $22 million in spending by
state universities.
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ROCK SPRINGS, Wis. UP)
— Charity may have been
In their minds, but wasn't
showing when State Department of Justice agents
raided a Bank County
March of Dimes stag party.
Dice and poker games
were under -way when they
arrived, the agents said.
Gambling equipment was
confiscated.
Mel Wilcox of Baraboo,
county chairman of the
fund said the Monday night
party was a money raising
effort with all profits going
to the March of Dimes. He
said Invitations went only to
men.
There were no arrests or
charges.
State investigators said
they would confer with the
Sauk County district attor<ny's office to determine
whether charges would be
brought.

ST. PAUL (AP) - Here are
some highlights of Gov. Harold
LeVander's budget message ata-glance:
Total ipeodlng - $,1,952,261,€00, or SO per cent higher than
current spending levels. Some
$584 million, or SO per cent, la
for the property tax relief fund.
New taxes — $42.3 million, to
come chiefly from higher levies
on cigarettes and liquor, the
cigarette tax would rise from
6- to 11 cents per pack to produce $24 million more and the
levy on liquor would climb by
15 cents a fifth to 73 cents to
produce $14.8 million. Hiking
some other licenses and fees
would yield $3.5 million. There
would be ao increase in sales
or income taxes.
Education — This biggest4tem
tn the budget would take $826
million, with the University of
Minnesota allotted $170 million,
up $42 million. Would enrich
state aids to local school districts to 48 per cent of local
aid.
A 16-year-old Winona youth
Fighting crime — Sharp step- was' in the hands of juvenile
ops in spending for combating authorities today after admitcrime and furthering law en- ting to siphoning gasoline from
forcement, including $500,000 for a parked car on West Beflevnej#
the governor's crime commis- Street late Monday night.
sion. Some S5 per cent more, or Chief of Police James Mc$9 million, is proposed for the Cabe said the gas siphoning
was reported by an unknown
Corrections Department.
Improving
environment— citizen about 11:10 p.m. PaImprovement of natural re- trolmen Edward Matthees and
sources includes 84 per cent Roger Garrison were dispatchhike in funds for abating air ed to the scene and followed
and water pollution and for tracks in the fresh snow from
the automobile to, a nearby
sewage disposal.
Welfare — Up $49 million, porch where the youth was apwith SO per cent increase for prehended.
Recovered from the car the
mental health clinics.
youth was driving were a pair
of automobile hubcaps which
were reported stolen from a
vehicle owned by Bruce Boynton, Lewiston, earlier in the
evening. Boynton's car had
DURAND , Wis. - Durand been parked in the Miracle
High School varsity debate MaU parking lot.
team took the first step in
defending the state championship by winning first place in
the district tournament at River Palls Saturday.
Six teams competed. At the
end of three rounds Durand'
emerged witli a perfect 6-0 recINDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Speord, defeating River Falls, St.
Croix Falls, Osceola , Hayward cial) — Winner of (he Tremand. Hudson. Team members pealeau County American Lewere Marie Duesterbeck, Janet gion oratorical contest at InWeishapple, Nancy
Shafer , dependence Monday night was
Mary Jean Schlosser, Suzanne James Hoff of Blair.
Sperger and Helen Simpson.
Speaking on "The ConstituThe next event will be the St tion, Worth Having, Worth DeOlaf invitational next week- fending," James will compete
end.
in tho 10th District contest at
¦
Eau Claire Feb. 10.
There were two other contesScuba Divers Continue tants:
Jerry Tomter, Whitehall,
spoke on "Our Living ConSearch for Surgeon who
stitution" and Cathy TomjanoSHEBOYGAN, Wis. Wl - Scu- vich, Osseo, whose subject was
ba divers continued searching "The American D r e a m."
the Sheboygan River Tuesday, Judges were Ed Kulig, Indebut found no trace of Dr. N. pendence, and Miss Erna Olsen
Peter Braun, a Sheboygan or- and Clayton Olson, Ettrick.
thopedic surgeon missing since The general subject of all LeSunday.
gion orations this year is the
The doctor's rented car was constitution.
found Sunday, its front wheels
Francis P a t t e n , EUrick ,
banging over a retaining wall county commander, presided.
near the river. Authorities iden- His adjutant , Paul Bishop, Ettified shoes and overshoes trick, a/so was presentfound inside tbe car as belong- James Davis, Blair , is dising to Pr. Braun.
trict contest chairman. The
event in Eau Claire will be
*.
held at tho Legion club followBODY NOT FOUND
ROCKFORD, IU. «f» — Scuba ing a 6:30 banquet.
¦.
divers were unable Tuesday to
, recover tha body of an unidenti- There are 10,000 species of
fied woman who drowned after fern ranging from delicate ,
falling through thin ice as she filmy plants less thnn an inch
Walked across the Rock.River high to 80-foot tropical giants
la downtown Rock/ord.
with palmlike fronds .

Gar Parts Found
In Youth's Auto

Durand Debaters
Win in District

Blair Speaker
Wins Legion
Oratory Contest
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Forest Service
Gives Approval
To Disney Dream

BUKBANK, Calif. (AP) — A
year-round resort 7,800 feet up
in the High Sierra in Sequoia
National Park received a goahead from the U.S. Forest
Service.
The approval means "realization of one of Walt Disney's last
and greatest dreams," said Disney's brother, Boy 0. Disney,
board chairman of the sponsoring Walt Disney productions.
Among conservation groups
opposing the $35 million development was the Sierra Club, a
nationwide organization headquartered ln San Francisco.
Dr. Edgar Wayburn, president, said the Sierra Club has
"under consideration the filing
of legal action, but first we want
to study what "the Disney firm
plans and what is involved."
Wayburn said the* club feared
Mineral King Valley would be
ruined since Disney plans "to
put as many people into Mineral
King on a given day as enter
Yosernite Valley, at any one
time, and it is admitted Yosernite is overcrowded and Mineral King is one sixth to one third
the size of Yosernite."
' The resort will be known as
Mineral King, after the valley.
It will be built in a wilderness
area 55 miles east of Visalia and
about halfway between San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
No automobiles will be allowed within 1%' miles.
An estimated 5,000 skiers will
zip down the slopes on weekends
by 1973. By 1978 weekend skiers
are expected to number 8,500.
Most visitors are expected for
summers, however, and sports
such as horseback riding, hiking, camping and fishing.
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Many Vietnam
Victims Show
Hardened Arteries

WASHINGTON (AP) - Postmortem studies of U.S. casualties in Vietnam reveal a large
number of the young men killed
in the conflict would have faced
possible heart attacks in later
BOAT-$20
life had they survived war.
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Korean conflict.
Cooper said studies during the
Korean fighting reported that as
many as 30 per cent of the casualties between ages 18 and 23
had signs of potentially dangerous hardening of the arteries, a
condition which can lead to coronary heart attacks.
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ening of the arteries among tha
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their combat effectiveness because of their youth, but the
condition indicated potential
trouble in later life.
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Williams Happy
With Conversion
To Catholicism

ROME (AP ) — American
playwright Tennessee Williams
says he is "very happy " to have
been converted to Roman Catholicism by the Jesuits because
"Jesuits drink, laugh and iove
life."
In an interview with the newspaper II Messaggero, Williams,
57, credited his conversion to
his brother, a Jesuit priest. He
was baptized in Key West, Fla.,
18 days ago.
He said his brother was "a bit
fanatic perhaps," but added:
"Willi him I feel good because
we drink, we laugh. He loves
life. "
Williams said "I believe that
the Catholic church is in a direct line with Jesus Christ" He
said he now feela calmer, has a
stronger belief In God and feels
"different in a strange way. "
Asked if he drank less than
before, Williams said: "You
could say that. . .Because there
are other tilings in my life. I
must win this battle against
certain deficiencies ond weaknesses inside me."
¦
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Another Minnesota..
Killed iri Vietnam

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Defense Department said Monday that another Minncsotan has
6cen killed ta the Vietnam war.
Killed In action was Army
Sgt. Richard B. Apland, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan J. Apland
of Herman.
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ROutfp TABLE HELPS FACE ISSUES SQUARE LY '
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marked off , so one group <#n
say it ha* four sides and another oar Bay tt has two sides and
both are right. The two rectangular tables, where the lesser
staff sit, have sides. But if the
rectangular tables are narrow
enough, they- can be said to
have only two sides.
Q. When they go Tinto the
room, do four delegations go in
or do two?
A. There are only two doors,
so the Hanoi-NLF people use
one and the Washingtoii-Saigon
people use the otber.--if' there
were four doors, there would
have been the devil to pay.

Sir, I Must Insist , the Word Is Talks'

By WILLIAM L. RYAN
PARIS <AP) — Sir, I am an
American in Paris. Can you tell
me what's going on here about
Vietnam?
Well, we're gathering again
Thursday around a round table
to face issues squarely.
Q. Ah—a peace conference?
A. Absolutely not! The first
thing a newcomer must learn is
that vou don't call this anything

llll

'

-

-

. . .

'

-

'

I .

"W
but talks.
Q. Why?
A. Well, if you call what goes
on at the International Conference Center a conference , the
Americans and South Vietnamese won 't like it. A conference can mean that everybody
present has the authority to confer. If you call it a meeting, the
North Vietnamese and the National Liberation Front get mad

*

'. ;

;.

A. The Hanoi-NLF people
say it has, but the Washington
—Saigon people say there are
still only two sides, -themselves
and the others. Ihey say the
NLF is a "reality" but not a
"political entity."
Q. What should one call the
talks, then?
A. New, full-scale or substantive talks. But not enlarged or
expanded.
Q. Aren 't there four delegations here?

¦

A. Yes and No. Hanoi and the
NLF say. there are. Saigon and
the Americans seem, to accept
the fact that there are four negotiators, but to say there are
four delegations would mean
that the NLF is independent
enough to have its own delegation.
Q. Why is the table round?
A. If it were square it would
have four sides, and four sides M. Gustave Eiffel designed
look like four delegations. A and built the Eiffel Tower for
round table doesn't have sides the Paris Exposition of 1889.
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at you. A meeting is an informal 1 Q. So what?
thing where anybody can throw A , People would get the idea
in his two bits' worth. The NLF these are "enlarged" or "exand Hanoi say it's'^conference. panded." talks. Expanded from
Q. I've heard tt&re'll never two-to four sides.
be a meeting-excuse me—talks Q. Aren't they?
on a Wednesday. Why not?
A. Well, the Hanoi-NLF peoA. Because the Americans ple say they are, but the Washand. the South Vietnamese think ington-Saigon people say they
that would be too much like a aren't. If you say "enlarged," it
continuation of the preliminary might mean that it has been enAmerican-North
Vietnamese larged from two sides to four
talks, which were always on sides.
Q. Hasn't it?
Wednesdays.
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STUDENT SIT-IN
MADISON, Wis. (AP)--About
150 Madison West High;School
students held a sit-in Tuesday in
front of the principal's office—• protesting his refusal to schedule a mass discussion about student demands.
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this time ... serve
ii.s. d* a* choice beef*
Did your dinner guests last night leave half of the steak

There 's only one way you can be sure that the meat you

you wo rked so hard to prepare . . . untouched? Does it seem

buy is top quality . . . that 's the U.S.D.A. label ! This beef has

odd that your husband keeps insisting on going out for din-

passed rigid inspections by the government for quality, tender-

ner? Maybe you should take anothe r look at the meals you 've

ness and flavor. The only beef you can buy at RANDALL'S is

been preparing. The most important single factor in a good

U.S.D. A. Choice! Why not make everyone happy? Buy U.S.D.A.

meal is the meat! There is simply no way to make a top qual-

Choice beef, try to be modest when you 're complimented on

ity meal using low quality meat.

its ffavor , and buy yourself a little something with the money
you saved by buying it at RAN DALL'S !
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AAud Brigade Begins the Scrub-up

CHARLIE'S BACK . . . A near-sighted
allver grey giant poodle wljo wears corrective
glasses and goes by the name of Mr. Charlie
was back with his master, Harold Nash, after
being dognapped three weeks ago. Nash, a

Nomination Papers
For Hallows Bear
4,000 Signatures
MADISON, Wis. <AP) — Chief
Justice E. Harold Hallows of
the Wisconsin Supreme Court
filed nomination papers containing 4,000 signatures Tuesday in
bis bid for re-election in April.
Hallows will be opposed in the
race by Circuit Judge Clair H.
Voss of Waukesha.
Hallows, a native of Fond du
Lac, was appointed to the high
:
court in 1958 and was elected to
a full 10-year term in 1959.
Also filing for election was
State School Supt. William C.
Kahl, who was appointed July
1, 1956, by Gov. Warren P .
Knowles.
Kahl will be opposed by Elmwood School Supt. Donald P.
Schmitz, 45, who has held that
post for eight years.

GLENDORA/ Calif. (AP) - There's still a mountain of mud
In the mud brigade were Wil- in the backyard and mud 10 feet
liam Dutton, a 40-year-old ¦Jfoick in the storm drain.
Volunteers, including some
school teacher, and two dozen of from Negro areas like Watte,
his neighborshave come here with shovels
Each, armed with a shovel or
¦
wheelbarrow, was attacking a
sea of thick, oozy mud that covered the floor of Button's foothills home.
In a bedroom, chairs and a table were encrusted with m.ud
The brown gooey stuff was four
feet deep in places.
"Luckily, we knew it was
coming and got the children
roomed vp with neighbors,"
Dutton said -Tuesday. Most of
the couple's furniture and clothing had been stored in the garages of friends.
A deluge of rain after eight
days of downpours sent a wall
of mud through the storm drain
behind tho Pultons' four-bedroom: ranch-style home in this
Los Angeles suburb.
For two days Dutton, his wife
Kay and neighbors with similar
problems of their own have
tried to get the sticky stuff out.

Berkeley dog-groomer, «aid Charlie went out
three weeks ago without his glasses, something he reftises to do, and disappeared. (AP
Photofax) ; ' : '

Nearsighted Pooch

Asks Cigarette
Tax Be Raised
3 Cents Per Pack

Back Home Again
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) - Mr. . Charlie, the nearsighted giant poodle who disappeared three weeks ago when
he went out without his glasses, is hack home
Harold Nash said Tuesday Mr; *Chafl3e was in excellent
shape, hadn't lost B pound, but was very dirty.
The 120-pound silver-grey dog was fitted with prescription
glasses by an optometrist after Nash noticed he kept bumping into things. An obstacle course was set up and the dog
navigated it for six weeks as the proper lenses were being
selected.
Then came another three months of getting Mr; Charlie
used to wearing the tinted glasses—held en by, a strap.
Once he caught on, the dog refused to go anywhere
without the spectacles.
Sunday night Nash got a call that the dog had been
sighted in nearby Oakland, headed toward home. Monday
he got more calls and finally one woman said she had the
dog. " ,/ ;
And Mr. Charlie still has his eyeglasses.

ST. PAUX, (AP) - Gov.
Harold LeVander took notice of
his new status as a nonsmoker
in his budget address today as
he called for a thyee-cents-apack increase in the cigarette
tax. .
v
LeVander swore off smoking
cigars and pipes the first of the
year.
He also called for higher
liquor and wine taxes, noting
that all these items are already
heavily taxed.
"The fact is that they are not
necessajy
or
indispensable
items, although they may seem
to be," he said. "I can speak
from experience."
LeVander said Minnesotans
spend $135 million a year for
cigarettes and $125 million a
year for liquor. He noted that
Iowa and Wisconsin already
have a 10-cent cigarette tax and
are talking about going higher.
Minnesota's tax would jump
from 8 to II cents a pack under
the governor's proposal.

$800,000 Damages
Sought by Woman
For Husband's Death
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LAND O' LAKES Ice Cream
"Fresh as the land it cornea from."
SERV B IT OFTENI

'

CHICAGO (AP)-Mrs. Joseph
Eaea, 29, of Natoh, Wis., filed
suit In Circuit Court Tuesday,
seeking $800,000 damages for
the death of her husband who
died in a West Coast plane
crash. \-A.
Enea was among 38 persons
killed Jan. 18 when a United
Airlines jet plunged into the
Pacific Ocean near Los Angeles.
Mrs. Enea charged the airline
"negligently and carelessly
maintained, operated and controlled" the Boeing 727.

Founta in to Begin
Its Centennial
FOUNTAIN, Minn. — Village
of Fountain will celebrate its
centennial ibis year and will
have a kfcfeoff party Saturday
at 8 p.m, at Ray's Supper Club.
Women are to wear centennial
dresses.
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SAUSAGE

RING BOLOGNA - - L, 69c
LIVER SAUSAGE - • «. 59c
PORK LINKS - - - i,. 69c

CUBE
STEAK

85 !b
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SWIFTS NtEMIUM

SLAB
BACON

55!b

Mud is four feet deep in some parts of the
home. Sandbags are outside the window to
protect against the damage from new rain.
Two dozen neighbors helped the Duttons move
their furniture out and are helping clean
up the house, (AP Photofax )
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Glad Bass
(

mer-scourge—or landslides.
Mrs. Dutton said she and her
husband discussed a declaration
of bankruptcy "but he says
we'll struggle along and tell our
creditors not to expect too much
right away." Much of the mud
came through a large bedroom
window after it was broken. The
Duttons figure even more mud
would have gotten into their
home if they hadn't sandbagged
the sliding glass doors in the living room.
There was little damage Jothe frame of the wood and brick
home into which the Duttons
moved last June. Several dozen
other homes in Giendora -were
wrecked beyond repair.
The Duttons plan to live in an
apartment with their two daughters, 11 and 12, and 14-year-old
son until they can make their
home livable again. "It may
take a month or two, " said
Dutton.
"Make that three months," he
added, as it started to rain
again outside.

FOR GOOD EATING... Try BAMBENEK'S Meats
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THIS IS A 53.00 VALUE
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ib 37 | Grapefruit 10 I 69 !

MORRELL READY-TO-EAT—7-Lb. Average

VICTIMS OF NATURE'S RAMPAGE . . .
. . . William Dutton and his wife Kay,
Giendora, Calif,, schoolteachers, sit on the
floor of their living room Tuesday—taking a
break from their battle against the mud and
water of California 's worst storms in 30 years.
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mountain areas that cluster
around the more-populated valleys, they found it impossible to
obtain. The same problem exists in those areas for protection
against brush fires—the sum-
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and oners to help in the digging
out.
The Duttons had no insurance
against mud damage. like
many Southern California^
who lived in the foothills or
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LeVander Asks
$170 Million
For University

ST. PAUL (AP) — Gov. Harold LeVander says he isn't
going to let a "24-hour incident"
at the University of Minnesota
destroy his faith in the institution.
LeVander made the reference
in his budget message proposing
a budget increase of $42 million
to $170 million for the next biennium.
Two weeks ago, a group of
some 70 students — Negroes
and white sympathizers — took
over the Administration Building to dramatize their demands
for more rights for black students.
. v
Said the governor: "Minnesotans traditionally are proud
of their university, a pride built
on service. I am not about to
cash' in my faith in a century
of accomplishment because of
a 24-hour incident.
"I believe students should be
permitted to protest and to
gripe to the university faculty
or administration but in doing
so, I do not condone the use of
force , violence or duress.
"Yet, we cannot impair the
education of 46,000 students because of the acts of TO. 'In addition to general fund
appropriations, tie governor
concurred in $33,2 million of nev?
buildings and equipment suggested by the Legislative Building Commission.

Negro Policemen Im
By KEN HARTNETT
Associated Press Writer
The Chicago police sergeant is
black. Ee is well paid. And he is
impatient for real equality on
the force.
"At times, I feel almost like a
brick in the structure of status
quo," he said.
But after more than a dozen
years on the Chicago police
force, the sergeant isn't about to
quit. For one thing, he earns
$12,(300 a year. Another reason
may be equally compelling:
"It would be giving up ground
gained," said the sergeant, who
spoke on the condition tbat his
name not be used.
Negroes are slowly, sometimes painfully, gaining numbers and status on big city police forces. A survey of more
than a dozen major cities shows
only five that have 10 per cent
or more blacks on active duty.
More than half these cities have
less than 5 per cent.
Baltimore has more than doubled the total of Negroes on its
police force in two years. Now
11 per cent of its force of 3,333 is
Negro.
Boston has added 6 Negro policemen in the past 12 monthsto a total of 60 among 2,600.
In Oncago, 17 per cent—about
2,00t>—of the police force of
11,700 is black.
Philadelphia's police commissioner claims the best Negro
percentage of any big city, 22.8
per cent—1,400 on a force of

NASON ON EDUCATION

Are Protesters
Out ot Step?
By LESLIE J. NASON, Ed. D.
University of So. Calif.
The cry of college demonstrators-is for courses that are relevant. These protesters — about
2 percent of the total student
bodies — should take notice. It
appears that they, 'rather than
the colleges, are out of step.
Frank Endicott, director of
placement at Northwestern University, has just completed his
23rd annual survey of trends in
employment of college and university graduates in business
and industry.
He reports that the companies surveyed plan an Increase
of 20 percent in the number of
men with bachelor's and master's degrees that they plan to
hire in June 1969. Salaries will
be higher. These students must
feel that their college work has
been relevant.

law, medicine, educational,
social work or library science.
He will receive $270 a month in
addition to G. I. benefits.
Bequests f o r applications
should be addressed to Raymond Richardson, Director,
Martin Luther King Jr. Fellowships, Wobdrow Wilson National Fellowships Foundation, Box
642, Princeton, N.J. __ —_
THE THIRD Annual Survey
of College Freshmen conducted
by the American Counsel on
Education, Office of Research,
has just been published.
Trends are startling when
comparisons are made between
the generations. It is still possible to move up. Only one out
of six entering as freshmen in
1968 indicated that their fathers
had college degrees.
Differences between one year
and the next are not as great,
but they do indicate trends. As
an example, the report shows
that colleges and universities
increased the enrollment of minority groups by approximately
10 percent between 1967 and
1968.

THE COMPANIES also consider the college training to be
worthwhile. Tney report that
about two out of three graduates stay on with the company
more than three years. Those
that leave are not dropouts.
Most of them leave for higher
salaries in other companies because they want a chance for Seeks to Repeal
advancement and more chalTax on Margarine
lenging work.
A weH-conceived program to ST. PAUL (AP) _ A bfll to
prepare more black students repeal Minnesota's 10-cents-afor the professions will aid the pound tax '
on yellow oleoqualified. Black veterans of milmargarine
will
be introduced by
itary service who plan careers
of service to the nation and Rep. Robert W. Johnson.
their communities are eligible Johnson says his proposal will
to compete for 50 new Martin call for a two-stage elimination
of the tax with the first nickel
Luther King Jr. fellowships.
The fellowships may be held going off July "1 , 1970, and thc
for two years by any black vet- tax erased entirely July 1, 1971.
eran who has a bachelor's de- The oleo tax was Imposed in
gree and who is planning a ca- 1963 when colored margarine
reer of service in such fields as was legalized in Minnesota.
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0,750.
In March 1968 there were
1,475 Negroes on New York
City's force and the Guardians,
an association of Negro policemen, says, 200 to 300 have been
added since. There are almost
33,500 policemen in New York
City,
y.
Bnt Milwaukee, a local point
of racial turmoil, has fewer
Negroes on its police force than
two years ago, despite a recruiting campaign.
Responsibilities assigned to
Negroes on big city police
forces have been expanding,
also at an uneven rate.
"Only seven years ago, we
couldn't have possibly put a Negro officer on duty at 12th and
Main"—the heart of Kansas
City's downtown business district, said Capt. E. L. Willough-

by, head of personnel. "There
wasn't even tl place that would
serve him food and the public
would not have cooperated with
him."
Now:
"We have Negro officers in
every division I can think of,"
WpMighby said. "They're in
patrol cars, detectives, communications—even the K-9 Corps—
and one is a helicopter pilot.
Tbey work in every part of the
city."
Being a policeman is a relatively new role for the Negro
male. In many cities, he became a prime target for intense
recruiting only after racial disorders awakened officials to the
need for better relations between the police and the Negro
community.
The National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders said

tfce "bad image of police in the
Negro community" was one
reason why more Negroes
weren't policemen.
In some black communities
that image may still be troublesome.
"They have no love for yoo,"
said Officer Willie J. Cunningham, 31, a recent addition to the
San Francisco force, which includes 1,718 whites and 77
Negroes. "They think they'll
have just as much trouble with
black officers. They tend to
think of you as a bigger 'pig.'"
The stigma, said the Rev.
Kenneth Bowen, a Negro minister serving as community relations specialist for the Milwaukee, Wis., police, is traceable in
part tothe rural South.
Substantial numbers of Negro
families have roots there, and
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Gov. William L. Guy went
along with the horseplay in the
state legislature by signing the
bill Monday. Racing in the state
is largely confined to fairs.
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BISMARCK, ND. (AP) North Dakota—a state with very
little horse racing—now has a
law prohibiting discrimination
against women Jockeys.
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Full

by saying, 'Yes, I'm your color
but I'm not your khfd.' "
There may be reason to
believe that eventually black
militants will no longer discourage Negroes from joining police
forces.
"They still come around,"
said Patrolman Elton Huff , 28, a
Baltimore policeman for the
last eight months. "We still
have parties and get togethers.
Only thing they '"- is constantly
remind me which cause they
have and remind me not to kick
it." "
"The name calling has
ceased," said the Chicago sergeant. "The vocal expressions
like 'Uncle Tom' have .lost their
glamor.
"There seems to be a new
maturity, an understanding that
says, 'We'd rather have you
"You just have to turn him off there than one of them.'"

bitter memories of hostile police
treatment, Bowen said.
"Then up here, they see police
ride around with shotguns in
their cars, or see them bust a
boy over the head, or poke a
woman in the ribs for not moving from a bus stop. All this
does is entrench and harden already bad concepts of a policeman."
It isn't always easy for a Negro policeman to arrest another
Negro, especially when he is
one of only a handful of Negroes
on the force.
"Don't go playing the white
man's game'' is the advice
sometimes given to Charlotte's
Negro officers in arrest situations, said that department's
community relations officer ,
Rudy Torrance.

Women Jockeys Have
Found Friendly State

2 "Lb '
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Miss Zeichert
Is DAR Citizen

Do Your Own Thing
In Spring Fashians

Cleanup Queen Bugged
By Litterbug Problem

FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis . Miss Diane Zeichert, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Zeichert, Fountain City, has been
selected as the DAR good citizen at Cochrane-Fountain City
High School.
The contest is sponsored by
the Wisconsin Society Daughters
of the American Revolution
and is o p e n
to all h i g h
School s e n i or
[girls.
[ The award is
b a s e d on deipendability , service, leadership
[and patriotism.
: Miss Zeichert
has maintained
a high scholastic average the
Miss Zeichert nast four Tears
and has been active in pep club ,
newspaper, GAA, forensics ,
FTA and annual staff. She is
also a member of the national
honor society, served as a class
officer several years and participated in the senior class play.
In 1968 she was selected as a
Badger Girls State representative. Miss Zeichert attends St.
Michaels Lutheran C h u r c h ,
Fountain City, and is a member
of its youth group.

By VIVIAN BROWN
with jewels and overskirts (SarAP Newsfeatures Writer
mi) . . . a four-p}y look of black
crepe
made to look like a jumpfashions
This year's spring
separate girls who want to ride er with long white sleeves,
moonbeams from those who'd white collar with matching
pants (Brannell) . . . a jumper
like to dig in moon craters.
There are fashions galore for with white sweater (Kimberboth . The message from design- ley).
ers is that you can do your own And the Greeks (Sta*vrapolous) had a word for it ; Body
thing in fashion.
Pants suits have made head- swathed clothes not impeded by
lines, but dresses aren't about zippers or interfacings with soft
to be relegated to the Smith- tops in light layers of chiffon.
A new look, crepe and jersey
sonian Institution in the near
GIFT PRESENTATIONS . . . Earl Hag- from the auxiliary remembrance fund , to future. Many designers strad- and crepe and cotton .in a clean
berg, administrator of Community Memorial apply toward cardiac naonitoring equipment. dled the fence in parts designs, line, brought rousing applause
From left, Mrs. Ruth Lucas, incoming presi- showing the trouser look with for Ron Arney when it was
Hospital, accepted two checks Tuesday afternoon at the annual representatives "meeting dent ; Mrs. Everett L. Edstrom, retiring presi- A-line dresses that can be worn shown . It has an innovation in
collars that come out from coats
WW
dent; Hagberg and and Mrs. J. E. Krier, separately.
of the hospital auxiliary, one for $10,000 to
Tunic length shirts showed up and jack ets ending in points
apply to a cassette changer purchased last
remembrance fund chairman. (Daily News
in just about every collection of woven in different colors to
year by the auxiliary and another fior $4,500 photo )
the American Designer and match belts. Another look is a
New York Couture groups' sleeveless coat : of jersey that
spring showings. Top designers may be worn as a skimmer or
emphasized a trend to individu- over a print dress. There were
ality th at may have, been in- short-sleeved suits.
spired fay the hippie movement The potpourri of fabrics inand campus revolts. You put cluded linen, nylon, cotton, silk ,
yourself together to suit your organdies , taffetas, silk blends,
mood.
embroidered and jeweled!* laces
Some designers resisted the and gray flannel. There are
pants suit trend. Jo Copeland stripes, checks, plaids and floral
believes that pants "are for at- prints in strong, large designs.
Burmeister, Allen Osborne, Hugo
Mrs. Ruth ; Lucas was named sented to Hagberg by Mrs. J. S.
Beck, R. W. Johnson, Ray Fawcell, Ron- home ;entertaining,
and that
president of the Women's Aux- E. Krier, chairman. T h e ald Flndlay, Walter Hadfleld, William feminine women wear skirts for
Vernon Kallenborn and John
iliary of Community Memorial amount will be applied on car- Holden,
daytime wear."
Ortmann;
Hospital at the annual repre- diac monitoring equipment now .Joe Stackowitz, Loretta Gleason, Ethel Ron Aniey of Burke-Amey
Hanson, Robert Kaehler, A. L. Nelsentatives' meeting Tuesday aft- in use in the intensive care car-, V.
son, Elmer Stuhr, Donald W. Gray, Dav- had a different reason for not
ernoon in the solarium.
diao -'upit.
id Hamerski, Howard Volkart, Har;y showing
pants-^his designs
G. L. Lacher and Clyde
Other officers named are the Mrs. Ruth Lucas, volunteer Harmsworfh,
SIrod and the Misses Mabel Bsumann would be too expensive ($600 reMmes. Robert Johnson and service chairman and incoming and Elaine Hlldetrandt.
tail) and "there are plenty of IB
30O HOURS
president,
awarded
charms
and
Frank Cofield, first and second
The Mmes. Henry Dotterwlck, Terry good-looking pants for $100," he
vice presidents; Richard Renk, bracelets to volunteer workers Witt, Victor Bohnen, Evan Davles, Albin pointed out.
Johnson, Sy Johnson, Harry Dresser,
recording secretary; Paul Plet- who had earned theni in the last Sordon
Skirts are short , still three
Espy, Robert Harkenrider, Roger
kt, corresponding secretary, year; There were 25 lOOJiour, Hartwich and Ruth R. Lucas and Miss inches or so above the knees,
12 300-hour, 10 500-hour four \delaide Decker *.
and Carl Lauer, treasurer.
and many fall in a fullness from
^
500 HOURS
750-hour and one 1,000-hour
The Mmes. Leo L France, Glen Flsch- wide waist bands or dirndl fashDR. FORREST (Frosty) Wes- awards given.
ir, William Holz, Milton Happel, Joseph ion from
tight-fitting ; molded
tering, athletic director of Lea *.<fWM,u
H. G. Putnam,
JU IHJCI ooara or Chalus, Richard -Murphy,
H. K. Robinson, Richard Renk and M. bodices. Clothes caress the body
College, Albert Lea, spoke on direcitors :
R. Sonsalla.
in an easy-does-it-look, even in
"Taking Pride in\Your Work." TJit- ' iMmes. Everett Edstrom,
75» HOURS
steering
sexy evening clothes with plungHe discussed pride in oneself, committee; James Kah l, nominating;
Otto
Haake,
The Mmes. Ralph Kohner,
ing necklines that partially bare
instilling pride in others, nation- Robert > Johnson and Frank cofield, vol- Francis Farrell and David Tushner.
unteer service; L. L. Korda , candy strip1,000 HOURS
the bosom.
al pride and the ability to mo- ers; N\. A. Goldberg, by-laws;
Maorfce
Mrs. Anna Ram).
Designers sent up their smoke
tivate others. The speaker used Schuh,-*: lours; tavern Lawrenz, hospitality; Robert Horton, scholarship; A. M.
signals for spring
women
many humorous illustrations to Goergeji,
historian; Krier, remembrance ETTRICK OFFICERS
will -never give up deluxe shirtlund; teo La France, membership;
stress his points.
iMmes. Robert J. Selover, bulleETTRICK, Wis. (SpeciaD - waists and year-round printed
Earl Hagberg, hospital ad- tin;TheDonald
Gray, typing.. R. W. Miller ^.
ministrator, r e c e i v e d two and Ralph Boalt, gift shop ; Ervin Melnke, Officers of the ALCW of Living silks CMollie Parnis) ... the
tiower--cart; Roger Hartwich, birthday
Hope Lutheran Church include blazer will be important (Don
checks from the auxiliary.
ball; Jack Andresen, Catherine Allison
^
Mrs. Everett L. Edstrom , re- Library; Francis Zeches, hostess desk; the Mmes, Sonald Terpening, Simonelli ) . . . Oriental tunics ^ ^
Margaret Olsen, Information desk; Loren president ;
^
and
drawstring
waistlines
(Suzy
Vernon Erickson,
tiring president, presented a Torgei'son , public relations; carl Brelt^
^ ^ ^
check for $10,000. This will ap- ow, sewing and house; Miller Friesen, vice president; Elsie Knutson, Parette) .. a bride in harem
service; George Joyce, health car- secretary E. O. Runnestrand, pants and a sleeveless lace blou^ ^ ^
ply to a $40,365 cassette chang- social
eers; Gordon Espy and R. E. Miesbauer,
^^
er purchased last year, which gift cap', and Ward Lucas and C. D. treasurer ; Harold Aasland, «du- son (Jacques Tiffeau).
Skirts
take
TeersqT
ex
officio.
two
directions,
cation secretary; Howard Tjoin turn replaced one purchased
VOLUNTEER s e r v i c e flat , stewardship secretary, and short and pleated. Pants are for
in 1956 by the auxiliary.
John Sorenson, cradle roll sec- intimate dinners (Larry AidA check for $4,500 from the awands:
W
100 HOURS
rich .. '
remembrance fund was pre- The *tmes. Fred' E. Burmeister, Roy retary.
See-through chiffons outline
the leg but bosoms are hidden in
opaque- mystery (Vincent VMontesono). The "skeleton look"
seeps in at the waist and out at
the hern without a hreak in line
(Anne Fogarty).
Rich beaded borders in
matching dress colors (Oscar
de La Renta) ... slot seamDON'T MISS THIS GREAT
y^^SS\ /
J
|^
j\
ing, slightly ' off-center closings,
A
lots of braid trim (Jo Copeland)
¦
.. Tyrolepn-style bolero look
." . ' . # WINTER COATS
in jumper themes (Geoffrey
Beene) . . . the Navy blazer
© WINTER JACKETS
with long wide scarfs slashed
© SNOW SUITS
with crimson and white (Leo
Narducci) ... black and white
© WOOL SLACKS
Polka dots ia cotton jumper
dresses with blouses in reverse
prints (Kasper) ... jump suits
• SWEATERS
with
little
apron
like
panels,
CLEANING
front and back and bold-printed
FOR
\, mr
WW I
* Awm
AW
<
poplin raincoats with silk shirt'
¦H
s
l JUST...
/_______, .
I'tC^
^^<L l
waist dresses in related prints
(Donald Brooks) .. . dressmaker outlines in knits (Scaasi).
© DRESSES
Jumpsuits take on glamour

New Hospital Auxiliary
Qrricers ,Board Namec

By ARLEEN ABRAHAMS
' Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Most
women visiting a city for the
first time look at the sights, the
buildings, the store windows,
even at how the women in that
city dress. Laura Freed tooks at
Utter.
The program director for
Keep America Beautiful explains, "It's become automatic.
When I drive into a city for the
first time, I always check the
general cleanliness of the
streets. You know, the entrances to cities are usually the
worst—in terms of litter."
She wasn't always so litterconscious: "Fifteen years ago, I
wasn't even aware of the problem; I was as guilty as anybody
else."
Then in 1953, while she was
working for the Public Relations
Society of America, a group of
friends , all key executives in the
packaging industry, decided to
do something about the mounting litter problem.
They were concerned,", she
says, "about people misusing
the packaging and they wanted

to make people aware of the
problem. They asked me to
work with them and I went." >
In 15 years she has seen litter
prevention in the United States
grow from an "untried idea" to
a movement in which business
and industry alone invest some
$25 million in cash and services.
Miss Freed, a native of Hen?
dersonville, Tenn., mentioned
that KAB will really miss the
efforts of Mrs. Lyndon Johnson.
"She has given national direction and scope to the whole
beautification program, of which
the fight against litter is an integral part. I don't know whether Mrs. Nixon will be as active.
But there are several women,
particularly Mrs. Valley Knudsen, chairman of Los Angeles
Beautiful and Mrs. Houston McNutt, mayor pro tern of Paducah, Ky., who will carry on the
crusade."
Women, she asserts, tend to
be a bit more active in the litter
prevention field than men.
"Men look at it from the businessman's view; women get the
community involved."
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.27,819 Approved
At Living Hope

third generation GI Bill
tor.^^Kfai. Vfllbur Salzwedel U
parish secretary and Jenningj
SOME post-Korean veterans
Johnson, building custodian. Th.
have earned entitlement to eduRev. Harold Aasland is pastor
cational assistance under more
¦
than one VA program — the
Korean Conflict OI Bill as -well ETTRICK, Wis. (Special)
— Regional Tourism
as the current measure, for
A
budget
of
$27,819
was
adopted
example. Previously, they were
Director Given
limited to aggregate benefits of for 1969 at Living Hope LuthMinnesota veterans separated 36 months. Now, however, un- eran's' annual meeting Monday Assistant's Post
from service after Jan . 31, 1955, der the new law which went evening.
are now entitled to 1% months into effect on Dec. 1, they will In addition to local expenses ST. PAUL, Minn. — Donald
O'Brien, regional tourism direcentitled to aggregate beneof educational assistance — up be
fits of no more than 48 months. of $2,340, the budget provides tor for Hiawathaland, has been
to a maximum of 36 months — Post-Korean veterans of Min- $5,143 for world missions; $8,for each month of military nesota who did hot return to 150, -pastoral ministry; $4,1B6 named assistant director oi
school because tiey could com- church and parish homes; $2,- tourism for the Minnesota Deservice.
program, partment of Economic DevelopA law went into effect Dec. plete only a couple of years 340, congregational
$8,000 debt retirement.
ment
1 liberalizing the previous post- of college under the old formula and
will be Harvey TweKorean GI Bill limit of one — one month entitlement for Trustees Krackow
and Donald O'Brien was named regional
month of educational assistance each one month of service — sme, Lyle
Vernon director of Hiawathaland when
deacons,
Daifinson
and
should
contact
the
VA
Center
for each month of service for
and the tourism organization oi
Howard
Tjoflat
at
St.
Paul
or
Phillip
KaczoErickson,
veterans with at least 181 days
Southeastern Minnesota was orof service, including some rowski, Winona County service Gene Edmundson. The finance ganized
early in 1968. He also
officer , courthouse in Winona. committee will include Robert
after Jan. 31, 1955.
Ofsdahl, Sever Folkedahl and has served as fieldman director for Pioneerland, the tourANOTHER provision of the
Carlyle Johnson.
law grants veterans with at
The auditing committee is ism region of southwestern Minleast 18 months of continuous
comprised of Mrs. Ronald T<er- nesota.
service after Jan. 31, 1955, who
pening, Mrs. Harvey Olson and For the present, O'Brien wil]
have satisfied their military
Clayton Casey. The nominating continue to represent Hiawathaobligation, the maximum of 36
committee consists of Newman land and Pioneerland in addimonths of educational assistWestUe, Mrs. Albert Severson tion to assuming his new duance entitlement.
HOKAH, Minn- (Special) — and Mrs. Henry Knutson. Dele- ties.
ALS an example: A veteran Hokah Commercial Club will
to the Bethany Home for
who may have entered service hold its annual banquet Feb. gates
Aged in La Crosse are Mr.
before the official end of the 18 at 8 p.m. in the village hall. the
Mrs. Oliver Paulson. MJS.
Korean Conflict (Jan . 31, 1955), James Kuhlman is president; and
Stevenson was named
Robert
but had only 18 months of post- Betty Senh, secretary, and HenLutheran Welfare delegate, and
Korean service, will still be ry Warnecke, vice president.
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Casey,
able to get four academic years
The Hokah Daze Canoe Races delegates to Luther Park B&le
o! "VA educational assistance.
Unchanged by this new law will be June 15. There'll be a Camp at Chetek.
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) is the amount of educational fishing derby on the Root Riv- Others elected: Harvey Ol- Foreign Minister C.M.G - KoJohn
.
secretary;
financial
planned
by
senior
citizens,
son,
allowance which a veteran may er,
was killed today when the
receive. Currently, a single while waiting for the canoes. Sander, head usher; Ed Breek- dhek
car he was driving overturned
veteran .taking full-time institu- Prizes will be awarded both lin, president, and Arthur R-un- in
a Nairobi suburb. He was
tional training is paid $130 a to amateur and local racers. nestrancf, treasurer. N. C. Twe- alone.
type
secretary.
sme
is
any
To
entice
more
races,
month by the VA. The amount
of additional allowance he may of unmotorized water vehicle Mrs. Hkam Mahlum is Sun- Kodhek, 45, became Kenya's
day school superintendent, with first African lawyer in 1951 anc
receive depends on the number may be used.
A charcoal chicken dinner Mrs. Silas Tranberg, secretary- on return from studies in Brit
of dependents.
ain spent much time defending
Post-Korean veterans have and refreshments will be serv- treasurer.
eiglt years from the date of ed at the swimming pool Mrs. Sara MyrJand and Wis Mau Mau suspects. He entered
their separation , from service grounds, the proceeds to go to Harold Aasland are organists Parliament in 1961 and became
Mrs. Aasland also is choir direc foreign minister in 1967.
to complete training under the the swimming pool fund.

WSC Professor's Children's Poetry Veterans 61 Bill
Music Pla n Used Wins in Contest
DURAND, Wis. — Four StuIn Several States dents at Sacred Heart Element- Liberalized for

ary School ot Lima were winMaterials for elementary muners in a poetry contest sponsic classes by Dr. Ivan Olson,
sored by the National Press Asassociate professor of music at
sociation of Los Angeles, Calif.
Winona State College, are now The poems of Susan Bauer,
in use in several states, not- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Anably New York , Illinois, and ton A. Bauer, Bernard Brunner,
Minnesota, and soon will be son of Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
used in selected schools in Brunner, Daniel Weiss, son of
Michigan.
Mr. and Mrsi John Weiss Jr.,
The music education system and Douglas Sinz, son of Mr.
grew out of a research proSinz, -will be
j ect originally sponsored and and Mrs. Delano
anthology.
printed
an
in
financed by the state of Illinois.
Before coming to Winona , Dr.
Olson was on the faculty of
Eastern Illinois University. He
has also taught at the University of Michigan, Longwood College, University of Virginia, the
Dearborn, Mich., Public Schools,
and the Ann Arbor, Mich., PubBLAIR, Wis. (Special}— A
lic Schools.
Budget
of $35,275 was adopted
Formerly a member of the
1969 at the annual meeting
Board of Directors af the Vir- for
ginia Education Association and of Zion Lutheran Church.
the advisory board of Virgin- An amendment to the conwhich
ia Educational Television, he stitution was passed people
of
has received research grants changes the number
for a quorum to conand awards from the state of needed
congregational
duct
business
Illinois and the Virginia Center meetings fromatthe
previous 25
for Advanced Study. Dr. Olson percent of the voting members
received the bachelor 's and to 50 voting members.
master's degrees from North- It was decided to continue
western University, and the doc- in the parish cooperation with
torate from the University of the First Lutheran parish. Five
Michigan.
men were elected to the joint
council: Arnold Quarne, Arthur
Mathson, Howard Turk, Robert
Life Memberships Hoff
and Donald Jacobson.
The 'pastor 's report by the
Presented by OES Rev.
L. H. Jacobson disclosed
Fifty-year pins and life mem- the following information: 52
berships were presented to Mrs. new members were received
Chauncey Erwin, Mrs. Stanley during the year; 31 were reCoe and Miss Florence Sie- moved through transfer or
wert when Chapter 141, Order death, and the congregation
had a total of 774 baptized
of Eastern Star met Monday members
confirmed
evening. Mrs. Harris Carlson , members atandthe558close
of the
worthy matron , made the pres- year..
entation The financial report showed
Brothers Night wag observed. an income for the year of $47,Following the program , gifts 214. Of this amount, $9,162 was
were presented by Mrs. Her- received from the Zion Lutherbert Schladinske, associate ma- an Church Women for remodron .
eling. Total remodeling and
Mrs. E. M. Hannon was in improvement costs were $13,charge of the refreshments as- 999; $7,768 was given to missisted by Mr. and Mrs. Jack sions, and the balance on hand
Fair, Mrs. Carl Pagel, Mrs. was $2,258.
Robert Ozmun and Merrill Hol- Other organizations listed
balances as follows: Scholarland.
ship fund, $3,427; ZLCW, $133;
Senior Hi-League, $381, and
Alma OES Installs Zion Cemetery Association, $1,145.
1969 Officers
New members elected to the
AL.MA, wis. (special) — Mr. church council were: Richard
and Mrs. Keith Fleming were Byom, Roger Dahl, Mrs. Oscar
installed Friday evening as Hovre, Allan Stetzer, Basil
worthy patron and matron of Tenneson and Donald Jacobson.
the Alma Order "of Eastern Other officers elected include
Ed Gunderson and Lawrence
Star.
^
Others installed were Oscar Mathson, Cemetery board; WilStirn, associate patron, Roy liam Kindschy, head usher ;
Lehman, wafrder, and Howard Mrs. Ronald Johnson, Sunday
Achenbach, sentinel, and the school superintendent; Mrs. R.
Mmes. Glenn Turton, treasurer ; E. Anderson, district convenRoger Beseler, conductress; tion delegate, and Ralph Hager,
Walton Haeussinger, .associate alternate;
conductress, and Robert Jenks, Nominating committee, Keith
chaplain. Star points are the Hamilton, Alan Robertson and
Lutheran SoMmes. Walter Dierauer , Adah, Gerald Mikunda;
Service, Mr. and Mrs. DenBelmont Krause, Esther, and cial
nis Jack; Bethany Home, MorArvin Thompson, Martha.
Fremstad and Foster Sims,
Installing -officials were the ris
and Luther parish Bible camp,
Mmes. Achenbach, matron; Mr and Mrs, Donald Holven.
.
Leonard Purrington, marshall;
B.H. Schlosstein, chaplain, and
George Eyans, organist.
Assisting at a reception following the installation were the
Mmes. Purrington , Beseler,
Gale Hx>ch and John R. Meili.

Blair Church
Elects Council

Choose King, Queen
At Mondovi High

Attending School

Hokah Club
Sets Party,
Summer Races

Foreign Minister
Of Kenya Dies
In Auto Crash

DRAWS

CHOCOLATE
CANDY
*¦"¦
MM;-. ¦

MONDOVI, Wis. (Special) Gary Norrish, king, and Mary
BaUer, queen, reigned over the
first Wiiiter Carnival at Mondovi High School Friday and
Saturday, Both 18 and seniors,
Mary was selected by vote of
her class and Gary had been
designated her escort. They
were crowned Saturday night.
Mary is the daughter of Mrs.
Evelyn Bauer and Gary, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Norrish.
Members of their court were
Patricia Brainard , Gail Kins,
Jan Martin and Bonnie Risler,
with Steven Olbert, Keith Mil- The value of the mineral out
and, John Parr and Nell Seger- put in the U.S. is over $13,000,
000,000 a year.
strom as tij eir escorts.

GIBSON
PHARMACY

Fills Your Doctor's
Prescription Exactly
As He Prescribes...
NO SUBSTITUTION!
-let Us Fill Yours -
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WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
¦— "Minimizing Your Farm Income Tax" will be discussed at
a meeting at the courthouse,
Whitehall, Friday at 1:30 p.m.,
Ed Ausderau, farm management agent, said.
All farm people are invited.
Tlie presentation is designed to
be of value to those who use
the services of a professional
tax consultant and those who
file their own tax returns. F.
Milo Olson, farm management
agent, Menomonie, will assist in
the presentation.
Ausderau said that the correct tax is the minimum tax,
but farm people have often failed to take advantage of tax
procedures that can save them
money. A study of farm records shows that depreciation
records often are inaccurate ,
and investment credit and capital gains hav> net been used
to maximum advantage. Many
deductible expense items are
unreported, either because the
farmer is hot aware they are
deductible or because his farm
records are incomplete.
Even the best tax pactitioner is often unable to calculate
the minimum tax because the
farmer has not provided him
with complete information, says
Ausderau.
Wives are welcome to the
meeting.

J

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
cheap hydrogen bomb set off by •
the intense light of a laser is a
theoretical possibility, ths
Atomic Energy Commission
says, but not until lasers be.
come much more powerful.
"The capabilities of present
lasers are hundreds or thou*
sands of times lower than that
considered by the AEC to even
begin to be a cause for any concern in weapons or nuclear explosive device applications,"
one scientist said.
A laser bomb would be an Hbomb in which the intense heat
of a laser—which concentrates a
beam of light and can create
high temperatures—would ba
used to touch off a hydrogen explosive. In present devices an
atomic bomb is used as tbe trigger.
The subject was raised by an
article in the current issue ol
• 'Scientist and Citizen," a magazine published by the St. Louisbased Committee for Environmental Information.
It said laser bombs might be
manufactured secretly by countries that do not have the capabilities to manufacture the Abomb trigger.
¦
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LADIES WALTZ LEHGTH
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N|TE G0WNS
^

LM1Es R OU.«P SLEEVE

BLOUSES
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SALE STARTS TOMORROW-9 AM. SHARP
ASSTD COLORS • SIZES S-M-L

"CIRCLE G" WESTERN STYLE

BOYS'
JEANS

83
"
$1
E.O.M. SPECIAL . . .
^ ¦

I

MEN'S SIZES S-M-L-U

MEN'S
HALF SLIPS
POLO SHIRTS Petti pANTS

-

$ 83
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LADIES 600) SEAMLESS MESH
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NYLONS

SWEATSHIRTS
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LADIES WHITE & COLORS

ALL COLORS
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»
SPECIAL
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i-ADIES'

NITE WEAR
PAJAMAS,GOWHS, ETC.

[ REDUCED A

WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER

Store Hours: Weekdays 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
Sat. 9 a.m. ta 8 p.m.r Sun. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
PHONE 8-5149

Report laser
Beam Could
Trigger Bomb

' '7

The lowest temperature re- Residents of Iceland are decorded in the Yukon Territory scendants of the Norsemen wh»
was .81
¦ degrees F. at Snag in settled the island in the 9th cen1847. •
tury.
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Chilean Begins
Stay in Preston

jsRESTON, Minn . — A student from Santiago, Chile, arrived in Preston this month and
will spend the next three
months living with the Robert
Hellicksons.
Marcia Canales, 17, will attend Preston High School. She
is a graduate of the high school
at Santiago and will enter a
university in Chile when she returns.
Donald Scanlan, hign school
principal, is in charge of the
foreign exchange students here.
Funds for this service have
been contributed by the graduating classes from 1960 through
1965 and last year's class.
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Farmer Income
Tax Meeting
Set at Whitehall
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Harding $ f ate as
Coach Undecided
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Packers Concentrate on Linemen

-PACKERS-

-VIKINGS-

ST. PAUL (AP) - Coach Aid
Grant talked about the longrange value of college players
the Minnesota Vikings grabbed
in the professional football
draft.
"The proof is in the pudding,"
Grant said."You have to wait
two or three years to see if they
can make the grade.''
The Vikings put a premium
on stocking their offense of the
future in Tuesday's first seven
rounds of the draft.
Going into today's final 10
rounds, the Vikings had drafted
five ' .offensive players with impressive credentials and two defensive players.
The Central Division champions of. the National Football
League did not announce their
fi-st selection Tuesday until 38
other collegians had been
snatched away ... . .
But even without a first round
draft choice—which bad been
traded away to New Orleans last year for veteran quarterback Gary Cuozzo-the Vikings got am All-American lineman and a mercury-quick receiver in tbe second round.
Ed White, a 252-pound AilAmerican for the University of
California, and Volly Murphy, a
180-pound Texas-EI Paso flanker who caught 19 touchdown
asses in two seasons, were
g finnesota's first picks.
White, who starred on defense, will b« tried at offensive

GREEN BAY (AP) — The
Green Bay Packers went for
linemen, on both offense and defense, but the only Minnesota
native to to in the first round
of the pro football draft is heading for New Orleans.
Green Bay, with a well-known
need for defensive linemen,
grabbed Richie (Mountain)
Moore of Villanova in the first
round of the draft Tuesday.
Moore, a tackle, spread 285
pounds over his 6-foot-6 frame.

PACKERS' FIRST PICK . . . Richie Moore , a 6-6, 285pound tackle from Villanova , was the first round pick of the
Green Bay Packers
Tuesday in the pro football draft. (AP
¦ ¦
Photofax) • ¦; "' ; ¦

(Conitened on Page SB)
VIKINGS

"I FIGURED I was going to
be drafted , but not in the first
round ," Moore said. "This exceeds my fondest dreams."
The Packers feel tbey are getting the best man available.
"We rated Moore second only
to Greene (Joe , North Texas
State defensive tackle) among
all defensive linemen in the nation," a Packer spokesman said.
"Our coaching staff saw him
. . . and were impressed with
his hustle — especially attacking the passer."
As has been the case in re
cent years, the Packers made
their selections by telephone
from their Green Bay offices to
draft headquarters in New
York. Another 10 rounds of the
draft will be completed by tonight.
Pa
HEADING ^THE
ck er
"team" is general manager
Vince Ldmbardi, Coach Phil
Bengtson and Pat Peppier, per(Conitnued on Page 5B)
PACKERS

HARDING IN HOT WATER .. - . . .' Jim Harding,
coach of the Minnesota
Pipers, was removed, as
coach of the East All-Star
team following a fist-iight
with Gabe Rubin, president
of the Pipers. ABA Commissioner George Mikan
ordered Harding removed
as Ail-Star coach . (AP
Photofax)

College Basketball
' • B *ST
Holy Cro» 101, Boston U. II.
Toinple 71. Duk« l
i
Pittsburgh «, W«t Virginia 17.
Villanova it, Fairfield 4V
LaSalle 107, St. Francis (Pa.) M.
SOUTH
Davidson H George Washington fi,
N.C. Stilt U, Citadel (5.
Florida State 17, South Carolina ft.
Georgia Tech 72. Furman U.
: Bellarmine Tl, Kentucky Woslayan "4.
Miami 17, Florida Southern O.
Fairmont State 102, Wheeling Jf.
Anderson-Broaddus I?, Salem 73.
MIDWEST
Oshkosh 74, Northern Michigan 71.
Mlnn.-Morrls 5>. Moorhead 51.
Ohio state fi, Illinois <7.
Wisconsin ii, MJrquatt* SO.
South Dakota 114, Morningside *I2.
SOUTHWEST
Baylor 74, Arkansas 72.
Houston IS, Texas UM 44.
Trinity (Tex.) IM, Sul Rest IS.
FAR WEST
westmonl IJ, U. ef San Diego <5.

NO TROUBLE EXPECTED IN CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

Cq^^

NEW YORK (AP) — The Buffalo Bills, hoping to turn pro'
football's woTst record into one
of its best, looked ahead to siptag 6.J. Simpson today while
tbey and 25 other teams completed the two-day draft of college players.
The Bills, whose 1-12-1 record
earned them the right to draft
first Tuesday, selected Simpson,
and both parties promptly
agreed they anticipated no trouble in reaching an agreement.
"I think we'll be able to sign
him air right," Buffalo owner
Ralph Wilson, said.
"I don't contemplate any trouble in coming to terms," said
the Heisman Trophy running
back from Southern California.
Following the Bills' initial selection, the American and National leagues waded through
seven rounds of their third common draft , selecting a total of
182 players ia 12 hours, 11 minutes.
They had 10 more rounds today before turning their attention to contract negotiations.
There were, of course , other
college stars besides Simpson
drafted.
For example, there were four
other running backs picked in
the first round—Leroy Keyes of
Purdue by Philadelphia , Larry
Smith of Florida by Los Angeles, Ron Johnson of Michigan
by Cleveland, and Calvin Hill of
Yale by Dallas.
Smith was one of three Los
Angeles choices in the opening
round , the others being split end
Jim Seymour of Notre Dame
and tight end Bob Klein of
Southern California, while Hill
was one of two Ivy League players to be taken , the other being
quarterback Marty Dornres of
Columbia , who now belongs to
San Diego.
Quarterback Greg Cook of
Cincinnati also was drafted in
the first round , by the Cincinnati Bengals , but All-American

Elgin
Randolph
Ooodhue

VW
t.
*
a

L
» Wabasha
1 Mmpp»
J Farlb. Olaf

rushing record last season by 10 in 1967 and won only one
gaining 1,709 yards.
game last season.
"They want to get this settled In drafting for needs, the 26
* _«ickl{-, and that is how I feel, teams obviously saw different
toKSOoach John Rauch wants to weaknesses than they had last
talk football right away. His year at this time. In the 1968
idea is to get together with me draft, 13 of the first 26 picks
right away to go over plans for were linemen, offensive and denext year. He won't talk busi- fensive.
ness, just football. "
This time nine linemen were
It's up to owner Wilson to talk selected in the first roundbusiness, and Wilson said he tackles . George Kunz of Notre
thought he and his prize would Dame by Philadelphia, Rufus
agree to terms, soon, perhaps in Mayes of Ohio State by Chicago
less than two weeks.
and Dave Foley of Ohio State by
The Bills hope Simpson's se- the New York Jets; defensive
lection signals the start of their tackles Bill Stanfill of Georgia
climb back towards the top oi by Miami, Richie Moore of Vilthe AFL. They once were there lanova by Green Bay, Joe
—they won the league cham- Greene of North Texas State by
pionship in 1964 and 1965 plus Pittsburgh and Art Th orns of
the Eastern Division title in Syracuse by Oakland, guard
1966—but they plummeted to 4- John Shinners of Xavier and de-

HE LL BE SHUFFLIN' OFF TO BUFFALO ...Lou Sa-

hadi , a team representative of the Buffalo Bills, points to
the name of O. -J. Simpson who the Bills hope to sign in the

Elgin Wins 6th
In Centennial
CENTENNIAL

Terry Hanratty of Notre Dame
was left until Pittsburgh
grabbed him in the second
round.
The Bills, of the AFL, intend
to convince Simpson he's going
with a good organization , too.
O.J. had said repeatedly during
the season he wanted to go with
an NFL team.
Asked about that feeling following his selection, he said, "I
prefer the NFL because I think
it's a stronger league over-all.
But the Super Bowl showed the
AFL is not that far behind."
-He also was asked about the
$600,000 he reportedly wants to
sign. 7
"I haven't heard of that particular figure, and I don't believe that is it," replied the man
who smashed the major college
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ELGIN, Minn. — Elgin's
league leading Watchmen blew
winless Faribault Deaf out Into
the cold in the third quarter
Tuesday to notch their sixth
straight conference victory without a loss 82-53.
JUnior guard Fred Lorentson
led the way Cor the winners with
a career high 37 points while
Dave Phlpps poured in 26 and
held Deaf „ leading scorer Stan
Bismark to only seven points.
Ahead only 32-20 at the half ,
tbe Watchnven exploded to a
65-40 lead after three periods
and the game was no contest
from then on.
Eugene La Cosse had 20 for
Ute losers.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. .Ml - The
lineup for the East-West AllStar game changed abruptly
before the match Tuesday night
when East Coach Jim Harding
was removed for fighting with
an American Basketball Association executive.
Harding and Gabe Rubin, an
ABA trustee, exchanged blows
early Tuesday morning during
a dance following the league's
banquet here. Neither would
comment on the incident.
Harding left town later in the
day and a spokesman for the
Minnesota Pipers said his status with the club would be decided later in the week.
He is coach of the Pipers and
Rubin, who owns 15 percent of
the franchise, is the board
chairman.
ABA Commissioner George
Mikan ordered Harding relieved iand selected Gene-Rhodes of
the Kentucky Colonels to replace him.
Charlie Mastin, business manager of the Colonels, described
it as "a pretty good scrap."
. Another witness, Vert Mikkelof
the
sen general manager
^
was unable to say what
Pipers,
brought on the altercation.
"Jim's a pretty high-strung
guy," he said , "and it's not
surprising that something like
this might have happened. Th ere
won't be a decision on Harding until we return ' to Minneapolis."
There were reports that
Harding became upset Monday
afternoon* when two players for
the Indiana Pacers, both members of the East team, were
late for practice.
At the banquet, when Harding was introducing the East
squad, he discovered that Tom
Washington and Charlie Williams, both of the Pipers , were
absent.
"They'll be able to pick up
their pay checks with a teaspoon," Harding told the crowd .
Later he said, "I'm not going
to 1st those guys dress tomorrrow night."
Approximately two hours later the altercation took place between the coach and Rubin
Williams said he didn't thank
attendance at the banquet was
mandatory. "We were tired and

fensive end Fred Dryer of San
Diego State by the New York
Giants.
Two other early first -round
choices were split end Ron Sellers of Florida State by Boston
and tight end Ted Kwalick of
Penn State by San Francisco.
The 49ers also got another receiver on the first round, flanker Gene Washington of Stanford.
Among the name players
drafted were running bacl Paul
Gipson of Houston by Atlanta,
defensive end Ted Hendricks of
Miami, Fla., by Baltimore ,
flanker Jerry Levias of Southem Methodist by Houston, quarterback Bobby Douglass o-f Kansas by Chicago and flanker NEW YORK (AP) - Naffies
Richmond Flowers of Tennessee like Noel Jenke, Ron Kamzelski,
by Dallas, all in the second Darwin Gonnerman and Paul
Hatchett still were up for grabs
round.
today, going into the final day
of the professional football
draft.
Jenke and Kamzelski, defensive stars at the University of
Minnesota last season; Gonnerman, a standout runner for
South Dakota State, and Hatchett, star running back for North
Dakota State, were not drafted
through the first seven rounds
of the draft Tuesday.
Four Minnesota Gophers and
one from St. Olaf were picked.
Dennis Hale, Gopher defensive back, was the first Minnesota player to be drafted
when he was selected by the
New Orleans Saints in ihe
fourth round.
Other Minnesota players selected were: Ezell Jones , offensive tackle, by the New York
Jets , fourth round ; Bob Stein ,
listed as a linebacker , by Kansas City, fifth round , and Dick
Enderle , offensive guard , by
Atlanta , seventh round.
Mike Schmeising, a St. Olaf
halfback , was selected in the
seventh round by the Philadelphia Eagles.

Several Top
State Gridders
Still Undrafted

we were in bed in the same
hotel sleeping."
In the All-Star game the West
team defeated the East 133-127.
John Beasley of Dallas, who
shared scoring honors for the

^mm^^mm^^^mn^^mi^^Mm^m^^^^^^^mm
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ST. MARY'S VS. ST. THOMAS

him with two technical fouls and
finall y awarded Florida State
an 1)7-76 triumph over No. 19
South Carolina, stopped the contest with just under two minutes
left.
ln other games involving Tho
Associated Press' Top Twenty
teams, fourth-ranked Davidson
drubbed George Washington 9474, La Salle, No. 9, downed St.
Francis, Pa., 107-95, loth-rated
Villanova whipped Fairfield 6645 and No. 16 Marquette lost to
Wisconsin 56-50.
Ohio State, the defending Big
Ten champs, couldn't shake Illinois until the final four minutes.
Leading 62-G1, the Buckeyes
went on a 10-2 tcar__ivilh Jim
Cleamons supplying six of the
points.

I
St. Mary's College basketball team, no better than
i a .500 team the past two weeks, will have its hands
I full tonight at O'Shaughnessy Hall in St. Paul against
1 St. Thomas.
The 7:30 p.m. game will pit the MIAC's third best
I
I teams against: each other. Both schools are 5-2 j n ,the
P conference behind St. John 's and Macalester.
|St. Thomas, which ended Winona State's five-game
I win streak Monday night, had won four in a row and
i stands 11-3 for the season while St. Mary's is just 7-7.
I
The two teams split in their two games last year with
f the Tommies winning 76-65 in St. Paul and St. Mary's 79-65
§ in Winona.
m
The Toms will field a lineup consisting of 6-3 John
I Blum and 6-4 Jack Tamble at forwards, 6-5 Steve Fritz
and 5-10 Tom Kudrle at
I at center' and 6-2 Howie Frank
fl. guards.
|Blum, a junior , has been St. Thomas' hot hand of
I late and has averaged over 20 points a game in his
|
last three starts. He had 26 against Winona State including
l| 14 of 17 free throws.
I
St. Mary's will counter with 6-3 Tim Balakas and
|
6-4 Joe Keenan up front with 6-« Mike Halloran . Jim Long,
I 6-3 and Bob Soucek, 6-0 will be in the backcourt .
|Keenan is St. Mary's leading scorer for the season
with a 20-point average and has better than a 22-point
|
§ average in conference play.
St. Mary's will be out to improve their road record
f
at St. Thomas. Both of the Redmen losses in conference
|
I play have been on foreign courts. Coach Ken Wiltgen's
§ club has won only two games on the road all year—at
If Hamline and in the Beloit College tournament.
Other conference action tonight has co-leader St.
i
John's at defending champion Gustavus Adolphus in St.
|
.
§f Peter .
hosts Florida Presbythe
other
co-leader
Macalester,
I
|
terian and Concordia is at. North Dakota State in
nonconference games.
St. Mary's next home game is Saturday when the
Redmen host St John's at 7:30 p.m.
I

Roche. The officials, Reggie
Copeland a n d Bobby Brock,
warned him three times they
would stop the game if he didn't
return to the bench.
Two of the warnings brought
technical fouls. The third time,
the Southeastern Conference officials handed the ball to Florida State's Jeff Hogan, who
made both shots, and declared
the game over.
The Gamecock coach refused
comment but Florida State's
Hugh Durham called the officiating "that of a typical
game." Sixteen fouls were
called against Carolina and 13
on Florida State. "I'm disappointed it ended this way,"' said
Durham. "I just wish the clock
had run out."
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Badgers Stun

i6th-Ranked
Marquette

MADISON, Wis. (fl — If the
University of Wisconsin played
only nationally ranked basketball teams they might be
among the top-rated teams
themselves.
The Badgers toppled 16th
ranked Marquette 56-50 Tuesday night for their third victory over a squad in the top
20. In December they beat
Kansas when the Wild Cats
were rated third .
HOWEVER, Wisconsin, now
7-7 for the year, has lost to
unheralded teams and has only
a 1-3 Big Ten record.
The Marquette game was not
one in which discipline and
fundamentals were wglt--dtsplayed. Marquette Coach Al McGuire characterized the contest
as a "terrible game. "
"It was a case of out fumbling each other," McGuire
said. "Neither team ever got
untracked. "
McGuir e's statement is borne
out by the fact that his Warriors failed to score in the first
seven minutes of play. During

near future . Buffalo's 1-12-1 record earned it the right to
choose first In Tuesday 's draft. (AP Photofax)

"Sorenson played a heckuva
game," said Buckeye Coach
Fred Taylor, "but our zone defense was a key factor. We went
to a zone because we thought we
could rebound better against
their size."
Ohio State had a 37-29 rebounding edge as Greg Jackson,
tlie losers' 6-foot-8 center, sat
out most of the second half with
four personals.
"They did a pretty good job
with their zone, admitted Illinois' Harv Schmidt. "We
couldn't get the boards."
The game left both teams
with 12-2 records, but Ohio State
is 4-0 in Big Ten play while Illinois is 2-2.
South Carolina's McGuire got
his Irish up when the officials
called a clm-csLng foul on John

1

I Third Place at\ :|
I Stake in MIAC i

OSU Dominating Big 10 Again

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Ohio State and South Carolina 's Frank McGuire made the
big noise in college basketball
Tuesday night. But while the
Buckeyes were putting their
foot in the Big T«n door, McGuire succeeded only in putting
his foot in his mouth.
The Rose Bowl game, which
gained Ohio State's football
team the national championship, is history, but thc sweet
smell of success has rubbed ofl
on the 12th-ranked basketball
Buckeyes. Paced by Dave Sorenson's 30 points, they upset
seventh-ranked Illinois 76-67 and
took the Big Ten lead by a halfgame over idle Purdue.
Things turned sour for McGuire when the officials slapped

West with Red Bobbins of New
Orleans, was named Most Valuable Player of the game. Don
Freeman of Miami topped all
scorers with 21 points for th*
East.

the same period John Powless
Badgers managed only eight.
The early Marquette lapse
was singled out by Powless as
the biggest factor in the Badger
victory.
"MARQUETTE didn't hit the
basket in the beginning," Powless remarked. "And though wo
really didn't either, we at least
picked up four baskets."
Powless said he thought the
Warriors should have gone
more to their two high scorers,
George Thompson and Dean
Meminger who had 14 and 7
points, respectively.
Thompson 's total marked the
65th consecutive time he has
hit in double figures and it
pushed him ahead of Don Kojis for the all-time Marquette
scoring lead.
The 6-foot-2 senior now has a
career total of 1,509 points, five
more than Kojis who played for
the Warriors from 1958-61.
James Johnson was high
point man for the Badgers with
24 and both McGuire and Powless commented on his stellar
play both offensively.and defensively. Johnson guarded Thompson man to man and held him
six points under his season average of 20.
THE BATTLE was statistically won at the free throw line
where the Badgers cashed in on
16 of 26 attempts. Marquette
converted 10 of 17. Both teams
had 20 field goals. '
The Wisconsin victory snapped an 11-game Marquette winning streak , leaving the Warriors with a 13-3 record.
The Warriors visit Detroit
Saturday and Wisconsin resumes Big Ten play at Illinois.
The Bad gers need a road victory if they hope to retain Big
Ten title hopes.

[ St. Croix Centra l
Cops 11th in Row
DUNN-ST. CROIX

w L
.
. Croix
- . Ctn». I)
»t
e Boycavlll*
Praicott
Colfax
Pj PIn
¦Imwood

THERE'S ONLY ONE O. J. . . . You might be able to
do it with mirrors, but that's the only way for there is only
one O. J. Simpson and the Buffalo Bills of the American Football League snatched the Heisman Trophy winner from DSC
as the first collegian drafted in Tuesday's combined pro
football dralt. (AP Photolax )
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St. Croix Central continued
unmolested toward a Dunn-St.
Croix championship nnd undefeated season Tuesday by bombing Elmwood 72-51.
In other ganies, Prescott edged Colfax 62-59, Elk Mound
dumped Somerset 62-43 and
Plum City got by Boycevllle
52-40. Pepin was Idle.

Caledonia/ Grovers Win

Maple Leaf Conference teams
split in nonconference action
Tuesday night with Grand Meadow and Preston scoring victories while Wykoff and Harmony lost.
The Larks trimmed Adams
62-55 and Preston got by Houston 71-66.
However, Elkton smeared Wykoff 87-67 and Caledonia rapped Harmony 77-56.
Spring Grove dumped North
Winnesheik, Iowa 77-59 in another game.

GRAND MEADOW 62 . .
ADAMS 55
W
Holland Lange scored five
points in the last minute of
the final quarter to give Grand
Meadow its third win of the
season 62-55 over Adams Tuesday night,
s
The Larks trailed by 10 at the
end of the first quarter 18-8
but used ah effective press in
the second period to toss in 26
points to gain a 34-34 tie at
the half. The game still remained close until the final

Two Upsets In
Hiawatha Valley
HIAWATHA VALLEY
WL
> 1
7 3
5 »
5 «

Kenyon
Kasson-Manl.
Cannon Fall*
St. Charlea

zumbrota
Lake cily
Siewartvllle
Plainview :

Wl
5 4
3 <
11
17

Lake City and Stewartville,
who had lost 12 games in a row
between them, rose up out of
the depths Tuesday and knocked off a pair of Hiawatha Valley Conference first division
teams.
Lake City shaded Zumbrota
73-70 in overtime while Stewarti ri-_ ~inr>r'*>nriri -*iriiV ii 'wi<-wni'*ir>rf» um.
r_ iin - *i • r - - r
i»Jt*|

City Sports
Calendar
WEDNESDA Y

BASKETBALLSt. Mary 'i at St. Ttiomai.

THURSDAY

WRESTLINGWlnona £fal« el Moorhead.

FRIDAY

BASKETBALLMoorhead at Winona Slate, 7:30 p.m.
Benilde al Cotler, I p.m.
WRESTL1NGWlnona Stale at North Dakota U.
HOCKEYS'. Mary'i VJ . Hamllne at Aldrich
Arena.

SATURDAY
BASKETBALLSI. John'a at 31. Mary 's, 7:M p.m.
Rochester . Mayo al Winona High, a
. ¦p.m. •

.:

SWIMMINGWinona Stale al Macalester.
Eau Claire North at Winona High,
2 p.m.
HOCKEY.— .
St. John'a af St. Mary 'i, S p.m.
SPORTS

VIKINGS

(Continue^ From Page 4B)
guard. In addition to receiving,
Murphy probably will be given
a shot as a return specialist.
The Vikings landed 230-pound
California linehacker Mike McCaffrey in the fourth round ; 240pound Arkansas offensive guard
Jim Barnes, 195-pound Utah
State split end Mike O'Shea and
207-pound Kansas State running
back Cornelius Davis in the fifth
round, and 181-pound Texas
Southern defensive back Marion
Bates in the sixth round.
The third and seventh round
selection had been traded
away.
During telephone interviews
to Vikings' draft headquarters
in the Twin Cities, all the draftees sounded pleased with their
team and were not dismayed by
Minnesota weather reports.
"Cold weather appeals to
me," White said from Berkeley.
"I'm kind of looking forward to
it."
Barnes, a member of Arkansas' 10-1 Sugar Bowl team , said
he is ready "to give it all I've
got, 110 per cent."
Murphy, who said he makes
money in his dormitory by serving as a part-time barber , said
speed is his greatest asset.
Grant and his coach, Bobby
Dobby, feels he has some added
div idends.
"He's the type of ballplayer
that can break the ball game
open on one play," Dobbs said.
"He'll catch the ball in traffic.
He has a real fine knack of getting free on the long pass."
Grant said, "He's a great
open field runner. When he gets
th e ball he's liable to break the
game open."
Murphy, incidentally, has run
40 yards in 4.3 seconds—comparable to the speed of the great
Bob Hayes of the Dallas Cowboys.
Grant said White also has the
ability to make the game-breaking plays, calling the California
star a "hard-nosed football
player who moves really well.
White Is highly regarded, highly
rated. We were surprised he
was still around when we draft*
ed him."
Asked again about the prosEects of Minnesota 's rookies-too making it in their first year,
Grant said:
"We'll find that out this summer. First-year mon, we feel,
don't make that much of a contribution. "
1ECOWD ROUND
Bd While. California, » foot-J, Ml pounds,
olicmlvt guard; Volly Murphy, Texai¦I Paso, 3-10, 110, (lankar.
FOURTH ROUND
Mlka McCaffrey, California, A-l, ait, linebacker.
FIFTH ROUND
Jim Barnei, Ark»n*«». A-A, 141, offensive
guard; Mlka O'SMa, Utah Slate, a-o, If),
tpllt end; Cornells Davia, Keniaa State,
l-l, 207, running Back,
SIXTH ROUND
Merlero Betee, Taxes Seulherit, HI, 111,
defensive beck,

ville -whipped St. Charles 61-46
^
LAKE CITY 73
ZUMBROTA 70
Lake City ended its five-game
losing streak and extended
Zumbrota's losing string to
three, dumping the Tigers 73-70
in overtime Tuesday night.
Zumbrota trailed by 10, 53-43,
after three periods, but the Tigers bounced back in the final
quarter to lead by four 68-64
with 1:30 left to play. Then Terry Kieffer of Lake City sent the
game into overtime,, hitting the
tying basket with :24 left to
play. It was Kieffer who then
won the game for Lake City,
scoring four points in the overtime period.
Kieffer ended as the game's
leading scorer with 30 points,
with Dave Sonju popping in 21
points for the winners.
Lyman Johnson poured in 24
points for the losers and Rich
Bartsh hit 13. Mike Evert
scored 12 points and grabbed
16 rebounds for the Tigers,
while Scott Bradely netted 10
points.
STEWARTVILLE 61
ST. CHARLES 46
Stewartville snapped a sevengame losing streak, beating St.
Charles handily 61-46 Tuesday
night.
Ihe Tigers trailed after one
period 18-17 and after two quarters 35-31. But then the Saints
ran into a cold spell that spelled defeat. The Saints could
score only 11 points in the last
two quarters as a result of a
shooting percentage of 16.5.
The Saints made only one shot
out of 17 attempts in the final
period. The Tigers took advantage of all this and scored 30
points in the final two quarters
to gain the win.
Pat Garry and Dave Walker
put in 20-point performances
scoring 23 and 20, respectively.
Dick Mathison, who scored 11
points, was the only St. Charles
player in double figures.

Lancer Matmen
Hand La Crosse
Central 2nd Loss
IA CRESCENT, Minn . - La
Crescent squeaked" out a hard
fought win over La Crosse Central Tuesday night 24-20. The
win gives the Lancers an 8-4
record and the loss gives Central an 8-2 record.
M-Dan Frost (LaX) p. Kavln Koehlor
(L) J:'4; 103—Tim tiutson (L) p. Steve
Tank: (LaX) 5:31; 112-Ray Lange (L)
dec. Steva Schroeder (LaX) 3-D/ 720—
Bruce Dahnke (LaX) dac. Bill. Trlshcr
(L) 11-0; 137—Bill Gleason (L) dec. Mark
Hclmil (LaX) Mi 133—Jeff oison (L)
doc. Stevo Kurth (LaX) 51;
111—George Frost (LaX) p. Bruce Joritad (L) lilt; 143-Chuck Faust (L) drew
wllh Rick Bright (LaX) Mi !M-Mark
Henthorn* (L) dec. Brad Turner (LaX)
4-0/ lil—Dava Lehman (L) dec. Bill
Botcher (LaX) M; 175-Sleve Oilman
(L) drew with Dan Oantka (LaX) i-ti
Hwl,—Dan Slalik. (LaX) dec. Tim
Krinike (L) 7-0.

minute when Lange stole two
Adams' passes and capitalized
on a three-point play and a
two-point bucket.
Lange was the game's leading scorer with 17 points. Tim
Baudion dumped in 15 points
and Russ Kennedy and Dennis
Benson scored 13 points each
for the Larks.
Bob Knutson led Adams with
16 points.
ELKTON 87
WYKOFF 67
Elkton handed Wykoff its

Boivin Fails
To Report to
North Sta rs

eighth straight loss, 87-67 Tuesday night.
Elkton gained a quick 30-19
first quarter lead and led 5235 at the half to put the game
on ice.
Elkton's Barry Rodney, led
all scorers with 35 points.
Bob Neis pumped in 13 points
to take high point honors for
Wykoff . Wayne Hebrink hit for
10 points for the Wykats.

MONTREAL AP)-The case
of the missing defenseman came
to the surface Tuesday in Montreal.
Recently-acquired Minnesota
North Stars' rear guardsman
Leo Boivin _has failed to report
to the team. Boivin, obtained
from Pittsburgh last Thursday
in a trade for Duane Rupp, told
General Manager-Coach Wren
Blair that he would call Blair
Tuesday.
Said Blair, "So far I haven't
heard from him. Even more im-

PRESTON 71
HOUSTON 66
Preston had to fight off a
determined Houston team to get
over the .500 mark in season
play, defeating the Hurricanes
71-66 Tuesday night.
Preston led by one point after
one quarter 17-16, but HousTUESDAY'S RESULTS
ton tied the game up at the
BIO NINEhalf 33-33. The Bluejays reFarlbault it. Red Wing 55.
CENTENN IALgained the lead in the see-saw
Etgln *2, Faribault Deaf 51.
battle 49-47 and put the lid on
DAIRYLAND—
the
pot in the last quarter outOssoo-Falrchlld 71, Eleva-Strum 70.
scoring Houston 22-19.
HIAWATHA VALLEYGary Hellickson meshed 31
Lake City 73, Zumbrota 70 (OT).
Stewartville el. St. Charles 46.
points
in leading the Bluejays
ROOT RIVER—
to victory. Dennis Rindels finPeterson «, Mabel-Canton At.
MAPLE LEAFished the night with 25 points
Ctiatfleld 88, Leroy-Ortrander 54.
for Preston.
DUNN-ST. CROIXJan Bremseth led Houston
St. Croix Central ll, Elmwood SI.
PretebM «, Colfax 5S.
with 19 points, with Ken CarElk Mound <2, Somerset 43.
rier following at 18. Dennis
Plum City 52, B°ycev!lle 41.
Evenson added 14 for the HurMIDDLE BORDER—
Spring Valley 100, Glenwood city 74, ricanes.
Batdwin-Woodvllle 13, Hudson 71.
Gordy Fakler's 247-649 paced
NONCONFERENCECALEDONIA 77
the
Hot Fish Shop team in the
Onalaska 47, Onalaika Lull r 30.
HARMONY 56
Mondovi 77, Ellsworth 4».
Westgate American League to
Necedah a, Taylor 3S (OT).
Caledonia raised its record to
Tuesday's night's only top ten
Gilmanton n, Mazeppa 51.
an even 6-6 with a 77-56 win
Preston 71, Houeton . W.
Chamberlain, who count in local bowling, a 3,034
BASKET
.
.
.
Wilt
WILT
AT
THE
Caledonia 77, Harmony 5«,
over Maple Leaf entrant Harteam series which is ninth best
Spring Grove 77, North Winnesheik
potted 60 points in a game last week after publication of
mony Tuesday night.
(Iowa) 5».7
this season.
Caledonia led in all quarters stories saying he doesn't score anymore, goes right to the
Grand Meadow (2, Adams 55.
Joe Loshek finished with 614
Bob
Boozer
Eikwn «7, Wykoff AT.
Bulls'
Chicago
except the first, trailing 15-13. rim for two points against the
for
the same team , which had
Mankato 71, St. peter «.
The Warriors led at the half , Tuesday night in a game at Los Angeles. (AP Photofax)
Waseca 87, Owatonna 75.
a high game of 1,041, while
34-32, and put the game under
Charlie Kramer and Bob Denwraps in the fourth quarter outnis of Baab's Boys hit 625 and
scoring Harmony 16-8.
605, respectively.
Dick Forschler paced the WarBill Bonow's 217-626 powered
rior attack with 24 points. A
Dutchman's Corner to 1,0132,956 in the National League at
trio ot players, Dan Dineen,
MIDDLE BOEDER
Paul Schiltz, and Bruce Arnold,
Westgate.
W L
Wl
Hugh Orphan blasted 235-620
Durand
t o New Richmond 4 4 scored 11 points each. Randy
Bald.-Woodvllle i 3 spring Valley 4 J Schroeder added 10 to round out
for the Golden Frog in the AthHudson
f 4 Glenwood city 2 7
letic Club Classic, while Ed
River Fall*
4 4 Ellsworth
1 I the scoring for Caledonia.
Buck's Camera Shop toppled ¦!
,Arlyn Sikkink netted 25 to lead
Baldwin-Woodville took over Harmony. Ellis Scheevel dump- Things went pretty much as 12 and Dale Parr 11.
039-2,938 as Lee Besek slammed
undisputed possession of second ed in 12 points and Chuck Jan- expected Tuesday in Wisconsin Tom Dahl pitched in - 21 for 606.
area prep nonconference bas- Ellsworth.
place in the Middle Border Con- ski counted 10.
In the Four City League at
NECEDAH 62
ketball.
ference Tuesday by tipping HudHal-Rod,
Mike Cyert had a 235
As expected, Onalaska had TAYLOR 58
son 83-78. Spring Valley reached SPRING GROVE 77
game to help Bell's Bar to 1,076from
a
back
Taylor
fought
crosstown
rival
no
trouble
with
the century mark in hammering NORTH WINNESHEIK la. 59
deficit Tuesday 2,910. The only honor count was
Glenwood City . 100-74 in anoth- Spring Grove regained its win- Luther, winning 67-30, Mondovi 30-21 halftime
Gene Regan' 618 for Williams
rapped Ellsworth 77-49, Gilman- to force Necedah into overtime Glass House.s
er game.
ning ways Tuesday night, with ton crushed Mazeppa 96-51 and before losing 62-58,
an easy win overHorth Win- Necedah edged Taylor 62-58 in Actually, the Trojans had the The night's other 600 occurred
nesheik, 77-59.
game won with less than 10 in the Hiawatha League at
overtime.
seconds left and a 54-51 lead. Westgate where Tom Kramer
As a result of a 7,one de- MONDOVI 77
But a technical foul and Dan cooled 601 for Rush Products
fense, North Winnesheik led at
ELLSWORTH 49
Cichy's basket from under- No. 1. Kujak has 1,083-2,902 bethe end of the first quarter
Mondovi had little trouble neath tied the game and sent hind Bill Schwertel's 223.
second quarter annexing its ninth win in 14
Shorty's maintained its un- 14-13. But in the
Helen Nelson's 206-571 for
left starts this season as the Buffs it into overtime.
got hot
beaten ways in ' the Park-Rec Spring Grove halftime, and
Pool's
in the Ladies City at
Hansen's
1
1
Rich
Earlier,
leading
at
cruised past Middle Border points brought the Trojans back Hal-Rod was Tuesday's high
Men's Hockey League Tuesday the floor
quarter
John
In
that
39-29
Ellsworth
member
.
Conference
with a 10-3 rout of Steve's
¦
in the third quarter after they women's series. Betty Thrune
Scheevel .scored 10 out of 77-49.: ,. W .
Lounge.
had
trailed by as muofe^ as .14
¦¦¦ tossed 224-549 to help Golden
points scored. Mondovi built a 38-17 halftime
w r ' Frog to 955-2,707.
Golds trand and Dahidal had Spring Grove's 26
points.
three goals each for the win- Scheevel ended as the game's lead and then increased it to Hansen finished with 23 to Beverly Biltgen's 212-566, Betleading scorer with 25 points. 65-35 after three periods.
lead all scorers while Bill Hu- ty" Beranek's 221-553, Irlene
ners.
Four Buffalo starters finished lett added 13 for Taylor,
In the other game, Charlie's Rick Dosser accounted for 22.
Trimmer's 209 - 547, B e t t y
Roger Bentley poured in 23 in double figures with Steve Cichy paced Necedah with 17 Schoonover's 200-544, Eleanor
nipped Oasis 2-0 as Brian Trainor and Gene Newton each scor- points to lead North Winne- Fedie's 15 leading the way. points.
Griesel's 530, Marveen CieminKeith Miland had 14, Chuck Lee GILMANTON 96
sheik.
ed.
ski's 207-525, Cheri Biltgen's
MAZEPPA 51
514, Betty Jaszewski's 508 and
Gifinanton ; tied for 10th in Betty Biltgen's 502 were other
the area ratings, padded, its honor counts in the league.
chances to jump up a step HAL-ROD — Mary Williams
with an overwh elming win over blasted a 178 game to lead Coca
Mazeppa 96-51 Tuesday night.
Gilmanton led at the half 45- Cola to 901-2,543 in the Lucky
24, after leading 21-11 at the Ladies League. Rita Lueck had
463 for Orange Crush.
end of one period's play.
Randy Schultz poured in 31 Lynne Bauer 's 216-359 paced
points for the Panthers, Jack Pin Pals to 600-1,133 in the TwiDieckman and Rick Norby Lite League.
scored 25 and 21 points, re- WESTGATE — Warnken's respectively, for Gilmanton , and corded 898-2,555 in the Wenonah
NASSAU, Bahamas (AP ) — trast to the high riding style of ambitions as she might have Mark Schultz finished the night League as Pat Stahmann regishoped gentlemen would.
Barbara Jo Rubin has created the Bahamian jockeys.
tered 515. Shirley Hoist had 180
Male jock ey Victor Rodriquez , with 10 points.
exp
aced
The 109-pound, 19-year-old
for the Checkerboard Shop.
Larry
Van
De
Walker
more interest as a rider than
for
the
same
rider
a 3&-year-old
any woman who has climbed ercise girl-turned jockey won by stable that p«t up Barbara Jo's the losing Indians with 12
aboard a horse since Lady Godi- three lengths. Fly Away, a mount, said the teen-ager didn't points .
ONALASKA 67
va by winning her first profes- heavily favored sorrel quarter ask for advice.
"But the racing commissioner ONALASKA LUTHER 30
sional race at Hobby Horse Hall horse, paid $2.90, $2.45 and
asked if there was any advice I The No. 2 area ranked, OnTrack.
$2.20.
time with
Barbara Jo had to make her could give her about the track. alaska, had an easy
But unlike Lady Godiva , BarOnalaska Lubara Jo wore blue and white racing debut in the .Bahamas She accepted it willingly and did cross-town rivalnight , whipping
Tuesday
after male jockeys boycotted what I told her ," Rodriquez ther
silks and pig tails.
the Knights 67-30.
Breaking from the number the races she tried to enter at said,
the game
DAIRYLAND
Barbara Jo is scheduled to Onalaska broke
two position in the five-furlong Miami's Tropical Park . She
second
quarter,
open
in
the
W L
W L
sprint Tuesday, Barbara Jo found the jockeys at Hobby race again Saturday at Hobby scoring 18 points and holding Whitehall
1 0 Independence
1 s
Oiteo-Falrchlld 7 1 Cochrane-FC
7 6
ode low on Fly Away, in con- Horse Hall treated her racing Horse Hall.
Luther to only eight.
Blilr
I 1 Mme Center
7 i
I 7
Tom Gullickson paced the Hill- Elove-StrUm 4 4 Augusta
STRUM, Wis. — Osseo-Fairtoppers with 17 points, while
brother Tim and Mike Spah child's once beaten Chieftains
had to come from behind to distossed in 10 points apiece.
Mike Lenser was thc only pose of fired-up Eleva-Strum 72Onalaska Luther player to 70 in a Dairyland Conference
score in double figures with 12 game Tuesday.
points.
The Chiefs fell behind 23-13 in
the first quarter and trailed 452!) at the half before closing the
gap to 58-47 after three periods
and then finally pulling it out
after four of Eleva-Strum 's
five starters fouled out in thc
last period.
LAKE CITY, Minn. - Zum- Randy Abrahnmson led the
biota nosed by Lake City Tues- winners with 2a points , Greg
day night , with a 22-20 win in Laufenhurg had 15 and Rick
Frueh 11.
I1WC play.
ts—lynn olsen (Z) p. Kim Doseehl
Lloyd Riphenburg tossed in
(LC) 1:15) -Ol-tMua Rude |Z> dec.
Tom Dotnke (LC) 31; 112—Crulo Dug- 22, Kim Nelson 11 and Jim
Had (LC) dec. Erl.k Ylulsaker (Z) f-li Tweet 10 for the Cardinals.

This Week's
Basketball

Hot fish Shop
Spillslone
Top 10 Count

B-W Moves to 2nd
In Middle Border

Ranked Team
In Easy Wins

Shorty 's Posts 10-3
City Hockey Rout

Gal Jockey Winner
In Racing Inaugural

Chiefs Rally
To Edge E-S

Zumbrota Edges
Tiger Matmen

110—John Ylulsaker (Z) dec. Neal Lerion (LC) tei 117—John Redmom* (LC )
dec. Leo Buticher (Z) e-l; Ul—Larry
Paull (LC) dec. Larry Scherer (» 2-0;
143—Brad Nord (*0 dec. Mike Bremer
(LC) Ml 154-Tony Wawrionek <I> p.
Don Sprout (LC) llll; 1*5—Dona Holmttadl (LC) dec. Rich Erredgo IE) i-Ai
IH—Kent Yllujecker (I) dec. BUI Siewert
(LC) 1-4; Hwt.-B.ob Plank p, Dermis
Ohlroooe (Z) 1:11.

¦

LEWISTON , Minn. - Houston
handed Lewiston its seventh
loss in eight starts 30-1 :t Tuesday night in a nonconference
By THK ASSOCIATED PRESS meet.
IJ—Aim Olson IM) p. Dan Simon (L)
The "little man 's" place in till)
101—Larry Vin Oundy (M) p.
basketball was spotlighted again Slave Verlheln (L) 0:1* ; Ill-Gone Buch(H) dec. Dewey Herbert (L) 10-11
Saturday night when 5-foot-ll holi
Jeff Jensen (HI doc. Doug Simon
Stan Morley scored 44 points to IU—
(L) 4-1; 1J7-Dtnnli Van Oundy (HI doc.
lead Eau Claire Memorial to an Kevin Kroncbuih (L) 11-41 nj-Nithnn
(H) p. John Andrlng (_ .) O I AS I
BC-78 win over Winona , Minn , Ihtrry
U9—.Oave Let (H) dec. Don Ressle (I.)
For his outstanding perform- m; H»—Mike Kam (L) dec. Steve Ann (M) IM); 154—Terry Jurgenion
ance, Morley was voted Associ- derso
(II) dec, Larry Kron.duih (L) 4-4; H5ated Press Prep PInyor of tho Jeck Newmon (L) p. Davi Steele (Ml
IHS; Vi- Brian Moen (II ) p. Bob HubWeek by the state's sportawrit- lien
(L) 1>0«; Hwt, —Joe Hul)l<lln (Ll
ers and broadcasters.
p. Dale Peterson <H> 1:05,

Morley Wisconsin 's
Player of Week

BABRARA JO WINS . . . Barbara Jo Rubin won her
racing debut as a Jockey Tuesday on Fly Away in a five-furJong race at Hobby Horse Hal} in Naasau. Her attempt to

ride at Tropical Park in Miami , Fla,, had been stopped by
a threatened boycott. (AP Photofax)

Lewiston Loses
Seventh On Mat

portant, if he . does show up, h»
won't be in shape to play."
Boivin was given last weekend off to take his family -from
Pittsburgh to Canada. The 36year-old defenseman is a veteran National Hockey Leaguer,
having played in 1,053 league
contests.
Tonight, the North Stars tak»
on defending Stanley Cup Champion Montreal.
Since Blair returned to coaching duties, the Stars have a 2-1
record but are still seven points
out . of the last playoff spotcurrently held by Los- Angelei
and Philadelphia, which are in
a third place tie in the West
Division.
The North Stars next home
game is Saturday night against
Chicago. Only 100 tickets remain. For Montreal's Feb. 8
appearance in the Twin Cities,
only 1,000 tickets remained
Tuesday.

PACKERS

(Continued, From Page 4B)
sonnel director. They are being
assisted by Bengtson's coaching
aides, Bob Schhelker, Dave
Banner , Ray Wietecha and
Wayne Robinson.
In the second round, Green
Bay chose Dave Bradley, a 6foot-4, 245-pound offensive tackle from Penn State.
"He is aa excellent pass
blocker," the Packers said,
"and has quick feet and good
power. He can also play offensive guard ."
Other picks included John
Spillis, 6-3, 205 . flanker from
Northern Illinois; Perry Williams, 6-2, 219, fullback from
Purdue; Bill Hayhoe, &8, 258,
offensive tackle from Southern
California; Ron Jones, 6-3, 220,
Texas-El Paso tight end; Ken
Vinyard , 5-10, 180, Texas Tech
kicker ;and Larry Agajahian ,
6-3, 250, defensive tackle from
UCLA.
A NATIVE of Hartford, Wis.,
John Shinners, was selected in
the first round by the New Orleans Saints. The 6-3 by 260
guard played at Xavier University in Ohio.
"I was told that New Orleans
had me rated high," he said,
"but I didn 't expect them to
take me on the first round. It
means they think I'm pretty
good."
Lakeland College's Pat Cur«
ran was drafted in the sixth
round by the-Los Angeles Rams.
He stands 6-3, weighs 240 and
runs the 40-yard dash in 4.7.
A high school quarterback and
college linebacker and fullback ,
Curran was drafted as a linebacker.
He was contacted prior to the
draft by the Dallas Cowboys,
the San Francisco 49era, Houston, Kansas City, Green Bay,
Baltimore, Detroit and Atlanta.
He has worked out with two
teams. Atlanta and Baltimore.
"WHAT'S happening," Gary
Wynveen, Lakeland assistant
coach , said, "is that these
teams are beginning to doubt
their computers, They don't believe there is a 6-3, 240-pound
football player who can run the
40 in 4.7."
"What make It harder to believe is that he is at Lakeland
College in Sheboygan , Wis., and
not at Notre Dame, UCLA,
Southern Cal or Ohio State,"
he said.
"He is the only guy in the
state considered to be a possi>
sible high dra ft choice," Wynveen said last week.
One of thc Packers' draftees
has a familiar name to Green
Bay f ans.
LARRY Atfujania -i is the son
of Ben Agajanian , Packer place
kicker in 1961 and participant
in what many feel was the first
"unofficial" trade between tho
National and American Football leagues.
According to the Packers,
Larry is not a kicker.
1, Richie Moore, v/illanova , defensive
tackle.
1. Dave Bradley, penn Stale, attentive
tj cklcgunrd ,
1. John splflis , Northern Illinois, (lank*
er.
A. Perry wllllami , Purdue, fullback.
J. Bill Hayhoo , Southern California, offensive tecklo.
i. Choice (rom Pittsbur gh; Ron Jones*
T CXBI DI Peio, tight end.
A, Ken Vlnyerd , Texas Tech, kicker.
7, Lurry Ag»|inlBn, UCLA, defensive
l-acklo.

Eagles Trounce
Plainview 30-14

PLAINVIEW, Mi"" . - DoverEyota won eight out of 12
matches to gain n 30-14 win
ove r Plainview Tuesday night .
Dnn Mueller .was the only wrestler to register a pin (or the
winners.

f5—Rick Clark {DE) dec. Mike Schad
(P) A-A i I0J— Terry Uhnerl. (DE) doc.
Scott Hall (P) A-D i 113—Dan Mueller
(OE ) p. Jim Welch (p) 1:01; 110—i!ev«
Meek (P) dec. Ron Clark (DB) 4-0; HH
-Bob Johnion (OEJ rfc. Charlie Keller
(P) S~Ai UJ-Jack Menry (OB) dee.
Don Rati (P) * * ;
IJB— Rudy Strom (OUI dec. Don lyotta
(P) M; Hi-MIIek Binder (P) dec.
H. Koehlcr (DE) i-A i 114—Jo« lollua
(DB ) won by forfeit; lii-ilova Kraoftky
(P) dec. Dave Strom (P) i-o» WJ—Oalo
Helm (P) p. Ron ttlorbaum (DE) O1H1
Hwt, -Daryl Munn (otfl won dy forfeit.

Few Municipal
Contests Set
inlrempealeau

GRIM AND BEAR IT.

1 p.m. New York
Stock Prices

Allied Ch 34% Inland Stl 39%
Allis Chal 30% I B Mach 296%
Amerada 110% Intl Harv 37%
Am Can 56% Intl Paper 37y4
Am Mtr
76%
12% Jns & L
35%
AT&T
533/i Jostens
Am Tb
52%
39% Kencott
All Trempealeau County cities Anconda 59% Lorillard —
will have elections-"April 1 Arch Dn 63% Minn MM IOC*!.
except Whitehall, whose officers
Armco Stl 62 Mirm O L 25
now are on four-year terms.
Armour
67 Mobil Oil 57*4
At INDEPENDENCE, there
Avco
Cp
46%
Mn Chm 523/4
are two candidates for alder33 Mont Dak 35y8
man in the 1st Ward ; a new Beth Stl
57% Marcor
53%
candidate in the 2nd; only the Boeing
incumbent seeking re-election Boise Cas 70 Nt Dairy 40%
in the 3rd, and no filings in the Brunswk 17J5 N Am R 40%
Catpillar 45 N N Gas 5S%
4th, Clerk Philip Roskos said
Ch MSPP 58% Nor Pac 59%
this morning.
Chi RIRR 32 No St Pw 33%
Alfred Szczepanski, incum- Chrysler 50% Nw Air
&4y8
bent, is opposed by Edwin Cities Svc 73Vs Nw Banc 70
Baecker in the 1st. John L. Com Ed 48% Penney
45y4
Bisek is the only filing in the ComSat
51% Pepsi
51
2nd to succeed Peter Gruenes, Con Ed
34% Pips Dge 51Vs
who moved out of the -ward . Cont Can 67% Phillips
71%,
Herman Pape, incumbent , is Cont Oil
77 Polaroid 131
unopposed in the Srd. No one Cntl Data 142 RCA
44%
filed to succeed incumbent Ro- Deere
53 Rep Stl
51
Dow Cm 79% Rexal
bert Helgeson in the 4th.
43%,
du Pont 154% Rey Tb
48%
At OSSEO filings indicate
East Kod 73 Sears R 61%
"...I hop e you 'll be half as {ussy about how YOU tpend there may be only one change Firestone 60% Shell Oil 71
in city officials. Incumbents fil- Ford Mtr 50%
if as you or* about how I spent It!
Sinclair 114%
ing -without opposition were Gen Elec 90%
Sp Rand 5iy8
Mayor J. .H. Smith; Soren Gen Food 80V
8 St 'Brands 45
DENNIS THE MENACE
Thompson, 1st Ward alderman, Gen Mills 33%
St Oil Cal 66%
and Clinton Christiansen, 2nd Gen Mtr
77% St Oil Ind 60
Ward.
W
Gen Tl
38V_ St Oil NJ 79%
Ernest Void, incumbent in Gillette
52 Swift
30%
the 3rd , is opposed by Leonard Goodrich 63% Texaco
817/8
Gilbert.
Goodyear . 57% Texas Ins 97%
BLAIR will have a new may- Gt No R y 60% Union Oil 58
or and two new alderman after Greyhnd . 25% Un Pac
56%
43% U S Steel 45%
the election . The; sole candidate Gulf Oil
for mayor is Lyle Indrebo , cur- Homestk 39% Wesg El 67%
rent 3rd Ward alderman who Honey wl 119 Wlworth 33%
filed for mayor to succeed
James R . Davis, who has decided against running again.
David Dahl and Arthur Galstad filed for 1st Ward alderman to succeed Don Johnson.
Lyle Anderson , incumbent, has
no opposition in the 2nd Ward .
Glen Ward is the candidate in LANSING, Mich. (AP) the 3rd Ward to> succeed Indre- Though he's gone , ex-Gov.
George Romney will not be
bo.
forgotten, v .at least until a big
Only one of the three alder- supply of official
stationery decmen is seeking re-election at orated with his name is
used up.
ARCADIA, according to Clerk
Gov. William Milliken , who
Warren Shankey.
took the job when Romney
No one has filed to succeed moved to Washington to become
Morris Jensen , 1st Ward alder- secretary of Housing and Urban
Development , has ordered the
man who didn't file.
Albert Galuska and Joseph stationery used in an effort to
Rohn filed for 3rd Ward alder- "reduce the cost of government
man to succeed Eugene Killian, without sacrificing essential
who isn't seeking the office services."
"To the extent that it is conr
*Wliy,!^ WO TKaiBl£ArALL!
* WHATfc JCM SORE AB0UT2V again.
venient , please instruct secretajujusriOTOMMMf;PWTB *
Aurelius Pehler , 2nd Ward ries to cross out Gov. Romney
's
alderman, filed to succeed him- name and type in mine
," said
self.
Milliken 'S memo to department
heads.

Romney Will Not
Be Forgotten
In Michigan

WAC ?in
Tourney
ResultsSINGLES

Saturday, Jan. a
Vie Schewe
209 111 202
Les Sievers . . . . . . . . . . 182 211 T95
Ron Galewskl ....... 203 I1M M
Dutch Duellman .... T73 111171
Dave Ruppert
141 1J0 2O1
Phil BamMnedc ..... 20? 11! 174
John Sherman ....... 181 111777
Clarence Rivers ..... 160 201 T87
Bob stactiDwiez ..... m wart
Dennis Daly
. 187 111 166
Bill Frederick: . . . . . . 172 lit 185
Carl Heitman . . . . . . . . 161 1(11184
Jerry Crarnowrslel ... 124 1JJ 164

John Bell

John Thilmany
don Skeeli . . . .

Oene Revolr

174 Wl l i f

24—530

146 111 166 50-527
, ISO 141 160 50-505

Tom

138 111*131

Drazkowski
.. 122
Sunday, Jan.
Duane Nelson
237
Bob Hogenson.
207

Rod Klagge

4»-«69
44-4J1
56—644
40—605
14—577
38—57.
35—575
24—571
42-554
14—541
30—536
28—531
90—533

Bill Glowcievirski . . . .
Ed Bath
Bill Hennessey . . . ; . .
Jim Watkowski
Lee Bcsck
Jon Kosldows Od
Dick Henncss-ey
Pr. Paul Net son
Lloyd Walling
Fr. Rootrt Stamsch ror
Roger Brand
.
Daryl Sveum
.
Joe Albrecht
Ben Keen
......
.
Jim Voclkcr
Rnlph Cieminski
. .
Lorn Krohfr
George Dratkowskl
Bill Bonow
fVlsgr. J. R. Ftitcn .
Dove Wnuk
. .

68—44?

111 *138 20—415
11
111 20« 30-70.
111 187 44—669

177 21! 212 58-44!

148 111
120 It)
155 111
205 III
177 )0!
194 11)
171 101
133 II!
16i lit
147 111
120 III
161 11!
U4 111
120 106
157 111
IM Iii
141 IIJ
132 111
16! lit
Ill IS!
102 Hi

197
193
199
149
184
163
136
200
183
162
145
148
153
146
136
175
112
184
133
142

36—65*
128—604
78^-400
44—587 |
14—580 1
38—575 1
56—564 ]
106—564
54—560 \
54—550 !
110—54( i
108—541
30—531 '
162—534
42-521
56—5 2] '
68—531 1
52—507
28—«W
68—494
38—3(2

DOUBLES
I
S-aturday, Jan, 15
'I
Les Sievers
169 276160— 405
Don Skcels
179 111 142 — 539
1I4-13W
. 183 111 1 46—515
Phil Bambenek
John Sherman
158 1112 09—546
72-1133
Jlcrry Ciarnowskl . 163 11) 1 21—461
182 111 1 57—500
John Thilmany
140-1111
Ron CalcwiWi
.
209 141 1 87—541
Bob Stachowitr . . 146 111 1 50—462
98-1101
£111 Frederick
. . . 134 114 1 79—467
Dutch Duellman
. 183 1(1 1 93—541
70—1018
Clarence R/wers .
Jfl l« rl?—J5I
.
Carl Hejt miJi
. . . . 164 141X43—470
'
52-1073
Tom Drerkcwikl
187 141 152—504
Vic Schewe
170 HIT43—497
68-1019
Ruppe-rt
140 )01 *161—505
Dave
177 III 171—516
pennls Dilf
38—105*
Oene Revolr
125 111 123—421
John Bell
156 1)1 176—53S
n— 1048
Sunday, Jan. 16ton Kolldowlkl . 183 lit 301—604
Duane ticlv-on
201 11) 331—614
68—1284
Rod Klaoae
162 111 235—572
Jim Watktrwskl .. 201 III 178—36S
104—1141
Jim Vo«lke-r
TBI If? 171—551
Lloyd Wal ling
190 101 183—575
96—1222
Daryl Svei»m
161 11! 193—491
138 IH 158—470
fcooer Crenel
218—1186
Msgr. J, R- Felten 168 III 160—502
Ralph cieminski .. 193 III 1S»—5J1
144—1177
159 II' 199-531
tee Beiek
orn Krther
170 111 18»—504
81-1114
Bill Henneaiey .... 1)1 119 177-4(7
pick Hennessey .. 159 119 141—491
114—1111
Ed Balh
157 117 142—4:6
Ben Keen
90 1» 127-341

tt»-U0?

Vr. Paul Nelson ., 161 III 173-468
fr. »CW iltmschror 123 )« V*~All
'
160—109»

Bill Bonow-

180 110 UJ—471

114 III 20O-519
5S—1070
IM III 1)5—411
Bob Hegerrton
Bill Olowczewiki .. 151 116 142-491
JOO AIMeht

(O—1053

Cava WmiK
Ul 110 113—355
Vtorg* Dra&ewski . 141 Ut lti-4i»

NATIONAL
Weslgale
Charlie's Bar
Dutchman's Corner
Ruppcrts Grocery
Dally News
Coiy Corner
Coca-Cola
Ridgeway Garage
Fred's Body Shop
WENONAH
Westgate
Rushlord 1st Nat'l Bank ..

Checkerboard Shop

Warnken's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McNally's Builders
Poodle Club
Happy Chef
Hittner Trucki
Gilmore Valley Orchard ...
HIAWATHA
Westgate
Schmltty's Bar ..
Midland
Norm's Elect ric
Tri-County Electric
Rush Products No. 1
Ku|ak
Rush Products No. 2
Pepsi Cola
TWI-LITE
Hal-Rod
Bowlcroltcs
Hit & Miss
3 M's
Alley Gators
Unpredictables
Gutter Dusters
Cougars
Pin Pals
;.
Alley Cats
Travelers
Three T' s
Bowling Bags
4-CITY
Hal-Rod
Bell' s Bar
Christenson Drugs
Auto Scrvlcccenter
vvillnm 's Glass House
Burmeister Oil
Central Motors
Lang 's Bar
,
Sug.- r Shack
Dubb' s Bar
Girller 's Oil
/Mike 's Fine Foods
Winona Truck Service
LUCKY LADIES
Hol-Rod
Checkerboard
Orange Crush
Fountain City
Coca Cola
Clark 8, Clark
Hillside Fish House
Choatcs
Seven-Up
..
AMERICAN
Weslgate
Hot Fish Shop
Earl' s Tree Service
Fenske 's Bod y Shop
Baab' s Boys
Pma Hut
H. Choate & Co
Culligan's
A 8. D Bootery
Rocco 's Plua
Country Kitchen
Westgate Bowl
Winona Ready Mix
Merchants Bank . . .
....
Hlldebrandl' s Decroeting .
Golden Brand .. .. . . . .
Owl Motor Co
LADIES CITY
Hal-Rod
Mankato Bar
Ponnc Trucking
Golden Frog
Grulkowski Beauty Shop ..
Grlesel' s Grocery
West End Greenhouse 's
Lang's Der
Coiy Corner
Home Furniture

T I G ER

VI. 1_
15
6
1$
«
14
7
14 . 2*
9V4 UVi
fVi 11Vi
5
I*
2
19
VV.
7

L.
2

SW Vh

4Vi
4Vi
4
4
Wi
1

4V_
4'A
5
5
5Vi
*

Point*
14
12
lOVi
10
10
10
8
S\i
IV.
10
9
9
8
8
8
T6
6
5
4li
Sli

L.
4
5
5
4
6
6
7
8
8
9
91 .
10' _

Points
32
28
28
25
24
22
21
.18
17
17
16
16
W.
8
B
B
7
6
5
3
3

L.
4
4
4
5
A
7
9
9

W.
II
11
10
10
8
8
8
8
7
7
4
4
6
4
3
3

L.
4
4
5
3
7
7
7
7
8
8
9
9
9
9
10
12

W.
20
20
11
1)
17
17
16
11
11

L
10
10
11
12
13
11
14
17
17

Conrad Lecture
Slated Thursday

Four Candidates
At Foun tain City
lecture

Max Conrad will
Thursday at 8 p.m. ih the . li- FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. brary lecture Vhall at the Col- Fountain City will have one new
lege of Saint Teresa instead of alderman following the April 1
the auditorium as previously election , and there is opposition
,aiinounced. The lecture is open in the 2nd Ward.
to the public with no admission Francis Zepp and Melvin
charge.
Conrad filed for 1st Ward alderConrad , who holds five world man to succeed Norris Abts ,
distance and speed records, ap- who isn't running again.
pears at the college as a public James Scholmeier, incumbent
occasions speaker.
2nd Ward alderman, has opposition from Louis Duellman.

Peterson Credit
Union Elects Malmin Mondovi Election

PETERSON , Minn . — The
Peterson Federal Credit Union
has elected Karl Men Malmin
president.
Others named: Vice president ,
Chester Boyum ; treasurer, Curtis Johnson; assistant treasurer ,
Teman Benson , and secretary,
Ellsworth Stensgard.
Richard Lee will have charge
of advertising education promotion assisted by M a y n a r d
Thompson. The credit committee is composed of Sicbert Gudmundson , chairman , Jaymour
Lee and Milford Olson. To the
supervisory c om mittee the
board appointed Paul Benson ,
Arne Agrimson and Hubert
Highum.
Five percent interest was paid
to investors last year , it was
reported.
Pool's
12
Haddad's
n
'"
Holiday Inn
7
WINONA CLASSIC
Athletic Club
W.
Peerless Chain
J
Golden Frog Supper Club . . 4
Ed Bucks Camera Shop . . . . 3
Kochler Auto Body
3
St. Clalrs
3
Holiday Inn
1
PARK • RSC JR. OIRLS
Kal-Rod
w.
So-cklttomei
11
Queens
9
Pschedtllca
,
7ft
Cullers
,
7
Knock Outi
7
Dig Nine
7
Spares
4
Strike; Outs
3
Royal Rollers
4V_
Hells Angels
4
ALLEY OATOR
Weitgate
W.
Sunshine '3'
9
fAonlgemery W»rts
9
F«niM' » Body Shop
I
Linahan's
8
7
Curley's Floor Shop
Jeanette's Beauty Salon . . . . 7
Economy Plumbing
4
Springdale Dairy
4

IB
ya
JJ
L.
1
2
3
1
4
s
L.
1
j
4\ _
7
7
7
t
9
9Vi
10
l_
4
4
7
7
•
•
*
*

Contests Develop

MONDOVI, "Wis. (Special) Incumbents in two of Mondovi's
four wards will have opposition
in the spring election April 1.
James Lightfoot, alderman in
the 1st Ward , will have opposition from Lyle Loomis and Earl
Van Someren.
Joseph Benning, incumbent alderman in the 2nd Ward , will
have opposition from Harold
Zittel and Thomas A. Olson.
Robert Sing, 3rd Ward alderman , and Wallace Hemmy, 4th
Ward alderman, filed without
opposition.

4 Classes at Blair
BLAIR , Wis. (Special ) Four adult evening courses still
are open at Blair High School.
A class in the stock market will
meet Monday at 7 p.m.; Spanish and women's recreation
courses will begin tonight at
7:30, and men 's recreation will
start Thursday at 7:30.

One Filing at Alma
ALMA, Wis. (Special) — Only
one candidate has filed for alderman in Alma, Clerk N orbert
Noll said this noon. Clem Breen ,
1st Ward alderman, filed for
re-election . LeRoy Janctt , 2nd
Ward alderman , isn't seeking
the office again, Archie Brovold ,
3rd Ward alderman, is laid up
with fractured ankle bones. No
one filed In the 2nd and 3rd
wards.

Market Moves
Unevenly; Blue IM MM I
Chips Weaken IWfe#«l'
GRAFFITI

by Leary
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GRAIN
MINNEAPOLIS (AP> —Wheat
receipts today 106; year ago
344 ; trading basis unchanged;
prices 714 cent lower; cash
spring wheat basis, No. 1 dark
northern 11-17 protein 1.58%2.14%.
Spring wheat one cent premie
um each lbe over 58-61 lbs.
No. 1 hard Montana winter
'1;53%-1.83%.
Minn-S.D. No. 1 hard winter
J.51%-1.80% .
No. 1 hard amber durum,

MS
U
lil li
l
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NEW YORK (AP)-The stock
market moved unevenly this
afternoon in moderately active
trading.
Gains held a lead of about 60
issues over losses on the New
York Stock Exchange , cutting ¦.' • i V V i"&''$' '."*' •• * *- r • ¦» ». * •.'• "*-«" *_ '.•* " • ' * (First. Pub Wednesday, Jan. 22, 1969)
State of Minnesota 1 ss,
an initial advantage of around
Counly of Winona ) In Probate Court
No. 16,169
175.
In the Mailer of
'-;^'-'-'-:-;*.';*-'-' ^v * . :*••-•?'£:• •¦;?•
K; -:--:;>-,;
The Dow Jones "industrial av- i>A'!i 'i
the Guardianship of
^.:.:V:/:'li:^-^^U^'^ii>.:|
Bertha I. Olomskl,
erage at noon fell 1.49 to 936.91. ^iV*..V-.-i:: .V: ir-:.--,-- .." J?.%-.-7,|:-?/^v-.f.-«
also known as
Bertha Ids GlomsW, Ward.
General Motors -was down
The guardian of the above named
more than a point, while other
Ward, viz.: Mary E. Gerber, liavlng
major auto stocks held on a FOUNTAIN CITY LODGE
made and filed In this court her final
account, together with her petlllon refairly even keel. Wall Street
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. - presenting , that said guardianship has
was concerned over the first Fountain City Lodge 283 F&AM terminated and praying that said ace 'nt
be examined, adfusled and allowed by
major production cutbacks in
will meet at 8 tonight at the this court, and that said guardian be
the industry for two years. GM,
discharged;
felhowever, was not cutting pro- Masonic Hall to work in the
IT IS ORDERED. That said petition
s iowcraft degree.
be heard and said account examined and
duction.
adjusted by this Court, at fhe Probate
Armour paced the list on volCourt Room, In the Court House lit the
ume and advanced 2. General (Pub. Date, Wednesday, Jan. 29, 1969) City of Winona, County of Winona, State
of
Minnesota, on the 20th day of
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
Host revised its offer for ArFebruary, 1969, at 11 o'clock A.M.; and
AND EFFECT OF
that
this order be served by the publimour shares. General Host lost
PROPOSED ORDINANCE
NOTICE: An Ordinance -has been In- cation thereof In the Winona Dally Hews
more than a point.
troduced for passage belore the Clly and by mailed notice according to law.
Ling-Temco-Vought rose a Council, the pu rpose and effect of which Dated January 20, 1969.
E. D. LIBERA,
couple of points. The company will be to establish a Merit Ordinance
Probate Judge.
present and future City Employes.
was reported to be looking for a for Dated
<Court Seall
January 27, 1969.
;
Gerber,
Frederick
,W.
sharp rise in 1969 results .
John S.v Carter
Attorney for Petitioner. .
Clly Clerk
The Associated Press average
Plainview, Minnesota
of 60 stocks at noon was off .1 at (Pub. Date, Wednesday, Jan. 29, 1969)
(First Pub. Wednesday, Jan. 29, 1969)
357.2 with industrials off 1.3,
MINUTES OF THE
NOTICE OF HEARING
rails unchanged and utilities up
POSTPONED REGULAR MEETING
AND CONFERENCE
OF THE SCHOOL BOARD
'7 1.3. . .
— A.S.C. No. 11
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
Pursuant
to
the provisions of Sections
Prices were irregularly highNO. 861
116.51, 117.01 and 117.02, Chapter 92,
Winona, Minnesota
er on the American Stock ExLaws of Wisconsin of 1967, notice Is hereJanuary 14, 1969
change.
by given to the clerks of the following
The meeting was called to order at

ll
ll
ill l

w^mvNm

WINONA MARKETS
Swift & Company

These quotations apply Jo hogs delivered lo the Winona Station by noon today.
HOGS
Hog market: Butchers 25 cents lower;
sows steady.
.
...
Meat type, 200-230 Ibs. ... 19.75-20.25
Butchers, 200-230 Ibs.
19.75
Sows, 270-300 lbs. ,
:. 16J0
CATTLE
¦
Cattle market: Steady. . ' ' .
High choice and prima . . . . .. . . 27.J0

24.50-26.50 ¦-

Choice

Good
23.00-24.25
Standard
20.00-22.50
Utility cows . . . . : . . . . . . . . . 15.00-18.25
Canner and cutter
13.50-17.50
VEAL
Veal market: Steady.
Top choice
34.00
Good and choice . . . . . . . . . . 24.00-33.00
Commercial
19.00-23.oo
Boners
17.00-down

Bay State Milling Company

Elevator A Grain Prices
One hundred bushels ol grain will b»
Ihe minimum loads accepted at Iho elnvators.
No. 1 northern spring wheat
1.53
No. 2 northern spring wheat .... 1.51
No. 3 northern spring wheat
1.47
No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.43
No. 1 hard winter wheat
1.43
No. 2 hard winter wheat ........ 1.41
No. 3 hard winter wheat
1,37
No. A hard winter wheat ........ 1.33
No. 1 rye
1.14
No. 2 rye
1.12

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Hours: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
(Closed Saturdays)
Submit sample belore loading.
Barley purchased at price- subject (o
market. .

Winona Egg Market

(Winona Produce, Ziebell Produce) .
These quotations apply as of
10:30 a.m. today.
Grade A (umbo . ... -..:
.40
Grade A large
.35 '
Grade A medium
rr- ,31
Grade B
.31
Grade C
12

LIVESTOCK
SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. «1-(USDA.)
•^-Cattle 4,000; calves 800; slaughter steers
and heifers only moderately active; sleers
generally steady; heifers weak to extremes 25 cents lower; cows and bulls
steady; vealers and slaughter calves
steady; feeders held for auction; high
choice slaughter steers 1,045 and 1,230
Ibs 29.00; average to high choice 1,074
¦and l,M4 Ibs 28.75; most choice l,00O1,200 Ibs 27.50-28.50; mixed high good
and choice 27.00-27.50; high choice 950
lb slaughter heifers 28.10; mosl choice
850-1,050 Ibs yield grade 2-4 27.00-28.00;
mixed high good and choice 25.50-27.25;
good 23.00-26.50; utility and commercial
slaughter cows 18.50-19.00; high yielding
utility 19.50; canner and cutler 16.00-18.50;
utility and commercial slaughter bulls
21.O0-24.0O;
cutter
19.50-21.00;
choice
vealers 32.00-35.00; few selected 34.0038.00; good 28.00-32.00; choice slaughter
calves 23.00-26.00; good 20.00-23.00; feeders, not enough sold to establish quotations.
Hogs 7,000; barrows and gilts 50 cents
to SI lower than Tuesday 's best time or
25-50 cents lower than tho close) 1-3
190-240 Ibs 20.75-21.25) 2-3 190-240 Ibs 20.50
to 20.75; 2-4 240-260 Ibs 20.00-20.75; 2-4
260-280 Ibs 19.00-20.25; 3-4 280-300 Ibs 18.25
to 19.25) sows fully steady; 1-3 300-4 00
Ibs 16.50-17.75; 2-3 400-600 Ibs 15.25-17.00;
feeder plqs 50 cents per hundredweight
lower) 1-3 120-160 Ibs 16.50-17.50; boa rs
steady.
Sheep 1,500; early sales wooled slaughter lambs active, fully steady; slaughter
ewes scarce, steady; wooled feeder lomts
steady; general demand broad; choice
and prime 80-110 lb wooled slaughter
lambs 28.00-29.00; . good ond choice 27.5028.00) utility and good wooled slaughter
ewes 7.00-8.00; cholct and fancy 6S-85 lb
wooled feeder lambs 34.50-27.50.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO Ml -(USDA)- Hogs 3,000;
butchers 50-75 cents higher; 1-2 65 head
220 Ibs at 22.00 ; 1-3 200-240 Ibs 21.2521.75; 3-4 240-240 lbs 20.50-21.25; 3-4 270290 Ibs 19.25-20.00; sows 50 cents higher;
1-3 300-400 Ibs 17.50-18.25; 1-3 400-500 Ibs
17.00-17.50; 2-3 500-550 Ibs 16.50-17.00.
Cattle 5,500; calves none; slaughter
steers unevenly strong to 50 cents higher; slaughter hellers fully steady; prime
1,175-1,375
lb slaughter
steers yield
grade 3 and 4 31.25-32,00; mixed high
choice and prime 1,050-1,350 Ibs-30.OO31.55) "choice 950-1,350 Ibs yield gr»do
2 to 4 29.00-30.25; mixed high choice and
prime 950-1,050 lb slaughter heifers yield
grade 3 and 4 28.75-29.25; choice 050-1,025
Ibs yield grade 2-4 28.0O-28.75,
Sheep none; supplies Insufficient to
quote a market.

NOW IT'S OFFICIAL
WASHINGTON (AP)-Mlnneapolls businessman Robert E.
Short Tuesday became the official owner of the Washington
Senators baseball team.

By Bud Blake
~

.

5.

—

7:00 p.m. by Chairman Allen. Allen,
Korda, Nelson, Kollofski, and Rogers
were present. Sadowski was absent. The
Business
Superintendent
of . Schools,
Manager, representatives of the news
media, a. teacher-observer, and three
representatives of the League pf Women
Voters were also present.
It was moved by Korda seconded by
Kollofski and carried to approve the
minutes of the regular meeting December 9, 1968.
..Superintendent Nelson read two letters
he . had received from Mrs. Martin
Beatty v referring to carpeting In the
Senior High School. He also read his
reply to the first one. It was moved by
Rogers seconded by Korda and carried
to file Mrs. Beatty 's letters and Jhat
the matter be closed.
Superintendent Nelson also read a letter from Jefferson PTA relative to a
crosswalk at Blerce and Fifth Streets.
The Superintendent of Schools was instructed to confer with the City Street
Commissioner on this matter and the
letter be filed. - .
Architects Wayne Smith and BUI Ward
of the Architectural firm of W. Smith,
architectural and engineering services,
presented sketches for remodeling the
corridor In the east Junior High School
building. He estimated cost of the prelect is $120,000. Plans had previously
been drawn but did not Include fire
doors that are necessary under current
regulations, The architects were paid a
fee after bids were received on that
pro|ect. Their proposal Is 1o give full
credit for tho fee that had been paid.
They also presented plans -for covering
the walkway between the east and west
Junior High School buildings.
Representatives
of
the
BaumannMerkel Agency requested a change In
the placement of Schoo l District Insurance, and dlslrlbuted to the Board members a method that could be followed.
It was moved by Rogers, seconded
by Nelson and carried thai the Superintendent of Schools be authorized to
employ Mr. Paul Rekstad as B social
worker In tl\e Winona Public Schools
at a salary within the framework of
the established Board policy.
A business machines course Is to be
offered In the night high school for
credit course. Some high school graduates have requested that they be Included In tfie course. An alternative
of establishing a similar course In tha
regular night school curriculum for
high school
graduates should be Investigated rafher to mix the two groups.
The admin Istratlon was Instructed to
Investigate the cost of converting the
heating plants In Washington-Kosciusko,
Central Elementary, Jefferson Schools
to gas fired boilers wllh ell standby.
It was moved by Rogers, seconded by
Kollofski and carried to approve a resolution to permit participation In Title II
Public Law 89-10:
It was moved by Rogers, seconded
by Kollofsk i and carried to adopt a
resolution to permit participation In Title
III NDEA.
It was moved by Nelson seconded by
Rogers and carried to employ Arthur
Thompson as a regular maintenance man
effective December 1, 1968 at a salary
of $3.14 per hour.
It was moved by Korda seconded by
Nelson and carried fo excuse certain
children from school attendance for reasons permitted by state law.
It was moved by Nelson seconded by
Kollofski an<t carried to approve payhomebound Instructors
—
rolls
for
$1660.70; substitute teachers — $2243.00;
driver training Instructors — $1008.00;
Workstudy — $300.00; Miscellaneous —
$1476.17; N oon
hour supervisors
—
$440.00; Cafetorlal workers — $165.75.
It was moved by Nelson seconded by
Kollofski and carried to approve overtime payrolls In the amount of $1016.78.
It was moved by Nelson seconded by
Kollofski and carried to ratify payrolls
In the amount of $!O60.J9,
It was moved by Nelson seconded by
Kord a and carried to approve bills from
the Genera l Fund In the amount ol
$8,627.03.
It was moved by Nelson second ed by
Korda and carried to approve payment
of a bill from Building Construction
Fund In Ihe amount o| $4,200.00
It was moved by Nelson seconded by
Kollofski ond carried lo approve bills
from the General School Fund In Ihe
amount of $129,813.99.
It was moved by Nelson seconded by
Kollofski and carried lo approve the
following bi lls:
DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT
Title 1 - Public Law 69-10 ... $ 973.91
Title II - Public Law 69-10 .. t 1984.12
Tllle III - Public Low 69-10 ..
359.60
Title V - NDEA
1242.43
Building Construction
5298.10
Food Service Fund
10,605.10

The Business Manager presented o
tentative »greemenl for
the use ol
Madison School by the Winon a Rod and
Gun Club. The Board requested thnt tht
agreement J)e revised and presented at
o later meeting.
' Chairmen
Allen appointed memberi
Nelson ond Korda to servo as an Insurance committee ol the Board.
The teacher salary proposal was reviewed. A salary subcommittee consisting of Rogers, Nelson, and Kollofski
are to meet and draft a Knlatlvo Board
proposal to tho teachers. This commltlea
to meet Ihe evening ot January 16, In
Iho Superintendent's ofllce. The committee report Ho be' presented to the Board
at Its special meeting January 20, 1969.
If tho Uonrd approves such report 11
will be presented to a meeting with
the teacher council.
The policy granting fro lunches to
children must be changed to coincide
with new requirements of the Stale
Department of Education. The new requirements are that children of welfare
and ADC recipients ir* fo t» given
free meals automatically. Others mutt
make application to the School Board for
this privilege. Cars Is to b« taken to
preserve anonymity of free lunch recipients. The Counly Welfare Department hoi agreed , fo send Items fo welfare and ADC families which may bo
used by their children In obtaining free
lunch. All others must make formal
application for tho privilege. The new
plan Is effective February i, 1969. Paul
W. Sanders., Business Manager, was appointed to be responsible for Iho granting for freo lunch to Iho applicants.
It was moved by Nelson seconded by
Kollofski and carried to adjourn Ihe
meeting.
Kenneth P. Nelson,
ClerK

school districts; to wit:
Joint School District No. 1
Trempealeau, et al
Joint Schoor District No. 1
¦A. Gile-Ettrlck, et al
all being in the counties of Trempealeau
and Jackson, State, of Wisconsin, that a
public hearing will be held by the Agency
No. 11 School Committee of Cooperative
Educational Service Agency No. 11, State
of Wisconsin, In the gymnasium of the
Gale-Ettrick High School, Galesville, Wisconsin on the 12th day of February. 1969,
beginning at 8:00 o'clock in the forenoon, on . a petition signed by Herbert
R. Lyon and other qualified electors , requesting the Issuance of an order of
school district reorganization affecting
the aforementioned school districts and
duly filed with the undersigned Secretary
of Agency School Committee of Cooperative Educational Service Agency No. 11,
Stale of Wisconsin on the 17th day of
January, 1969, which reads as follows :
PETITION
FOR ALTERATION OF BOUNDARIES
OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS
To: The Agency School Committee of
Cooperative Educational Service
Agency No. 11. State of Wisconsin
undersigned electors
Gentlemen: The
representing more than ten (10) percent
of the electors residing In the area proposed to be detached as hereinafter described do hereby request that you fake
such action as may be necessary, according to the provisions of Section
117.02 (1). Chapter 92 Laws of Wisconsin
of 1967, to detach the following described
territory, to wit:
Sections 3, A, S, and 6 except those
lands already located In Gale-Ettrick
School District, and except the Northwest one quarter of the Southwest one
quarter of Section 6; Sections 7_ 8, 9,
10, the North one-tialf of Section 16,
Section Seventeen except the Southeast
quarter of fhe Southeast quarter; North
one-half of the East three-fourths of
Section Eighteen and the East threefourths of the Southeast quarter of Section Eighteen, all In Township Eighteen
North, Range Eight West,.Trempealeau
County, Wisconsin,
from Joint School District No. 1, Village of Trempealeau and Towns of
Caledonia, Arcadia, Trempealeau, Gale,
and Dodge, Trempealeau County, State
of Wisconsin, and to attach said described territory to Joint School District No.
1, of the City of Galesville, Village ol
Etlrick , and Towns of Gale, Ettrick, end
Trempealeau, In Trempealeau County
and Town of North Bend In Jackson
County, State of Wisconsin.
School
Furthermore, said Agency
Committee of Cooperative Educational
Service Agency Ho. 11, Wisconsin will
hold a conference with the boards ol
education of the aforementioned school
districts before the conclusion of aforesaid hearing on the district reorganization proposed In the petition referred to
In Ihe NOTICE OF HEARING.
Dated this 22nd day of January, 1969.
Signed:
R. B. TREMAIN, Secretary,
Agency School Committee of
Cooperative Educational Service
Agency No. 11, state of Wisconsin
(First Pub. Wednesday, Jan. 29, 1969)

NOTICE OF HEARINO
AND CONFERENCE
Agency No. ll School Committee on •
Reorganization petition
Pursuant to the provisions of Sections
116.51, 117.01 and 117.02, Chapter 92,
Laws of Wisconsin ef 1967, notice Is
hereby given to the clerks of the following school districts; to wit:
Joint School District No. 1
Trempealeau, et al
Joint School District No. 1
Gale-Ettrick, et al
all being In the counties of Trempealeau
and Jackson, State of Wisconsin , lhat a
public hearing will be held by the
Agency No. 11 School Committee of
Cooperative Educational Service Agency
No. 11, State of Wisconsin, In the gymnasium of the Gale-Eltrlck High School,
Galesville, Wisconsin on the 12th day of
February, 1969, beginning at 10:00 o'clock
In the forenoon, on a petition signed by
Irvin E. Krlesel and other qualified
electors requesting the Issuance of an
order of school district reorganization
affecting the aforementioned school districts and duly filed with the undersigned
secretary of Agency School Committee of
Cooperative Educational Service Agency
No. 11, State of Wisconsin on the 17th
day of January, 1969, which reads as
follows:
PETITION
fOR ALTERATION OF BOUNDARIES
OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS
To: The Agency School Committee of
Cooperative Educational Service
Agency No. 11, Stata of Wisconsin
Gentlemen: The undersigned
electors
representing more than ten (10) percent
of the electors residing In the area proposed fo be detached oj hereinafter described do hereby request that you take
such action as may be necessary, according to Ihe provisions of Section
117.02 (1), Chapter 92, Laws of Wisconsin
of 1967, to deladi Iho following described
territory, to wit:
South Half of Section Thirty-two, all
of Section Thlrly-one, except the Northeast Quarter, all In Township Nineteen
North, Range Mine West.
South Halt of Section Thirty-five and
the South Half of Section Thlrty-slx,
all In Township Nineteen Norftf, Renee
Ten West.
Northeast one-eighth of Section Two;
Section One, except the Southwest
Quarter of Ihe Northwest Quarter, West
One-half' ol the Southwest- Quarter,
Northeast Quarter of tha Southwest
Quarter, all In Township
Eighteen
North, Range Ten West, Trempealeau
County, Wisconsin,
from Joint School District No- I, Village of Trempealeau and Towns of
Caledonia, Arcadia, Trempealeau, Gale,
and Dodge, Trempealeau, Covnfy. Slata
et Wisconsin, and to attach laid described territory to Joint School District No.
1, of the Clly of Galesville, Village of
Ettrick, and Tov/ni ot Gale, Ettrick, and
Trempealeau, in Trempraleau County
and Town of North Bend In Jackson
County, State of Wisconsin.
Furthermore-, said Agency School
Committee of Cooperative Educational
Service. Agency No. 11, Wisconsin will
hold a conference with the boards of
education of the aforementioned school
districts before tha conclusion of aforesaid hearing on the district reorganization proposed in the petition referred to
In the NOTICE OF HEARING.
Dated this 22nd day of January, 1969.
Signed:
R. B. TREMAIN, Secretary,

choice 1.96-2.10; discounts, amber 5-10; durum 10-15.
Com No. - Z yellow LW *
1.14ft.
Oats No. 2 extra heavy white
67-71.
Barley, cars 58, year ago 110;
good to choice 93-1.28; low to intermediate 93-1.20; feed 80-92,
Rye No. 1-2 i.19%-1-22^.
Flax No. 1 3.06 nom.
Soybeans' No. 1 yellow 2.55%.
(First. Pub Wednesday, Jan. 22, 1949)
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
FOR
Four Wheel Drive
Vehicle with Attachments
Sealed proposals marked "Four Wheel
Drive Vehicle" will be received at the
office of the Cily Clerk of Ihe City of
Winona, Minnesota, until 7:30 PM. on
Monday, February 3, 1969, for furn.j hIng the City of Winona with a Four
Wheel Drive Vehicle in accordance with
the specifications prepared by the ParkRecreation Direclor of Winona, Minnesota.
Specifications and proposal forms may
be obtained at the purchasing Agent's
office, City Hall, Winona, Minnesola. All
bids must be submitted on the proposal
forms -furnished.
A certified check or bidder's bond shall
accompany each bid In the amount
equal to at least five percent (5r») of
the bid made payabU to the City of
Winona which shall be forfeited to the
City In the event the successful bidder
fails to enter Into contract with the City.
The City reserves the right to reject
any and all bids and IT waive Informalities.
Dated at Winona, Minnesota,
January, 20, 1969John S. Carler
City Clerk
(First Pub. Wednesday, Jan. 29, 1969)
" NOTICE OF HEARING
AND CONFERENCE
: Agency No. 11. School Committee
— on a Reorganization Petition.
Pursuant to the provisions of Sections
116.51, 117.01 and 117.02, Chapter 92,
Laws of Wisconsin of 1967, notice it
hereby given to the clerks of the following school districts, to wit:
Joint School District No, 1,
Trempealeau, et al;
Joint School District No. 1,
Gale-Ettrick, et al;
all being In the counties of Trempealeau
and Jackson , State of Wisconsin, that
a public hearing will be held by the
Agency No. 11 School Committee of Cooperative Educational Service Agency
No, 11, State of Wisconsin, In the gymnasium of the Gale-Ettrick High School,
Galesville, Wisconsin,, on the 12th day
of February, 196SV beginning at 9:00
o'clock in the. forenoon, on a petition
signed by Kenneth J. Kopp and other
qualified electors requesting the Issuance
of an order of school district: reorganiaforementioned
zation
afWctlng
the
school districts and duly filed with the
of
Agency School
undersigned Secretary,
Committee of Cooperative Educational
Service Agency No. 11, State of Wisconsin, on the 17th day of January, 1969,
which reads as follows:
PETITION
FOR ALTERATION OF BOUNDARIES
OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS
To: The Agency School Committee ot
Cooperative Educational Service
Agency No. 11, State of Wisconsin
undersigned
electors
Gentlemen: The
representing more than ten (10) percent
In.
the
area
pro*
residing
.
of the electors
posed to be detached as hereinafter described do hereby request that you t ake
such action as may be necessary, according to the provisions of Section
117;02 (1). Chapter 92 Laws of Wisconsin
of 1967, to detach the following described
territory, to wit:
Sections 34, 27, 22, South one-half of
Sec. IS, 21, 28; 33, and the Southwest
quarter of the Southwest quarter of
Section Fourteen, all ln Township Nineteen North, Range 9 West.
Also the North one-half of Section 3.
except the east one-half of the Northeast quarter, in Township 18 North,
R*arige 9 West, and all that part of-tha
SW .4 of the NWVi of Section 3-18-9
West, described as follows: Commencing ln the center of the highway at tho
Southwest corner of the above described forty; thence East on the South
line thereof 16 rods; thence North at
right anglers AO rods; thence West at
right angles 16 rods lo the center of
the aforesaid highway; and thence following the center of said highway.Soufh
40 rods to the place of beginning, containing 4 acres of land, more or less.
All of the above being lit Trempealeau
County, Wisconsin.. Excluding those
parts of the above entitled description
which are how a part of the Gale-Ettrick School District, Identified as Joint
School District No. 1 of the City of
Galesville, et a),
from Joint School District No. 1, Village of Trempealeau and Towns of
Caledonia, Arcadia, Trempealeau, Gale,
and Dodge, Trempealeau, County, State
of Wisconsin, and to attach said described territory to Joint School District No.
1, of the Clly of Galesville, Village of
Ettrick, and Town's of Gale, Etlrick, and
Trempealeau, in Trempealeau County
and Town of North Bend In Jackson
County, Stale of Wisconsin.
Furthermore, said Agency School
Committee of Cooperative Educational
Service Agency No. 11, Wisconsin will
hold a conference with fhe boards of
education ot the aforementioned school
districts before tha conclusion of aforesaid hearing on the district reorganization proposed In the petlllon referred to
In fhe NOTICE OF HEARING .
Dated this 22nd day of January, 1969.
Signed:
R. B. TREMAIN, Secretary,
Agency School Committee of
Cooperative Educational Servica
Agency No. 11, Stato of Wisconsin
(First Pub. Wednesday, Jan. 22, 1969)

NOTICE oV PUBLIC HEARINO
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that tha
City Council ot the Clly ot Winona will
meet in the Council Chambers In the
City Hall In said city at 7:30 o'clock
P.AA, on February 3, 1969, for the purpose of considering and acting upon tha
petition of John Seelhammer and the
recommendation of the Winona Planning
Commission, (hat the zoning classification of the following parcel of land In
Ihe City of Winona, County of Winona,
Minnesota , be changed from lis present
classification ot R-l lo B-l.
That part of the NWVi of Section 28,
Township 107, Range 7, Winona
County, Minnesota described as follows;
Commencing at the Interjection of
the Northerly right ol way of tho
now Highway 61 and tho East line
of the NWV. ol Section 28, Township 107, Range 7, thence North along
the East line of said Section a distance ot 215 feel; thence at a right
angle to Ihe left a distance of IAS
feel; thence at a rlghl angle to tho
left and parallel to said Section line
a distance of 170 feet more or less
to the Northerly right of way of
•aid Highway 61; thence Southeasterly along snld rloht tt way to tho
point of bcglnnlnn.
And lhat the remainder of the sublect
parcel, comprising the ma|orlty of the
whole, and legally described as follows,
be changed from Ils present classification ot R-l to B-l, but lhat permitted
B-l uses be restricted to ALL PRINCIPAL USES AS PERMITTED IN AN R-3
DISTRICT, OFFICES - BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL.
That part of the NWW of Section 28,
Township 107, Rangr 7 , Winona County, /Minnesota, described as follows;
Beginning at a point 509 feet South
of tho NE corner of tho NW'A of
Section 28; thence West 258 feet;
thence South and parallel wllh the
east line ol sold Section to the Northerly rloht ol way ot Iho new Highway 61, thence Southeasterly along
aald right of way to the East lino
of said Section; thence Northerly
along said Section 28, to. the point
of beginning : excepting therefrom
the following described parcel of
•and; Commencing at Iho Intersection
of Iho Northerly right of way of Ihe
new Highway No. 61 and the East
line of tho NW'/< of Section 28, Township 101, Range 7; thence North
along the East line ol said Section
• distance of 215 feel; tlienco at a
right engle lo the left a distance of
145 feet; thence ot a right angle to
I io loft and parallel fo said Section
line a distance of i;o feel more
or
less to the Northerly right of way
of aald highway Ho, ei, thence
Southeasterly along said right of way
Ip Iho point ol beginning.
At the lime and place obovo designated,
an opportunity will bo given to all persons Interested to bo hoard for and
•gainst Ihe said zoning ro-clo .slllcallon.
Wlnona' Mlnn*»ota. January
Agency School Committee of
20 196?
Cooperative Educational Service
John S. Carter
Agency Na 11, State of Wisconsin
City Clerk

Female — Jobs of Int .— 26 Business Opportunities

Want Ads
Start Here

37 Farm Implements

48 Musical Merchandise-

70 Houses for Sale

WOMEN, show latest Lisa Jewelry. Earn FOR LEASE—l-oay service station. TeL TWO 4 wheel drive trucks, one FWD OLDS CORNET and cist, reasonable.
Mah wmmUitora. Work wllh full Wt
Tel. W95S.
4743.
and one auto car wllh front mounts
•nd color catalog. No Invastmen". Manfor plow and wing, two 1 way plows,
ager* needed. Writ*: E. A. Bottl, Free., SMALL SERVICE station on Hwy. In Wl1 V plow and 2 wings. Palmer Peter556 Main St., Orana«. NJ. or Tel. col.
nona. 2 working stalls and l hoist. Will
son, Rushford. Minn. Tel. 864-7415.
lect 201-47W377.
For All Make*
sell lease and stock for less than S1,00ft.
Of Record Player*
Must sell due to health. Tel, 8-2745J USED JAMESWAY 14' lllo unloader With
NOTICI
SELLING
AVON
IS
RJNI
after
8
p.m.
Tel.
8-2I4S.
tripod,
new
steel
5 h.p. Wagner motor,
TMi newspaper wm be rtsponstbl* EARN as you learn I pay bills, make
cable for iff silo. Electric cord, seems
for only on* Incorrect Insertion of
friends. Territory epenlnss roar you. WANTEO-VeWrlnarUn to buy drug dis•IM . 1.W E. ir*
fo be In good condition. . $465. Used
any classified advertisement publishHelen
Scott,
Writ*
Box
744,
Roef-wle/.
building,
tributing
company.
Includes
Clay ir tlio unloader with new 3 h.p.
ed In th« Want Ad taction. Check
drug supply, seed Ingredients and equlpv
motor, new cable and cord and new Radios,Television
your ad and call 1321 If a correction
71
men!. Priced to selll Twalten Realty,
warranty. $895. If yog ara thinking or
must ba nude.
Houston, Minn. Tel. 8M-3500.
Installing some new feeding or milking
12* E. 3rd St.
equipment this summer, order now. We
. needs ' . ¦¦ '
can sllll sell at 1968 price If you order
BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR—
belore Mar. 1. Oak Ridge Sales & WE OFFER prompt, eourfeou. tervlce
A
S
en all maletj . W* specialize In color
Service, Minneiska. Tel. Rollingstone
H.-4I, it 60, 61.
— 1 afternoon
TV, repair. WINONA FIRE ft POWER
689-2620,
—1 nighl shift
EQUIP. CO. 54-56 E. 2nd St. Tel. 50M.
Apply In person only
CASE
1000
crawler
with
hydraulic
lilt
.
any day but -Mon.
Card of Thanks
dozer, John Deere No. * chopper with Sewing Machines
73
corn' and hay head), 2 heavy duly
~~~
7 ¦
John
Deere
wagons,
2
Gthl
self
unHAREMSmall investment required
HAVE A good selection of used lew
I wish to fhank averyene wtto renumloading boxes. All In vary good con- WE
Ing machines, zlg ug and atralght
or will finance stock for
bered ma wltlt cards, gifts and visits
dition. Merlin Hoch, Rt. 4, Mondovi.
cabinets and portables. WINONA
•fitch,
while I was In tha hospital and at
responsible applicant for
SEWING CO., «15 W. Jtl» St.
home. Special thanks to Pastor KoepWANTED-lnternatlonal Modal 350 util40 hour week , day shift,
our North Star Station at
tell. Dr. Kelmowltz and nurses on first
ity tractor. State price and condition .
MACHINE repair. We repair all
weekends off .
floor at Lutheran Hospital.
Write George Feullng, Fountain City, SEWING
Winona , Minn.
makes and models. AR EA SEWING
Omar Harem
Wis.
MACHINE
CO., 12» E. 3rd. Tel. WA.
Paid vacation , holidays,
This is an attractive, indeDarl-Kool Bulk Tanks
sick
leave.
pendent
operation
with
no
Lest and Found
4
Sales—Service
Stoves, Furnaces, Parts 75
service work and located
Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
Apply Mrs. Tripp
5SS
E.
4th
Tel. 5J32
LOST—last Sun., valuable cameo pin, ln
on
a
very
busy
intersection
OIL
OR gas heaters. Slegler, Duo-Therm,
*• or near Alma Hotel. Reward! l call or
others. Parts and service. RANGE OIL
offering an outstanding opSauer Memorial Home
write Mrs. 0. J. Powers, 365 Main St.,
BURNER
CO., W7 E. Sth St. Tel. 7479.
SET
OF
USED
Winona. Tel. 467».
portunity for an ambitious
1635 Service Drive
Adolph Michalowski.
.
¦
¦

NEEDLES

Hordt's Music Store

RUTH'S RESTAURANT
TWO W ITRESSE

Television Service

STATION
FOR LEASE

WAITRESS

W " ' '~'

Personals

'

''

"~

'.

7

Male —Jobs of Interest— 27

BONT FORGET. . . t o lurn In your
tlckett for the BIG 501h Birthday tele- MARRIED AAAM, experienced In dairy
and general farm work, separate house,
iratlon. LEGION CLUB.
rott reneeJ required. Donald BeHnken,
Elgin, Minn. Tel. Wfr3348.
MEMO TO BUCK: Thanks for taking
care of all Ihe prizes for the convention.
Will reward you with the same |ob next
TRUCK MECHANICS
year. Ray Meyer, Innkeeper .
$4.02 PER HR. plus excellent fringe
WILLIAMS HOTEL,
, benefits for experienced gas or diesel
lourneymen. Year-round employment In
BEST TASTE In town, compare! Thurs.
•fully-equipped shop of leading motor
Special: Roast pork, dressing, potatoes,
carrier.
Stop In, call or write Mr.
oravy. roll, butter, beveraoe. joe.
Ambll.
SIDEWALK CAFE, Miracle Mall.
, BRIGGS TRANSPORTATION CO.
2360 W. County Rd. C, St. Paul
DINE-AMIC SANDWICHES. We don't
An Equal Opportunity Employer
them,
we "create" them, Ham"make"
burgers, soups, salads, all your other
WITH some experience in woodfavorites. Try lis, you'll see what we MEN
working and sswinen, electrical, applimean! RUTH'5 RESTAURANT, 125 E.
ance
work, welding. Full-time steady
3rd St., downtown Winona. Open 24
work, paid vacation and holidays, good
hour* every day except Mon.
hospital group. References required.
Apply Krager (Coach Inc., Industrial
WELL kept carpets show tha result* of
Park.
regular Blue Lustre spot cleaning. Rent
electric shampooer $1. R. D. Cont Co. AWN WANTED for fleneral farm work,
1 or. J days per week . Married man
WOOL SKIRT too long fa be a Mini?
preferred. See George Paulina. FounWa'll alter hems, fat or skinny. W,
tain
City,. Wis.
Betslnger, Tatlor, 227 E. 4th.
MAN WANTED for tarm wotk. No milkMOHAN TAX Service—State and Federal
ing. Start Immediately. Write A-46
tax return preparation. Reasonable
Daft/ News.
rates. 306 Mankato. Evenlngt by appointment. Tel. 8-2357.
CHAUFFEURS WANTED-for part-Hme
work * p.m. to midnight; full-time
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? shifts available also. Must be HI. Apply
Man or woman, your drinking creates
In person. Yellow Cub Co., 560 W.3rd.
numerous problems. If you need' end
• want help, contact Alcoholic* Anony.
117,000 PLUS REGULAR CASH BONUS
nous. Pioneer Group c/o General Defor man over 40 In Winona area. Take
livery, Wlnone, Minn., or Tel. 8-4410
short auto trips to contact customers.
evenlno* 7.10.
Air mall K.D. Palo, Pros., Texas Refinery Corp., Box 711, Fort Worth,
Business Services
14 Texas 76101.

EXECUTIVE STEWARD

operator . Must be aggressive, neat and responsible.
Tel. 612-646-4055, Collect
or write
Personnel Manager
OSKEY BROS.
PETROLEUM CORP.
2250 University Ave.
St. Paul, Minn. 55114

Money to Loan

TRACTORHRES
Firestone 23.1x30 8-ply.
Very good condition.
GEORGE WENER
Dodge, Wis.
Tel. Centervllle 539-2498

Typewriters

50 Wanted to Buy

Hay, Grain,Feed

40

Quick Money

FIRST AND second crop Hay, delivered)
also straw. Eugene Lehnertz, Kellogg.
Tel. Plainview 5M-1763.
—————————
a
HAY—delivered In truckload lots. Order
now. Richard Wright, Tel. Sparta, Wis.
267-2202.

¦

'

.

RE AIRING &

Sam Weisman & Sons
INCORPORATED
450 W. 3rd
TeL $847

42

FIRST FLOOR
BUSINESS
BUILDING

REFINI HING

JOHN OSTOCK

for

MATURE
:¦¦ " -¦ AAAN
NEEDED

barber shop, beauty shop,
cafe, jewelry store, dentist
or photographic.
Will remodel to suit.
First National Bldg.
on Fourth.
Tel. 8-2984.

CALL SYL KUKOW KI

Frank O'Laughlin

Sulmycin-H
For Mastitis

Jerry's Plumbing Service

TED MAIER DRUGS

SANITARY

CLERICAL
POSITION

PAINT DEPOT

FIBERITE
CORPORATION
needs
Secretary
for general office work ;
shorthand and typing required.
Pleasant working conditions, Apply in person.
8 a.m, to 5 p.m.
. 501 W. 3rd St.
Winona , Mjnn.

Kitchen Helper
40 hour week, day shift ,
weekends off.
Paid vacation, holidays,
sick leave.
Apply Mrs. Tripp
Sauer Memorial Home
1635 Service Drive

or female to do clerical
work. Hardly any physical
work involved in this position.
'
Tel. 288-3331, ext. 49
weekdays before 5 p.m.
"An Equal Opportunity
Employer "

WINTER PRICES

One good reason for fitaying healthy these days is
the high price of getting siclc. And, one out of every
four persons i« disabled every year, either permanently or temporarily. But if you are protected by
Ohio National Accident and Sickness Insurance, you
can receive up to $1,000 every month, no matter how
long your disability lasts. Then, you can forget about
the bills and spend your time getting well.-Now 's a
good time for us to get together to discuss your
financial good health.

Life Imurance Company

43

TEACHER, WRITING , ADVERTISING , BULK TANK-225-gal. Van Velter , wllh
separata compressor, Leo Rowekamp.
TV-RADIO SALES, SALES PROMOLewliton. Tel. 5761.
TION OR PUBLIC RELATIONS. Alvear-old family man with BA In
English from Tulane and M.F.A. MANURE LOADER to fit DC Cost trnctor vrtlh manure lorK, large bucket and
In creative writ ing from the Stale Unioood snowplow; also 16-door 40-bu. hog
versity of Iowa would Ilka to relocate
feeder In very good condlllon. Norbert
In the Winona area. H years advertis3
Litscher, Fountain City. Tel. 687-75W.
owner,
experience
as
ing agency
years leaching college English, commercial manager TV-radio station, published poet with novel rearing publication. Martin McAulltfe Jr., JB42 Co1lna, New Orleani, La. 70124, Tel (504)
4B2-2W5.

WEIL WORRY ABOUT THE BILLS

Q
OHIO NATIONAL

4G

FARMERS, II you want to get top dollar
for your 600-800 lb. Holstein hilferi.
open or bred, call Ed Lawrenz, St.
Charles 912-4615 or 932-4474.

Situations Wanted—Male 30 Farm Implements

«

The y®2r

Wanted—Livestock

LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A REAL GOOD auction market tor your
livestock. Dairy cattl* on hand all
Situations Wanted—Fern. 29 week, 1 Ivostock bough' every day.
Trucks available. Sale, Thurs., 1 p .m.
WILL DO IRONI NO In my home. Te|.
Tel. Lewiston 2667 or Winona 781*
Min.

YOU GET WELL . . .

r ¦

DEKALB CAGE - GROWN BIRDS FOR
CAGES. No adluslmcnt to make. We
have the only all In all out cage-grow/,
birds, vaccinated for Bronchitis, Newcastle and Pox, available this area.
10,000 birds at a time, one egg source.
SPELTZ CHICK HATCHERY, Rolling,
slone, Minn. Tel. 689-2311.

ERWIN RICHTER
General Agent
Box 365, Lewiston, Minn.
Tel. 3281

iMunnct • cliKlnneti
• Qruttty Mm*to mutual Me and h**^
ef

2—Model 135 "Minnesota "
single beater manure
spreaders.
2-Modcl 110 "Minnesota "
single beater manure
spreaders.
1-Used' Model 110 "MINNESOTA", single beater
spreader . Excellent
condition.
1-Used ALLIS CHALMERS
WD 45 tractor with wide)
front end.
1-1965 D 17 tractor with
wide front end, power
steering, 1400 hours .
1—Now Schwartz manure
loader to fit: WD , WD
45 or D17 PRIOR to
scries IV tractors .
SPECIAL deaf on
Model 090 David Brown
tractor.

KEN'S SALES
& SERVICE

Hwy. 14-61 E.
Winona
Tel. »23l

Gordon Agency, Inc.
REALTORS

D A I L Y N EW S
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS
WILL BE TAKEN

Coal, Wood,.Other Fuel 63

Houses -for Rent

CHANCE OF A LIFETMEI

OODGE-19U Dart, S-cyllntWr, standard
transmission. Tal. 8-297S bofera 3.

Let us put you in your own
business that grosses over
$40,000 per year! Weal moneymaker for husband and
wife. Well established restaurant with all equipment
plus good lease. Call now
for details!

FORD-1M4 XL 2-door hardtop. 390 with
4-speed, vinyl fop and bucket teats. Tal.
S3fr24is, Rf. i. Blair, Wis.

GI LOAN . . . NO DOWN
Here's your chance to own
your own home in good
East central location. Big
rooms, new carpeting, full
basement, new gas furnace.
Only $12,900.
NEAT AS A PIN
If you're on a budget don't
miss seeing this cute 2 bedroom home East with new
roof, nice garage, fenced in
yard. GI loan . . . no down
to qualified veteran !

TWO-BEDROOM house, partially furnished, near downtown. Reasonable rent.
Available Mar. 15. Write P.O. Box 798.
FARM HOUSE for rent. George Passow,
Arcadia, -Wis. Tel. 323-3620.

Wanted to Rent

96

TWO-BEDROOM apartment or house, unfurnlshed. Tel. 3241.

Bus Property for $ale

97

BUILDING
FOR SALE

7,000 square feet of terrific building
Ideally suited for light manufacturing
business. Beautiful olllces. Good parking and room for expansion. For detailed Information as to Inspect, Tel.
Jim Soderberg, 4I1J or 8-1964.

Farms, Land for Sale

98

FOR SALE-One of the top dairy terms
In Winona County. 475 acres with 260
acres tillable. Excellent aet of buildings. New pipeline milk transfer system, bulk tank, etc. Good terms. S
other dairy farms ln the Wlnon s «r»».
Contact Alvin Kohner, Rt. 3, Winona.
Tel. 4980.

THE

/^v GORDON
,

X§rrj_(L/ Exchange Bldg.
^""W
Winona

m&iiem.
I i i REALTOR
|l20 <EfrrER--m,2349|
One of the Best

west central locations for
this brick three-bedroom
home, carpeting, fireplace,
recreation room, bath and
half.

A Joy
Winter or Summer

All Stone and
A Big Lot

Four bedrooms, three baths,
recreation room and family
room , three-car heated garage.

Gilmore Valley
Two-Bedroom

Carpeted living room, dining
room and kitchen, full bath ,
and big lot. $12'9€0 or buy
additional four acres.

Two Down
One Up

is the bedroom arrangement
in this brick and stucco
home. Ceramic bath , attractive kitchen , two-car garage ,
big lot.
AFTER HOURS CALL:
Mylea Peterson
400*
Leo Koil
.'
4581
Lsura Fisk
2118
Lsura Satke
7622

k

BOB

w Sefofcfc T REALTOR

RUSSET POTATOES, 10 Ibs. 35c; bananas, 10c lb.; bu. apples, $7; (pock
Pepsi, 79c. Winona Potato Market,

Houses for Sale

99 Boats,Motors, Etc .

KX. BRAND NEW 4-bedroom home near ELECTRIC MOTOR (or sala. May ba
seen at Winona Monument Co., 452 E.
St, Teresa College. You can move in
2nd. Wagner, M tin., 1750 rpmi two
Ihe day you buy It as It Is now comRsllsnce, IJ h.p., 1740 tpmi Westingpleted. Basement <4'x2«'. Lovily kitchen
house, 7<,<i h.p., 11(0 rpm; Westingand laroe living room. Price 126,900.
house, 3 h.p., 1130 rpmj Cleveland, 2
ABTS AGENCY, INC., 15» Walnut St.
lo 4 h.p., 900 rpm; General Eleclrlc
Tel. I-W45.
714 h.p., 1160 rpmi Westinghouse , 25
h.p., 2-speed.
EAST CENTRAL-Modern 2-lamlly house
wllh larat garage, 20x40. Rent terms
to reliable party. C. SHANK, 332 E. 3rd. Motorcycles,

° £&
Wm*

FILET

^^^

. DELICIOUS
AT

McDONALD'S
Clark Fork-Lift
Truck
2000 Lb. Capacity
JAY SPITTLER'S
Echo Lodge Orchard
TcJ. Cenlervllle 530-2141.

Bicycles

107

LX. WEST LOCATION, near Jelferson
School. 3 bedrooms. Available for early GARVIN HEIGHTS Cycle Sales i, Salvage proudly presents Kawasaki , the mopossession, SI5,500. Large carpeted llvtorcycle designed and tullt by aircraft
Ino room. Basement, Oil heat. ABTS
•nglneeri. It you 're Interested In •
AOENCYV INC., 139 "Walnut St. Tel.
?rediloobullf motorcycle, stop up or
B-4363.
el. *}3J er e-2002 slier S p.m. weekdays or cn SMurdays .
SEVENTH ST. 4145-Ootxdvlew . 3-b»droOm
home, rec room wllh pool table and
punching beg, garage.
Snowmobiles
107A

FISH

Machinery and Tooli

106

fig

MX, ONLY ll»,«0O BUYS this home,
only a few years old. I I'i had •xcsllint
care and Is lust Ilka new. Hardwood
(loori, 3 bedrooms. Localrd In St.
Stan 's areo. Terms or will consider
your horns In tradi. -A0TS AOENCY,
INC., 15f Walnut 8t, Tel. MJM.

SNOWMOBILES
Tal, $-4111 alter • p.m.

Trucks,Tract's Trailers 108

DODOE-1MI D-400, otXxl tires. Conltcr
ATTENTION VETERAMS, NO DOWN
Lew Gasink, Flberite Corporation, Tel.
PAYMENT. 4l» FranKlln 51. Central
1)411.
location. A-l condition,. 4 bedrooms, 1
complete balhi; combination windows, FORD-lt 'B F-loo pickup, custom cab,
•Heeded gorege, 2 enclosed porchsi,
radio, beater , Weil Coast Junior mlrvrors, automatic transmission, V box.
371 W. .ITH, GOOD CONDITION. «
5,500 miles. Tel. S-3I2S alter 5:30.
rooms end lull bell), hot water heat.
Near Madison School arid bus '¦"•. Cor109
ner lot, ©are pe. Will jrrangt easy loan. Used Cars

Frank West Agency
173 Lo(»yeSI«
Tel. 3240 or 4400 etltr hours.

CHEVROLET-1954 , automatic Iransmls»lon, irerls good, roni good, May ba
seen it I0>6 W. 6lh,

Tairlane idoor. No iailes
at all on newly Installed
-engine exchange. Yon get
* new car warranty on th«
Mock assembly.

$895

YOUR BANK would Ilka .a word with
you -... ". . the word Is "yes". We at
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BA.NK would
like an opportunity to say "yes" to your
loan application. You supply tha need,
we'll bend over backwards te supply
Ihe loan. Whether you want to finance
a new car, a home, an Improvement
prolect, a trip, education, tell us how
much you need and for how long, then
give us a chance to use our favorite
word.

Pat Heise ... 5709 or 2551

¦IjL BOB

SOf

'63 FORD
V-8

PONTIAC-IM7 Firebird. 34,000 m!l«*. ^".
Reasonable. Tel. Cochrane 248-2387.

AFTER HOURS

120 CtNTtR- 711.2^49

65

CHEVROLET-! 561 Impale KJocr hardtop, V-8 wllh automatic. Excellent condition. Reason tor sale: Going Into
service. Ernest Rumpel, Arcadia. Tel.
323-7031. „ . '

Spacious 4 bedroom home
with big living room and
dining room, newly carpeted. \Vi baths, very nice
basement, new doubfe garage. $20,000.

IF YOU ARE In the market for » farm
or home, or art planning to sell real
estate of any type, contact NORTHERN
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and en|oy
INVESTMENT COMPANY, Real Estate
the comfort of automatic personal care.
Brokers, Independence, Wis,, or Eldon
Keep full service—complete burner
W. BerC' Real Estate Salesmen, Arcar*. Budget service, Order today
cadla, Wis, Tel. 323-7330.
from JOSWICK FUEL & OIL CO., «01
E. 8th. Tel. 3389.
"
Lots for Sale
IOO
FAR/AS-FARMS—FARMS
~
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
ATTRACTIVE CORNER lof, 140* X 1M ,
Furn., Rugs,Linoleum 64
Osseo, Wl*.
Plsaisnt Valley Terrae«, near Country
Tsl . Office 597-363S
Club golf course. One slda road pavJUST RECEIVED 4, 5 and 6-drawer
Res. 693-3137
ed, curb and gutter, electrical service
chests starling at $19.95,
We buy, we sell, w* trade.
on lot. Tel. 4918 alter 5 p.m. on weekBORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE
days, Sat. and Sun, all day .
302 Mankalo Ave.
HOME IN the country. 3 bedroomi, new
bath, on 2 acres ol land 5 miles (rom
WHITE ELEPHANT SPECIAL. $24 solid
102
Rushlord on good road, 24'x30* polo Wanted—Real Estate
hard rock maplo cobblers bench cockshed used ss gersg* end storage.
tall table, $14 . BURKE'S FURNITURE
Good well .
I AM NOW a licensed Real Estats Broker
MART , Srd <• Franklin. Open Wed, and
and will be laklno listing! for form or
BOYUM AGENCY,
Frl. evenings. Park behind Ihe storo,
city properly. Contact me day or nlohf .
Harry Trowbrldoa Auen cy, 239 E. Main
REALTORS
DAVENPORT and matching chair. Very
St ., Arcadia, Wis . Tel. 323-7207.
Rushford,
Minn.
good condition, $23, Tel, Arcadia 323Tel. 664-9301
3426,
INCOME PROPERTY for cash . State
or
price arxl location. Write P.O. Box 50,
Cl«lr
Hallevlg,
Salesman
25% DISCOUNT on all Breld Rugs , alios
Winona.
Tel. Peterson »T5-S«I5,
10x14 . «xl2, 8x10, 6x9. Set the big te
lections at SHUMSKI'S. 5B W. 3rd

Good Thingi to Eat

CHEVR0LET-1957 2-door, 327, 4-spead
transmission. Clean. Lubertus Loerch,
Rushford, Mlrm. Tel. J44.9213 or M47705.

CLOSE TO EVERYTHING

' '
' lot
: .: .

95

109 Used Cars

OLDSMOBILE-WM 2-door F-85,. •tick, OLOSMOBILE-1W2 «oor hardtop,. \M
excellent condition. See at Bill's Gull,
automatic, Tel. 5750 or t«« at 15 Fair
174 E. 3rd St. Tal, 9912.
: fax St.
BUICK — 19M Riviera,, good condition.
Tal. mt.

to look out over the river
from this three-bedroom
home, bath and a half , carpeting, ¦two-car garage, big

Next to

ELECTR C ROTO ROOTER

Used Cars

' ¦
The ' ' '

57

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
metals end raw fur.
ICE FISHING boots, 10-11, S5; gas stove,
Closed Saturdays
$10; boy^s new black shoes, 10A, $2.
WHITE COLLIE male pups, 8 weeks old.
122 W. 2nd
Ttl. v SOT
91? W. 10th.
• Glenn Harm, Rt. 1, Box 211, Independ323-36-0.
ence, Wis. Tel.
NEW RCA TV, console model, 2 months Rooms Without Meals
86
old, $100 off new price; matching washMINIATURE SCHNAUZER puppies, AKC
$25.
Tel.
$50;
gas
range,
er and dryer,
PLEASANT ROOM for young man. Priregistered. Happy, loving dlsDOslllens.
Galesville 582-4070.
vate kitchen facilities, Tel. 8-3918 alter
Intelligent: No shedding. Top bloodlines.
10% off on Jan. sales. Stuber Farm and SCISSOR SHARPENING, regular and
Kennels. Tel. Fountain City 687-4778.
pinking. Also small appliance repair, SLEEPIN8 ROOM for oenfleman. Tef.
AREA SEWING MACHINE CO., Itf E.
6S89. .
3rd. Tel. 6474.
43
Horses, Cattle,Stock
ROOMS
FOR MEN, with or without
ROSS ¦> ON EWAY snowplew with TD6
housekeeping privileges. No dey sleepWanted
wheels
and
axles
mounting.
ers. Tel.. 4859. .
FEEDER STEERS-a whiteface. Berfrom mobile home trailer; also wheelTel. Centervllle 539nard Stellpflug,
¦
¦
¦
chair. Bernard Jacobson, Rushlord,
¦•
3452. . .. . ¦ ¦
- ' ¦ .;. .
Apartments,Flats
90
Minn.
FEEDER PIGS-40. Shelby Westby, Toi. JUNGERS kitchen oil Jieeier; snow tires, FOUR ROOMS and bath/ heat and water
Rushford ' 844-9432,
7:50x14, 6:70x15 on Rambler wheels;
furnished. Adults. Private entrance.
20" g«s stove. Tel. 9171.
. Te|. 5502.
NOTICE, Lanesboro Sales . Commission
will broadcast their listings of livestock RUGS a mess? Clean for less with Blue
every Frl. forenoon et 7:30, 9:30 and
Lustrel Rent electric shampooer, $1, Business Places for Rent 92
11:30 over the Preston Radio ¦ Station
Robb Bros. Store.
dial.
Sale
KKIL 1060 on your radio
day every Frl. starting time 12 noon. WEDDING DRESS, slie 7-8, and veil.
Lanesboro Sales Commission, Tel. col*
Tel. 8-3138 or 4725 W. 6th after 4:30.
lect 447-2192.
WE HAVE ZENITH color TVs, many
PUREBRED DUROC stock hogs, vacmodels lo choose trom at big savcinated. Leonard Stoskopf, Harmony,
ings. See usl FRANK LILLA & SONS,
Minn., IVi miles N. ol Henrytowp. T«l.
761 E. Sth. Open evenings.
88W15I or 8JW132.

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

TREES, TREES. TREES — trimming,
stump removal, spraying, etc. Free
estimates. Btongf* Tret Service, Wi- CHALLENGING position offered mature
nona. Tel. 8-5311.
person capable ef departmental management. Previous Institutional exposure desirable. Salary commensurate
with experience, lucrative company
benefits Including retirement and profit
sharing program. Definitely a company
tailored to the person seeking opportunities and lob security for the future.
Reply slating personal data, experience
and current eerning to Personnel DirecP
tor, Sheraton Rift Hotels, 315 Nicollet
SHOES-work, dress. Savings guaranteed.
REAL GOOD feeder pigs, 85. Wormed,
Ave., Mpls.
Remodeling our store across the street.
S
castrated and ready to go. Also 2 reg<
Doubling shoe display. Harelfon VariIstered
Hereford
Stills
for
rent
through
BASEMENT WALLS
ety, 217-218 E. 3rd. Tel. 4004.
winter to right party. Herb McNamer,
"Houston; Tel.. 896-3153.
MID-WINTER 'CLEARANCE begins MoriSpraying of any
day. Clothing In bins, 10c; V _r price on
CHESTER WHITE open gilts, also Ches.
rack; chairs, 50c. floor lamps, $1; rumter White boars. Wesley Beyer, Utlea,
kind, including colors.
mage Items, 5c & IOC. CADY'S, W, Sth.
Minn. Te|. Lewiston 4352.
CLEARANCE
PRICES en ell remaining
BRED GILT SALE: Duroe-Hampshire 1963 G.E. refrigerators, ranges, washJ
Yorkshire. Selling approximately 20
ers,
dryers
and
freeiers. Buy now and
quality purebred gilts of each breed.
for fulltime position as
•svel B e Y B ELECTRIC, 155 E. Ird.
Tel. 8-4541 evenings.
Many suitable for club projects. Several
safety lane inspector In a
select boars of each breed. Sat., Feb. 1
of rugs have been cleaned
af 12 noon. Guernsey Pavilion, down- MILLIONS
with Blue Lustre. It's America's finest.
Plumbing, Roofing
town West Salem, Wis . For catalog,
21 Rochester trucking firm .
Rent
electric
shampooer Jl. H. Choate
write to Paul Linse, Rt. 1, Onalaska,
& Co.
Must have knowledge of
Wis,, or Bill & Fred Scrtomberg, Rt. 1,
I
La Crosse,.Wis.
trucks. Company benefits.
KITCHEN CABINETS by HAGER - Top
For clogged tewert and drains.
quality construction, ten door styles,
PUREBRED.
DUROC boars and gilts, vacS
four finishes-, Oak or Birch wood.
Tel.
288-3331
ext.
41
,
clhated. Clifford Hoff, Lantsbwo,
GAIL'S¦ APPLIANCE, 213 E. 3rd. Tel.
Ttl. 9509 er &43« 1-year-fluorantee.
Minn., (Pilot Mound).
¦¦
4210. .
weekdays before S p.m.
~~~~
OET THE ONE that's Number II If* the
Saddlej,
COMPLETE
WESTERN
STORE.
ELECTRIC HEAT
In-SInk-Erator - stainless steel garbage
D. MILLER
Western and English ; halters; bridles;
& GUTTER TAPES
- disposer. Ift fast, quiet, service-tree,
bits;
saddle
blankets)
collar
pads,
all
BAMBENEK'S, 9th & MANKATO
powerful, corrosion-fret and > lam-proof,
"An Equal Opportunity
sizes/ hoof oil; leather oil; cow halters.
More* disposers are made .by In-SInkAlso boarding, breaking, training, shoeHOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
Employer "
Erator than by any other manufacturer.
ing and horses for sale. Bob Przybylski,
Sales a. Service
Quality l
i the reason!
East Burns Valley Road. Tel. 3857.
Used Saw Sale,.$35 and up.
POWER AAAINTENANCE 8, SUPPLY CO.
2nd & Johnson
Tel. 545S
Help—Male or Female
28
PLUMBING & HEATING
.;' . 7fl-«. ith
Tel. 2377
BARGAIN
PRICES
.
.
.
Motorola
Color
¦
¦
!
¦
¦ — ...-i-l >l . i I — -i n
¦
I —¦ ~
* ¦*¦!
I ¦
. 11
STA^r* PERSON—to develop and coordiTV In crate. We service all makes.
nate volunteer activities throughout the
SCHNEIDER SALES CO., Tel. 73J6.
10-Dose
Pack
.
.
.
.
$2.90
4-county area of Jackson, Eau Claire,
«g E. 4th
Tel. 9394
Trempealeau and Buffalo. Salary $5,000
ONE ONLY HOMKO SNOWBLOWER
plus mileage. Apply, Western Dairy$109 at SCHNEIDER SALES CO.
Animal Health Center
lend E.O.C., Inc, Courl House, Whits1671 W. Sth
Downtown & AAlracle Mall
hall, Wit. 54773.
PLUMBING & HEATIN9
IM E. 3rd St.
Tel. 173?
HAVE A HAPPIER family roomi Cheer
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies 44 up the spot the family gets together In
with a bright new coat of Elliott's
Female — Jobs of Int.— 26
While Veneer Tinted Eggshell Paint.
Completely washable yet a low-lustre
BABCOCK
CHICKS-For
the
most
money
WAITRESS WANTED - for 10:30 a.m.
finish of beauty and elegance. Pick a
from the egg business, Babcock B-J00
shift. Apply In person, Dairy Bar, 114
happy color from tha many available
Is tops. Random sampla test or fa rm
E. 3rd.
at your
production. Day old or ready-to-lay
pullets year around. Get Early DisWAITRESS WANTED - Apply Garden
Fulltime night position for
counts
Now.
Tel,
SMtf,
Winona
Ch
ick
Gate Restaurant, 56 W. 3rd. No phone
167 center St.
Hatchery, Breezy Acres, Winona, Minn.
semi-retired or retired male
calls, please.

REMODELING
PLASTERING

HIGHEST PRICES PAID ,
for scrap iron, metals, rags, hides,
• raw furs and wodll

.

Articles for Sale

81

WANTED-ltems yoo do ne»f wish to take
with you when moving to Hl-Rise or
Rest Home.
Write P.O. Box 955, Wi¦
nona. , . • . ' •

GOOD COB CORN for sale. Herman Elchman, Trempealeau, Wis. Tel. 534-6422.

on any article of value . . .
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE

77

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines for
sale or rent. Reasonable rates, free
delivery. Set us for all your office suppiles, desks.' files or ofllce chairs.
LUND TYPEWRITER CO. Tel. 5222.

99

MORKEN'S
SERVICE
Gome See This
Fine Selection —

W# edwrtlM co» prices.

^^

45 Years in Winona
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
Open Friday Evenings
and Saturday Afternoon*

Speedy S a y s . . .
There Is Only
One Kind of
Snow Job at
Houston Auto Sales

1967 4-door hardtop Ford
And that's tbe job It was
Galaxie, Linse Gofd with
getting the snow off all the
black top, V-8, power
great used cars on our lot!
steering, Cmise-o-matic.
Now that they're cleaned off
1967 Ford LTD Woor hardand before it snows again,
top, blue color with black
we want to sell them and
vinyl roof, 390, V-8, powsell them fast.
er steering, Cruise-o-matCome in today and get the
' - - ' fcstraight facts on what great
1966 Chevrolet Impala 4deals we can offer you.
door hardtop, V-8, power
steering, automatic, white
Both new '69 and used cars
color.
and trucks specially priced
1966 Custom 500, 6 cylinder,
to move thern out.
4-door sedan, Cruise-omatio, Eght blue finish.
1966 Galaxie 2-door, tan
color, V-8, power steering, Cruise-o-matic.
1966 Galaxie 2-door hardtop, green, 390, V-8, power steering, Cruise-o-matSALES & SERVICE PPf
vfN,
ic '
^WS%-3838 [[j
©
t&s HOySTON MINN/ I
1966 Fairlane 500, 390, V-8,
S
l
.
4-door sedan, power steer•• ¦ . ¦ ¦¦ . .
' .
wcing, Cruise-o-matic.
1965 Mustang hardtop, V-8, Mobile Homes,Trailers 111
3-speed, red color.
SCHULT TRWLER-1964, 10x50, SttOO.
1955 Plymouth Moor se- . Tei. Gafesvllla 582-4070.
dan, V-8, automatic, maMany homes to choose (rom at
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
roon color.
Hwy. 14-61 E., Winona.
Tel. <27«
1964 Falcon, 4-door sedan ,
. stick, 6 cylinder, white
La Crosse Mobile Homes
color.
New and Used

© HOUSTON
g^UTOSALEj

Pickups & Trucks

1961 F250 4-speed, 8 cylinder, red color.
1961 F10O 3-speed, 8 cylinder, tan.
1960 International 4 x 4,
top condition.
1963 International 2 ton with
box and hoist.
We Also Have Some Good
Older Model Cars and
Pickups Co Choose From.

Stop & See Us Soon!!!

MORKEN'S
SERVICE
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. 864-7187

ROLLOHOME

1% Miles S. of City Limite
on Hwy. 14
Lyle Norskog - Hollis Norsfeog
Tel . La Crosse 4-8554
Auction Sales .

'
FREDDr FRICKSON
.]
Auctioneer
Will Handle all aires and kinds et
auctions.
Tel. Dakota £43-2943. r
~"'

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, Clly and stata Hcen*.
ed and bonded Rt. 3, Winona. Tet.
'4980. . " .

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

Everett J. Kohner.
Winona/ T». 7814
Jim Papenfuss, Dakota. Tel, 643-19} "¦
'
Boyum Agency, Rushford. Tel, 664-9341
FEB. 1—Sat. 12 noon, 5 miles N. of Caledonia, Minn. Relnhold Kllnskl. owner;
Schroeder Bros., auctioneers;
Thorsj
¦
. •
Sales, clerk.
¦¦

SEE THIS FINE SELECTION OF
TRADE-INS ON THE
FABULOUS 1969
PONTIAC AND CADILLAC
1967 PONTIAC

1964 OLDS 98

BONNEVILLE
4 door Hardtop. Solid blue
metallic finish with black
vinyl interior, automatic
transmission, power steering, power brakes, whitewall
tires and radio.

4 door, solid light blue metallic finish with matching
cloth and vinyl interior,
automatic transmission,
power steering, p o w e r
brakes, radio and whitewall
tires. Exceptionally clean

1965 BUICK

$1195
* 3

$2495

Wildcat 4 door hardtop.
Solid light turquoise finish
with matching interior , power steering, power brakes,
automatic transmission, ra ^
dio and whitewall ires,
Spotless condition throughD
0J,{
<tlC
QC
IWi

*
1967 FORD
GALAXIE 500

throughout.

TO^ P O N T I A C

PATAT TNA
.. .
,, :»
u-.
c ,-J whlt
or
»fdt
°
'l
doh
I1 ^°. w l f l ^ua
A°P' ^
a"d
.
f .™* "lienor
vinyl
, automatic
transmission, power steering, power brakes, radio and
whitewall tires.

$995

1965 CHEVROLET

4 door hardtop, V-8 motor,
automatic t r a n s mission,
power steering, radio and
whitewall tires, solid Tight
blue finish with matching
cloth and vinyl interior .

BEL AIR
Station Wagon. Solid blue
finish with blue cloth and
vinyl interior , economy six
cylinder m o t o r , standard
transmission and radio .

1964 PONTIAC

1965 FORD

$1995

STAR CHIEF
4 door , automatic transmission , power steering,
power brakes, tilt steering
wheel, radio and whitewnll
tires. Solid black finish with
matching interior.

$1195

:

$1095

CUSTOM 500
f
« door
, solid white finish
with matching Interior , reg"tor gas V-8 motor, automatic transmission p o w e r
steering, whitewall tires and
radio.

$1295

TWO-YEAR WARRANTY ON
USED CARS AT

VENA BLES

Tel. 8-2711
75 W. 2nd
OPEN FRIDAY EVENINGS

DICK TRACY

By Roy Cran»

BUZZ SAWYER

|
By Chester Gould

~
w "^£f. "* •* ¦

BEETLE BAILEY

BLONDIE

By Mort Walker

By Chick Young

By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER
THE FLINTSTONES

By Hanna-Barbera

By Fred LassweU

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH
STEVE CANYON

APARTMENT S-O

By Milton Canniff

By AlexJfotzky

|^GREM SURPUISj |7 r^|i
6

*p£C/MS f ".:,Z V
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ff 0l
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I
REX MORGAN, M.D.

1

I

By Ernie Bushmiller
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By Saunders and Ernst
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ALSO HAVE A LAllGE

$T0CK 0F ASSrD TENTS

10560 20x30 fig00
-.20
7420

16X24 4288
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OPEN 9 TO 9 MON. THRU SAT,
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fcstbock style tn a polyester
and cotton treated with loll
releaso. Straw, amber, green,
conyblue heatbeiiones.6-Ifl.

Boys' neoJ Mock oxfords or s)!p-ons with
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Fords ttzet 8</i-3, slip-ons sizes 10-3.
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Charge your choko ot Tempo.
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Polyester-cotton canvcu pants
In a neat mini-check pattern.
Cuffless iTyle with 5 podcets
Ii) gray, gold or bluo. 6-16.
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WT-sfrops ore always o favori*f Get them tn

^ / ^\V ' .. 'Uu«wUock .vin^ pMeni.- si»s 8}^3.

stock-up bargains for infants and children-—charge it now at Tempo!

SAVE »1W
diaper sets

•¦»•

$197

ond i)Jrl»' no-Tron 3-pc.
K*i. Embroidery trlmi. Snap
crotch ponty. Stxat 9-10 no*.

23% OFF!
ho-iron crawlers

»o-

$127

Cute prlnh, plaid, ond itilp«
pottarni. Snap crotch for taty
^trailing, Sid* tobi. 9-24 mo*.

SPECIAL!
cotton panties

»•*- O

$1

©Irli' ao* tombed cotton knit
ftrief« tn prally pilnti. Elaitlo
waist and Ugi. Sites 4-14.

SAVEI
boys* slack sets

«*-

$033

Two ityfetl Cotton layarttMook
knit et plaid broadcloth lop*.
Coon&nafcd no-Iron fonts. 3J5,

CUT 20%
2-4 slack sets

»o-

$197

FanaoptMa cottonboxer ponla
and coordinatedpolo third In
acttdi ond pollama. Tola' 2-4.

SPECIAL!
no-iron slacks

b*y»' OTc
Boy»" perma praupotyaihr 'n
collon boxer iladis wllh full
•toil's woli". Soildi, c/wcdi.

SAV

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE!
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Perma Press

and Soil Release

-

with

ew so re ease m°kes these handsome no-iron work sets easy to get clean] Most
stain*
^
" in' the
come out
first washing—no soaking, no scrubbing and no special bleaches. Just
toss'them in to wash,dry thern and they're ready to wear again. The .rugged 50% For>
trel* polyester,50% cotton blend Is long wearing... stays neat looking all day long,
Shirts have dressy collar,
long sleeves,double yoke and button-down pocket flape.
Sizes 14%-17'/i. Pants have sfa-flat seams,cuffs,deep pockets and wide belt loops.
Waist sizes 29-44,inseam 28-34. Spruce green,charcoal gray or ©livewood.
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no-iron sport shirts
low price for never-iron, wrlntcle-roslstlng petforroancol Men's good-lookino daisies and birtton down* ,n la,<5,t *W P«». Plolds and solid
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turtleneck knits

MEN-SAVE ON QUALITY CLOTHING-JUST SAY 'CHARGE IT'
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